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FIGHTING BACK

FOOTBALL FAVORED OVER ZIPS .

- SEE NEWS, A2

- SEE the indie, INSIDE

- SEE SPORTS, AS

Is football a

,)

J

With 0-5 start, fans wonder
what c0aches' pay is.buying .

••

NATHAN POEKERT
Staff Writer

At his first UCF press conference in December, Coach George
O'Leary was asked of his expectations for this football season He
responded with conviction, 'Tm going to win''
Ask a simple question, get a simple answer. UCF, however, is still
waiting for it to happen
·~ great football team creates school spirit," said Isyana !swan, a
sophomore and finance major. "So far, we haven't won a game.
~use of this, we're upset I never expected us to win our confer. ence, but for the price we're paying, I thought we would be doing
much better than dead last''
Senior Allyn Brice said, "When you lose over and over again, it
just becomes natural
'Tm not surprised at all with the 0-5 start so far,'' the chemistry
major added ''I haven't gone to a game this year, and I don't plan on
going to any others."
·
Many members of the UCF community had high expectations
for this season's football team and its new coach. But, after last
week's loss to Northern Illinois, the Knights extended their record
as the worst team in Division 1-A Football.
Even the staffat Greek Unique, the fraternity and sorority apparel store in the Student Union, expressed discontent with the
Knights' losing streak by putting a paper bag-over the head of the
store's lifesize cardboard cutout of the coach - one of hundreds
distributed by the Sports Marketing office around the campus and
city. (Approached by the Futiue, store officials declined comment
and removed the bag yesterday.)
.
Making the team's performance more painful for many is the
money given to O'Leary to turn things around after last year's 3-9
furish. O'Leary and his coaching statr1eceive the highest combined
salary-$2 million per season - of any Florida university program.
Even so, the Knights had a better record at this point in the season last year.
With its high-profile "Get Motivated" campaign built around
O'Leary's arrival, UCF Athletics has tried to boost attendance and
school spirit at home football games. In last month's home opener
against nationally ranked West Virginia, 32,224 people - the largest
home crowd since 2000 - attended.
UCF hopes for big attendance Saturday as well when the
Knights play Akron during Family Weekend. The Knights are
favored to win that contest Then again, they were favored to beat
Buffalo, too.
·
Nathan Romanic, howeve:t; plans on going to the Citrus Bowl
only for the tailgating.
.''I won't be going into the games at all this year, and that says a
lot because they're free admission for us,'' the management major
said 'Tm now a senior, and I have only gone to a couple of games
since I started coming here. It's just not fun to watch."

,
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$2 MILLION ON A6

Film and digital media get home downtown
After $6~3 million revamp,
UCF to lease Expo Centre
-for $1 per year for 40 years
MARK JUSTICE
5.taffWriter

The Orlando City Council endorsed a plan
Monday to spend $63 million to transform the
money-losing, city-owned downtown Expo Centre into the future home of UCFs film and digital
media programs, including the new Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy.
The plan, under which the city will lease the

center to UCF for ·$1 a year for the next 40 years,

was approved 6-1
"Growing this technology cluster gives our
community a competitive edge, and I look forward
to working with UCF in making this digital media
center a reality;" Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer said
in an e-mail to the Future.
UCF will fund $19 nrillion of the renovation
costs, with the rest put up by the city and generated by a special tax district whose funds are used to
help rejuvenate downtown
Previous evaluations by the city have tagged the
Expo Centre as underused and "in need of significant improvement," an analysis provided to the
PLEASE SEE
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COME AND GET IT
EVERYTHING SEX

Absentee,
early votes
let voices
be heard
New state laws ease
voting woes, eµminate
local poll bureaucracy
STEPHEN SOTLOFF
Senior Staff Writer

Nicole Lopez is like many college students across the country.
"I just want my voice to be heard," the 18year-old psychology major said. "I need to
vote absentee because I am registered to
vote in Broward [County]. But I don't know
anything about the absen4ie process."
In fact, Lopez doesn't even know how to
· acquire an absentee ballot, and she isn't
alone. Many students haven't been instructed on how to vote
using an absentee
ballot and many
more will not be
allowed to vote in
the upcoming election unless they do
so by using such
Days until Nov. 2
ballots or by going
presidential election
· to their registered
county. .
Absentee ballots
can be requested by
registered voters by
Days until Oct.18
contacting -· their
start of early voting
county's supervisor
For voter information in
of elections. That
Orange County, call
office must receive
the ballot by 7 p.m.
407-836-2070 or visit
on Election Day in
www.ocfelections.com.
order for the vote to
InSeminole County call
count,
which
407-665-7700 or visit
means, unlike miliwww.semcoelections.org.
tary absentee ballots, the postmark
date means nothing
if your ballot arrives late. The vote doesn't
count.
More attention is being paid to absentee
ballots as a result of what happened in the
2000 presidential election. Use of absentee
ballots is also at an all-time high because of
the risk involved in voting by an electronic
touch screen, similar to what most Florida
counti,e s provide.
.
"There is more of an effort by political
parties to mobilize students to exercise that
privilege [absentee voting]," said Terri. Fine,
an associate professor with the UCF Political Science Department. "They want to
make sure that every eligible voter votes and
votes on their side."
The South Florida Sun-Sentinel reported•
Wednesday that a record 67,000 absentee
ballots had been mailed out to Palm Beach
County residents, and as many as 100,000
could be mailed by Nov. 2..
St~ing this year, all qualified voters are
allowed to vote absentee under Florida law.
Previously, voters needed a reason - such
as being out of the area - to vote absentee, ·
. but now anyone can request an absentee ballot. Notarization or a witness' signature is
also no longer required. .
Voters can also cast their vote early avoiding the usual long lines and not having
to worry about rushing to the polls on Election Day.
A new state law requires that every county in Florida post at least one early voting
station two weeks before Election Day and
keep it open seven days a week.
In Orange County, several public libraries
that are open on Sundays have been designated as early voting sites. All that is
required is a driver's license - voters don't
need to sign up to use the facilities in
advance.
"I cannot say enough good things about
the early voting system," Fine said. "It helps
those that might otherwise vote absentee."
She said the only problem that arises as a
result of early voting is for political scientists
trying to predict the outcome of an election,
because "as early voting becomes more pop- ·
ular, the exit polls can't indicate how differ ent the results are between those that vote
early and those that vote on Election Day."
Orange Country had no ballot-related
problems in the 2000 presidential election.

Countdown

19

s
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Hurricane winds damaged the sign of the Expo Centre, which UCF will take over.
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.Around Campus
Save$550
Today at the library, students
can go to the movie lounge on the
main floor to watch movies in conjunction with UCF's DiverSity
Week At 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. today,
Europa, Europa will ait: At Ua.m.
and 4 p.m., the library will show
Siddhartha.
Tomorrow, the library will
show Sankofa at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m
and Sweet 15at11 a.m. and 4 p.m

Nobodiesupforgrabs

.

Dana Austin, from the medical
examiner's office in Dallas-Fort
Worth, will lecture on 'Women of
Forensic Science" at 1p.m today in
the Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
After the presentation, there
will be a silent auction of forensic
TV show props, memoriibilia and
signed photos.
.
For more information, c:Ontact
Fran Ragsdale at 407-823-4240.

Fair and balanced
Conservative
columnist
Michelle Malkin will speak on
immigration and , terrorism
between3 p.m and 4:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
~is a regular FOXNews
Channel commentator and author
· of "Invasion: How America still
Welcomes Terrorists, Criminals
and other Foreign Menaces to our
Shores." This event is free and
open to the public.
For more information, call the
Office bf Global Perspectives at
407-823-0395.

Take the weight off
A registered dietitian will discuss weight-loss options, fad diets
and supplements at 5p.m today in
Osceolla Hall Room 148.
For more information, contact
the Campus Wellness Center at
407-823-5841

No Polish jokes allowed ·
A Polish movie night will feature The Orchestra Conductor at
6 p.m tomorrow in Health and
Public Affairs Room 119.
In the movie, ~ Polish-born
conductor returns to his birthplace after 50 years of living in the
United States. As a dying man, he
decides to work with a struggling
provincial orchestra, much to the
dismay of its own conductor.
The College of Health and
Public Affairs, the Polish Educational and Cultural Foundation
and Florida Eastern Europe Linkage Institute put together the
movie night Refreshments will be
served.
For more information, contact
Wes Piotczak 407-823-3647.

Monster mash

Late 'Knights will have a Halloween-style event for Family
Weekend at 9 p.m Saturday at the
Student Union .
The five-hour event will be free
for students, family and guests this
weekend Entertainment includes
a documentary ~verywhere but
Florida, Randy. and Frank from
The Real. Work~ coneerts, dance
lessons and food from TooJay's.
For more information, contact
Sherri Freedman at 407-823-6471.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for · the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday f?r the Monday edition.

Nation & World

SGArunoff
produces a tie

News and noti.ces for
the UCF community

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL F~ORIDA FUTURE

Sean Lavin, far left, secured the SGA Senate's Business Seat 4 last week. He still campaigned for his party outside of the Student Union all this
week and helped voters figure out the new MyUCF system. United UCF, his ticket, won every race during this week's 13 runoff elections.

Senate hopeful quit race
Chakir accused of
hijacking disabled
woman's vote
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

· Aness Chakir dropped out of
the SGA Senate rac~ after an
opponent filed a compJ.ai.nt that
Chakir had forced a voter to submit a ballot that Cbakir had filled
out
The complaint, filed Thursday
by Brandon Wiison, complained
that Chakir had assisted a handi
capped woman who intended to
vote for Wiison
The woman logged into
MyUCF herself, but Chakir
allegedly took the mouse away
from her and voted for himself
and others on the Golden Ticket
After members of his own
ticket saw him and questioned

him about the incident, Chakir
reportedly told them, ''I have been
out here all day by myself and I
have to do what I have to do, and I
have to play dirty.''
The Golden Ticket dropped
him when the complaint was
filed. One other member of the
Golden Ticket, Victor Perez, was
a witness to the event and was
prepared to tell the Election
Commission about the violation
during the hearing scheduled for
last Friday. Chakir droppoo out of
the race before the 7 p.m hearing

elections unopposed for Health
and Public Affairs Seat 7.
''I believe what he did was disgusting," Wiison said, "No matter
how much you want a vote, you
don't take advantage of a handicapped person to steal a vote." He
continued, ''I belieVe that students
should have a voice, their voice, in
the Senate and it should not be
taken away from them, no matter
how desperate one may be!'
Wilson's complaint also
included an allegation that Chakir
had used a laptop to gather votes
occurred.
in the Health and Public Affairs
The Election Commission Building in violation of Dean
probably would have issued a Belinda McCarthy's request that
major violation to~ accord- · potential senators not dunpaign
ing to Mike Stuart, an SGA elec- there.
All the members ofthe.Golden
tions commissioner. ''He was fuirly certain that is was going to be Ticket were charged with a minor
ruledamajorviolationand that he election violation last week, when
was going to be kicked out of the some unverified endorsements
running."
were printed on campaign mateChakir could not be reached rial,
for comment
Three minor violations equal a
Wtlson ran during run-off major violation The Election

FROM Al

council stated.
The transformation is. an
attempt to end the center's drain
on the city's budget while linking
the citywith UCFto create ahighprofile presence · in the digital
media industry.
"Film and digital media are
one of the fastest-growing and
dynamic sectors of the information technology economy; and the
lease will provide a catalyst for
the city becoming one ofthe leading regions for digital media and
interactive entertainment industries," the analysis said
UCF takes control of the center's.second and third floors Nov.
l, with leasing of first-floor space
to take place in stages starting
next year. Classes could begin at
the site as soon as next fall and
will increase in number as the
building is remodeled.
Terry Frederick, the interim
dean of the School of Film and
Digital Media, described the center as a "one-of-a-kind facility.''
Frederick said the academy; a
post-graduate program for which
_ the Florida Legislature approved

$4.2 million last ypr, will merge
the creative and technological
aspects of the film and gaming
industry. It will enlist experienced
software programmers and
artists to teach students to design,
program and test video games.
In particulaI; the academy is a
partnership between UCF an EA
Sports, a division of Electronic
Arts Inc., a company well-known
for its sports-related video games.
State and local officials hope the
academy will convince the software giant to expand its Central
Florida workforce.
But the academy will be just
one of two distinct operations to
fill the renovated centei; Frederick said The other will involve
primarily juniors from the UCF
film program who will participate
in a four-semester visual language curriculum
While the two operations will
remain separate, students from
.each will work together regularly
in a unique curriculum designed
to prepare them to hold top positions in their fields, he said Students who complete the programs will be awarded graduate
certificates rather than master's

degrees.
The goal of the facility is to
"marry the creative and technological advances of the industry;"
said Frederic;k, adding that he is
confident the new space will provide the perfect .environment to
do so.
Most of the money UCF will
spend on the academy will create
a state-of-the-art environment
that Frederick envisions as "a
meeting ground for students,
research groups and community
members."
·
A $1 million portion of the
state grant, which will recur
annually; will be spent on student
and faculty recruitment as weU as
general maintenance of the facility:

While many laud the location
at 500 W. Livingston St., adjacent
to the Downtown Marriott and
across the street from the TD
Waterhouse Centre and Bob Carr
Performing Arts Centre, some
students worry about the distance from UCFs main campus.
One such student is Denyonta
Federick, a junior cinema studies
majo.i; who said it "might discour~
age some students from partici-

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

HUNTSVILLE, Texas Donald Aldrich, convicted of
abducting and killing a gay
man 11 years ago, was executed Tuesday after apologizing
to his victim's family and his
own.
Nicholas West, a medical
clerk from Tyler, was robbed
at a park known as a gay meeting place, then taken to a
remote area where he was
stripped, ordered to his knees
and shot at least nine times.
Aldrich, 39, was the second
man executed· for West's
death. Henry Earl Dunn, 28,
was put to death in February
2003. Each man blamed the
other, but authorities contended both took part in
killing West.

Gen. Franks, in Florida, says U.S.
should have hired Iraqi soldiers

Other runoff winners:
Arts and Sciences
Seat 1: Shaun Lara
Seat 2: Emily Ruff
Seat 5: Stefanie Matthews
Seat 6:Justin Porter
Seat 8: Michael Newman
Seat 9: Jared Stout
Seat 11: Darrah Winkler
Seat 12: Matt De Vlieger
Seat 13: Aida Latorre
Seat 14: Maria Noel Blanchet
Seat 15:Kyle Trage
Business Administration
Seat 10: Ian Perez
College of Health and Public Affairs
Seat 7: Brandon Wilson

Commission typically deems an
action a major violation, "if it
could directly affect the outcome
of the election - basically; voting
from someone else," Stuart
explained. Once the Election
Commission categorizes a violation, the Judicial Council decides
on a punishment

pating."
Frederick responded that it
would not be as discouraging as
most would expect. Students
enrolled in the academy will have
all of their classes there, as will
UCF students participating iii the
academy's programs.
Because academy students
will attend courses at the downtown site for no less than a foursemester span, it is likely they will
choose to live nearby; he said
Though Frederick concedes
some students will have extracurricular obligations that will
bring them back to the main campus, he believes that for the average student, the location will be a
plus.
Specific renovations to be
undertaken incl~de a new roof, a
new air-conditioning system and
new flooring. Though the initial
lease is for 40 years, the city and
UCF can agree to renew the lease
for two additional 10-year terms.
Meantime, if UCF complies
with the lease, the lease agreement calls for the city to transfer
ownership of the building to the
UCF Fciundation as early as
March2007.

•,

Texas executes inmate
convicted in 1993 gay murder

Following this week's runoff voting in
the SGA Senate elections, an unprecedented event occurred:Seat 2for Business
Administration had a tie. Candidates
Randy Clark and Winwood Truitt each had
376votes.
Brent Fieser, the supervisor of elections said,"I am not sure sure what we're
going .to do." His options, which he's
going to discuss with some other SGA
officials, include a one-day runoff ahd a
three-day runoff.
Truitt suggested a different possibility, "The student body has already voted,
and they can't decide between Randy and
me. I think that the senators who were
voted in should make the decision at this
point."
Concerning the tie: "This has never
happened before in my knowledge,"
Fieser said,'Tueres nothing in the staMes
about this situation."
Truitt said, he could have probably
gotten the one vote needed to avoid
another runoff if the MyUCF voting system was working. "If the servers were .
working, this would probably had turned
out differently."

Downtown commute a big part of the game

,•

NICEVILLE, Fla. - The
United States should have
reconstituted the Iraqi army
after most of its soldiers
walked off the battlefield,
retired Gen. Tommy Franks
said Tuesday before making
his first Florida campaign
appearance on behalf of President George W. Bush.
Franks, who oversaw combat in Iraq and Afghanistan,
told reporters it may have
taken "a couple billion dollars" but that he would have
liked to have put Iraqi troops
"back on the payroll right
quick"
Neither Bush nor Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld should be blamed
because Congress never
appropriated money for that
purpose and no other country
offered to pay for it, Franks
said.

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

U.S. senatpr temporarily doses
office, citing security threat
WASHINGTON
A
Democratic senator said he
has closed his Washington
office because .a top-secret
mtelligence 'report made him
fear for his staff's safety. Federal law enforcement officials .
insisted there is no new intelligence indicating the Capitol
complex is a target.
Sen. Mark Dayton, D- .
Minn., said his office Will be
closed while Congress is in
recess through Election Day,
with his staff working out of ·
his Minnesota office and in
Senate space off Capitol Hill
Dayton said he could not
give details of the classified
intelligence report, which he
said Senate Majority Leader
Bill Frist, R:..Tenn., presented '.
to senators at a briefing two
weeks ago.

..,
•

.,.,

Christian group wins right to
display anti-gay ads in Tampa
TAMPA - A Christian
group will be permitted to
·advertise an anti-gay conference on signs at Pinellas
County bus shelters under a
settlement reached in a federal lawsuit, the group said
Tuesday.
Focus on the Family; based
in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
had sued the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority. over
the bus system's refusal to
PLEASE SEE
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Heads East Hair Salot1

$
10 Men's and
Women's Hair Cuts
(reg. price Sl 3)

Also available:
·Skin Fades
·Blow Out
• Razor Shaves
1.1917 E. Colonial Dr. •·(407) 282-1754
Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
Commons (in·the Publix plaza)
Offer good with ad only

HARRISON
AUTO REPAIR

10%0FF
W/STUDENT

ID OR WITH AD

CV Axles• Air Conditioning
Full Auto Repair• Free Inspection
(w/no physical teardown)
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Huev Magoo's Chicken Tenders
specializes in fresh, never frozen
grilled and tried chicken tenders.
'

fl

Try one of our delicious tender meals, wraps, and garden fresh salads.
Alfmeals come with slaw, fries, texas toast, and ou; famous Magoo Sauce .

I)

I)

I)

Dine In or Carri Out
McCulloch
I)

I)

UCF
Campus

I

Alafaya Trail

.

4293 Alatava Trail • Oviedo Fl 32165 • 401-911-0213
Located in the 7 eleven shopping center on the corner of Alafaya and McCulloch
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Got questions? We'd love to help you with them. Join us
fo'r a chat. All chats are from 6:00 p.rn. to 7:30 p .m.

Arts and Sciences
October 20, 2004

Health and Public
Affairs
.N"ovember9,2004

Business
Administration

Optics· and Photonics

October 26, 2004

.N"ovember 10, 2004

Engineering and
Computer Science

November 16, 2004

Education

October 27, 2004

Biomedical Sciences

Hospitality and Tourism
Management

.N"ovember 17, 2004

November 3.1 2004

Go

www.graduate.ucf.edu/chat

UNIVBRSlTY OF CENTRt\L FLORIDA
. GRADUATE STIJPlES
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October 20,

2004 Frotn 12-1pm StUden~ Union Room 218D

FREE FOOD

What would you
do with 10 Million
Dollars?

from TooJays
l

Learn how to get
involved in SGA and
its agencies, VUCF,
Ekcel, CAB, +"fSC~
Homecoming. ·

Come meet ·SGA
officials from the
Executive, Legislative,
and Judicial branches.

www.sga.ucf.edu

Higher Education

Graduate, La~,. U ·
Professional Schools
Day

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Catholic University reverses
decision on NAACP chapter
WASHINGTON
Catholic University of
Ameriea reversed course
Tuesday
allowing
an
NAACP chapter on campus
after students assured
school officials they would
not advocate issues like
abortion rights, which run
counter to university policy.
Twenty students met last
week with CUA president
the Rev. David M. O'Connell
aµd persuaded him to ask
the student life staff to revisit the issue. The university
had denied an application to
form the student chaptei:: on
grounds that other campus
groups already met the
needs of minority students.
Administrators
also
opposed what they said was ·
the national NAACP's promotion of abortion rights,
which
conflicts
with
Catholic Church policies.

Jury continues deliberations in
murder trial of Harvard student
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. The jury deliberating the
fate of a Harvard graduate
student accused of murdering a local teenager asked a
judge for further instructions on what is needed to
establish the defendant
acted in self-defense.
Alexander Pring-Wilson,
26, is charged with firstdegree murder in the April
2003 fatal stabbing of 18year-old Michael Colono.
He claims he lashed out with
a knife in self-defense while
undergoing a relentless
beating at the hands of
Colono and Colono's cousin.
Prosecutors say PringWilson was the aggressor,
· reacting angrily when
Colono ridiculed him for
stumbling down the street
drunk on his way home from
a Cambridge nightclub.

California colleges launch
www.icanaffordcollege.com
SACRAMENTO, Cali£ The California Community
Colleges Chancellor's Office
has announced the official
l~unch
of http://www.
icanaffordcollege.com. The
Web site was developed to
directly connect students
and potential students with
financial aid offices in their
area to get one-on-one assistance with the financial aid
application process.
In the fall of 2003, tp.e
California ·Community ~ol
leges' enrollment fee rose by
about 64 percent. Because of
this increase, many were
concerned that students
from lower-income households would be discouraged
from enrolling in community colleges.
Therefore, the California
Legislature and the governor's office set aside $38 million to increase awareness
about fee waivers and other
financial aid opportunities
that already exist and to hire
additional staff to provide
students with free one-onone help applying for aid.

University president denies
allegations of sexual abuse
ERIE, Pa.. - The president of a Roman Catholic
college denied allegations he
sexually abused six men
when they were minors,
including four when he was
their church basketball
coach.
The Erie Times-News on
Sunday reported allegations
that Mercyhurst College
President William Garvey
sexually abused four men
when they played basketball
at St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church in Erie in
the 1960s and early 1970s.
Two other men said G:;rrvey paid them for sexual acts
when they were underage
street hustlers in the mid.:.
1980s.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Wednesday, October 20, 2004
.
.

. · BILL KAZCOR I ASSOCIATED PRESS

10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Retired Gen. Tommy Franks, who oversaw the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, spoke in '
Niceville, Fla. on behalf of President Bush's re-election. Franks criticized Democratic Kerry.
FROM
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will slow the recovery of ballots
in the landmark vote that took
advertise its February 2000 place Saturday, said David
"Love Won Out'' conference, Avery, chief of operations for
which promoted a theory that the Joint Electoral Management
homosexuality can be "prevent- Body.
ed" or overcome through·
The tally of votes was to
prayer and religious practice. begin yesterday at the earliest.
The group claimed violation of Final results are not expected
its First Amendment rights.
until later this month.
Under the settlement, the
bus system and sign contractor After 25 years, Supreme Court to
Clear Channel Outdoor revised revisit Ten Commandments issue
their policies to allow the signs
WASHINGTON The
when the seminar comes to the Supreme Court said Tuesday it
area again sometime next year, will consider whether the Ten
said Matthew D. Staver, the Commandments may be disattorney who handled the case played on government properfor Focus on the Family.
ty, ending a 25-year silence on a
church-state issue that has
Hussein said to have undergone
prompted bitter legal fights
hernia operation 10 days ago
around the country.
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Saddam
Ten Commandments disHussein underwent an opera-. plays are common in town
tion to repair a hernia about 10 squares and courthouses and
days ago but has made a full on other government-owned
recovery, Iraqi sources said.
land, including the Supreme
The ousted dictator was Court. Courts around the countaken to Baghdad's Ibn Sina try have splintered over
hospitat · for the procedure, whether the exhibits violate the
which was performed by Iraqi constitutional principle of sepadoctors, according to sources ration of church and state.
close to the Human Rights Ministry.
U.S. troops accelerate operations
The operation lasted about before start of Muslim holy month
an hour, and Saddam was
BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.S.
returned to his cell the same troops went on the offensive
day, the sources said on condi- from the gates of Baghdad to
tion of anonymity.
the Syrian border Tuesday,
pounding Sunni insurgent posiU.N. helicopter crash delays vote
tions from the air and supportcount in remote Afghan province
ing Iraqi soldiers in raids on
KABUL, Afghanistan - A mosques suspected of harborU.N. helicopter sent to retrieve ing extremists.
ballots crash-landed Tuesday in
American and Iraqi forces
the mountains of northeastern launched the operations ahead
Afghanistan, electoral officials of Ramadan, expected to start
said. Nobody was injured, but at week's end, in an apparent
the accident was the latest snag attempt at preventing a repeat
holding up the task of recover- of the insurgent violence that
ing votes in the country's first took place at the start of last
presidential election.
year's Muslim holy month.
The aircraft had yet to pick
up any ballot boxes, but its loss
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Rural South Florida community
still has high prevalente of HIV
Belle Glade, a mostly
migrant on the rural west side
of Palm Beach. County where researchers in 1986
determined that heterosexual
sex and not mosquitoes was
the primary route of HIV transmission - continues to have a
high prevalence of HN.
A survey conducted by the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention betweeri
1998 and 2000 found 3.2 percent of the population of Belle
Glade and the surrounding
area was HIV-positive.
Researchers have concluded that HIV infection evolves
over time jnto a disease that
persists in focal geographic
areas without spreading to the
community at large, and
believe that further progress in
lowering the number of HIVpositive people requires a better understanding of social networks that exist · in those
communities. · .

Denmark, which protects donors,
has world's largest sperm bank
Denmark-based
Cryos
International, which mark~ts
its product to more than 40
countries, is the world's largest

sperm bank. In 2003, the company opened an office in New
York to meet the demands of
descendants of people from the
Nordic countries.
Sperm banking has become
a powerhouse industry in Denmark because the country's
banks have a high rate of producing offspring. Also, Danes ·
hold an uncomplicated view of
sperm donation and Denmark's
law protects donor anonymity.

Student Union: Pegasus Ballroom

Planning to study beyond your
Bachelor's degree? Network and
meet with representatives of graduate, law and professional schools
from here and abroad.
Visit www.csel.ucf.edu for
a list of attendees. ·
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San Francisco responds to Internet
coupling with an e-mailed alert
A new program funded by
the San Francisco Department
of Public Health STD Services
allows men who have sex with
men, and who have been diagnosed with a sexually transmitted disease, to send e-cards to
inform their sex partners · of
their condition.
The program, known as
InSPOT, or Internet Notification Service for Partners or
Tricks, was launched last week
and is the first service that
allows people diagnosed with
an STD to inform others of
their condition, rather than
having public health officials
contact their partners.
This service comes in
response to recent increases in
the incidence of sexually transmitted diseases, or STDs,
among men who ineet their
partners on the Internet. The
service, however, is available to
anyone with Internet access.

&

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Funded by the Activity and Service J<ee
through the Sn1dent Govemment A580Ciation
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, .Flu vaccine shortage sickens health officials Flags, food
to delight at
'Don't panic, flu won't
Breaking some eggs to make a vaccine
kill you,' says Health
cultural fair
Center - only sickest
For a half century, flu vaccine has been produced by growing the virus in
fertilized chicken eggs, requiring several months. Researchers are now
working on new methods that would not rely on eggs.

I

)

to get remaining shots

fl)

~

D

International students
showcase 28 countries

Each year, health experts analyze flu activity and
viruses to identify three target strains, which can
change from year to year.

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

The country that sent the Iru\d cow
CHRIS GARONER I ASSOCIATED PRESS
disease to the United States has preMost UCF students won't be able to get a flu shot
sented Americans with yet another this year.The British producers were shut down.
health threat Last week, British health
officials abruptly shut down the Cali- want to ward off the flu.
fornia-based Chiron Corp's only fluFluMist:. an intranasal influenza vacvaccine plant in Liverpool, cutting the cine, is "ideally conditioned for [the
U.S. flu-vaccine supply in half - from college-age] group;' Deichen said He
100 million doses to roughly 56 million. added that the intranasal vaccine was
Many health care facilities, state and "well-tolerated last year" and is a "great
local heal.th departments and state uni- alternative to the injectable flu vacversity health centers are deeply affect- cine."
ed by this shortage - including UCF.
FluMist:. however, is only adminisStill - despite the shortage - col- tered to healthy ind.ividwils because it
lege students are not at any greater risk contains alive virus and may not be tolfor the flu than they were last year.
erated by a weakened immune system
"Students should not panic," said
About 1million doses ofFluMist are
Michael Deichen, associate director for distributed in the United States this
clinical services at UCF Student Health year and Deichen hopes the center will
Center. According to Deichen, out of receive its supply soon.
43,000 UCF students only ),500
Another option is Tamiflu, a pill that
received a flu vaccination in 2003.
can be swallowed daily during a flu
Although the flu season spans outbreak. The manufacturer of the
between the months of October and drug announced this week that it will
May, it isn't prevalent in Florida until step up production in anticipation of a
January and February, Deichen said He greater demand this winter.
hopes the center will be able to obtain
Aside from medication, Deichen
) some doses of the flu vaccine by then.
stressed the importance of"respiratory
To deal with the shortage, the health etiquette and reduction in exposure."
center has adopted guidelines pub- He said "students should avoid rub> lished by the American College Health
bing their eyes and nose" or touching
Association (ACHA), which encour- their mouth as much as possible, cleanages universities to focus on vaccina- ing their hands with soap and water,
tion of high-risk individuals and pro- alcohol swabs or antibacterial lotions.
mote behaviors that reduce the
Following the ACHA guidelines,
likelihood of influenza transmission.
the health center will make an effort to
According to these guidelines, provide coughing students with surgihealthy college students do not need to cal masks and maximize preventive
">
get vaccinated Those who have the flu measures to separate suspected cases
should stay home.
from the general population.
"You may get the flu and feel lousy
For quick and effective recovery,
} for a few days, but it won't kill you," said students are encouraged to see a health
Bill Toth, the head epidemiologist at care provider within the first 48 hours
the Orapge County Health Depart- of sensing flu symptoms, which may
ment. ' 1People with asthma, emphyse- include fevei; headache, extreme tiredma, heart conditions and young chil- ness, dry cough, sore ihroat and muscle
dren are the ones who are in need of · aches.
vaccination."
An influenza rapid test. available at
There are other options available to the center, "can verify the flu cases
1
health-conscious college students who within 15 minutes," Deichen explained

,

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Target viruses are sent to vaccine
makers, where each is implanted into
separate eggs and incubated for
months to allow the virus to grow.
Virus infected fluid is culled from the
eggs and blended into a single vaccine
that includes all three strains. The
entire process takes at least six months.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

The center began using rapid testing age the students who are not high-risk
last year and had a high rate of success to defer getting vaccinated. This Will
with this simple nose swab.
help save lives."
Understanding the seriousness of
On Oct. 5, officials at Britain's Medthis situation, the federal Centers for icines and Healthcare Products ReguDisease Control and Prevention in latory Agency revoked Chiron's
Atlanta has also issued guidelines that license because of the factory's "issue
encourage a portion of the population, with systems and processes." This
mainly healthy individuals up to age 65, announcement caught U.S. health offito forgo t:4e flu vaccine so the high-risk cials and Chiron by surprise, since
population will have access to the avail- press releases as late as Oct. 2 assured a
able supply.
full supply ofvaccine for the upcoming
Aventis is the only other manufac- flu season.
turer of the flu vaccine for the United
Because of its competitive price, the
States, and it will supply 54 million U.S. government purchased 6 million
doses of the vaccine this year. Most of doses of Fluvirin, the influenza vaccine
its supplies have already been prom- produced by Chiron. this year. Most
ised to clients, though, and only two ·was never made.
million doses are left unclaimed.
This is the :Q.inth time the United
In an effort to help better distribute States has experienced a shortage ofan
its vaccine stock, the company has imported vaccine since 2000, and govasked its clients to return or forgo the ernment officials are pessimistic about
portion of their vaccine supply they receiving additional supplies of the flu
may not need. However, it's entirely vaccine this year, since it takes roughly
voluntary - government officials six months to develop.
don't have the authority to redirect the
Due to lack of interest:. too few privaccine supplies of Aventis or its vately owned manufacturers are
clients.
involved in flu vaccine production. and
CDC officials decided Tuesday to government officials are searching for
direct scarce rem:;tining flu shots ways to eliminate this problem
straight to pediatricians, nursing
Paying these companies a higher
homes and other places that care for price or having government agencies,
the patients who need them most
such as the National Institute ofHealth,
'We hope to get some [flu vaccine] start vaccine production are some of
stock for students with chronic condi- the solutions, but they won't take effect
tions," Deichen said "But we encour- for at least a few years.

A parade of flags from more than 28
nations will color UCF's walkways Monday morning, kicking off the 15th annual
International Fair, the largest cultural
event on campus.
The flags will be carried by international students wearing their cultural outfits.
They will walk from the Barbara Ying
Center to the Student Union at 9:30 a.m.
Organized by the International Student Association, the theme for this
year's International Fair is "Journey
Across Cultures.''
"We chose this theme because after
9/11 it is important for people to understand different cultures and people," said
Shreya Trivedi, president of the club and
a senior in advertising and public relations.
Located in the Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union, 28 booths representing 28
nations and cultures will fill up the room
with food, music, arts and books.
"We plan to have African arts, instruments, food from African-American
background and books in our booth," said
Erika James, second vice president for the
African-American Student Union and a
senior majoring in health services administration.
The fair is also a chance for freshmen
to "find out about different cultural clubs
on campus and what they offer," James
said.
There will be free food, music
arranged by a disk jockey, television programs and performances starting at 10
a.m. and ending at 4 p.m. Terry Hickey,
provost and vice president of academic
affairs, will address the crowd at noon.
To finish off the event, the booths will
be judged based on food, display and
other criteria. The winners will be presented with trophies.
"The fair is a great way to network
with different multicultural communities
or learn more about your own culture,"
Trivedi said.

MON -WED

4PM -.IAM
THURS - FRI
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407-482-1900
12090 Collegiate Woy
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's

Jumbo Wings
<)

'l

Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone ·
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ........ ... ....................... ...3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....... .. ........................... 6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .................................. ..8.99
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ......................... 11.99
30 (1 ·or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)...... ........... ........ 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) .... .... .............. 27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...... ............. .. .37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ................... .4 7.99
Add Celery .. ... . .. .. . .. .... .. .. . .. . ... .. .. . .. .... .. .. . ... . . .. . . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch ................ ., ........ .69
Add fries to any Wing order ................. ... .. ..... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket
(10 W ings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries* $7
•substitutions available for
an additional charge

•

29

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the s ide

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast • 1/2 lb Burger

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Fresh.Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicke'n Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ........... ................... ..... ................. 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ................ : ...................................6.29
10 (1 Flavor) .............................. .. ................. 11 .99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) .............. ................... .. .21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ............. .................... .. .47.99

W edge Fries ............... .Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ............... .Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................ .Regular 2.29
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) .......................................4.49
Fried Mushrooms · ........................................... ..4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .........................99
Garden Salad ............................ ..................... 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

5 Wings & Wedge Fries..... ..............................5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries... ................5.49

Soft Drinks

Chicken Finger Basket

Dessert

5Fingers & W edge Fries................................. 7.49

Cheesecake .... ..... ... ................. 2.49
Brownies ..... .............................. 1.49

~Y:~~n!re? .S!!~ft~]J' Off k~~ ..
$9 minimum order• $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

i $2

million
i reasons to
•
1wm games
I

•
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Jefferson Commons - now, Pegasus Connection - will stay the same, including rent, reputation and the resort-style swimming pool.

Pegasus name, same place
current residents.
.But now, College Park
Communities says it's time for
a change. While Jefferson
Commons is well known for
its social appeal to college-students, it's also a trademarked
JPI
Corporation name - so a
NATHAN POEKERT
new name is a necessity.
Staff Writer
College Park Communities
One ·of the most iconic also owns Pegasus Landing
apartment complexes in the and Pegasus Pointe apartUCF area has changed names. ments - both are affiliated
Jefferson Commons, along with UCF.
Alafaya Trail, is now Pegasus
According to JPI represenConnection.
tatives, Pegasus Connection
What does this mean for isn't.
the complex and for its resi"Nobody from UCF Housdents? Nothing really. But, ing has contacted College Park
some students have started to Communities about even the
associate Pegasus Connection possibility of Pegasus Connecwith the two UCF-affiliated tion becoming affiliated," said
off-campus residences, Pega- Heather Sizemoore, marketsus Landing and Pegasus ing director for College Park
Pointe.
Communities. "This type of
Though the name suggests process takes months and
that the apartment complex is even years to occur."
connected to UCF, it isn't.
Because the sale of the site
About a year and a half ago, was finalized a year and a half
Jefferson Commons was ago, no changes will be made
owned by JPI Corporation, to the community.
which still owns Jefferson
Wes Caseber, a resident
Lofts, also off Alafaya Trail
since fall 2003, was disapWhen the national compa- . pointed when he found out
ny College Park Communities that nothing would be differbought Jefferson Commons ent. "I was hoping that maybe
from JPI in 2003, it decided to the rent might go down if we
stick with the original name so were affiliated with UCF," he
as not to .alienate potential and said.

Jefferson Commons
gets name makeover,
nothing else changes

The cost of a room in a
four-bedroom, four-bathroom
apartment at Pegasus Landing
is $495 a month; while the cost
at Jefferson Cqmmons is $525.
Some residents, like Hamid
Khourny, said they are happy
just to get rid of the name itself
- and with it, they hope, the
party reputation. Residents
said they could regularly find
food, beer cans even
passed-out residents - scattered throughout the community.
Most students continue to
refer to the community as Jefferson Commons when giving
directions or are asked where
they live.
"The [new] name is pretty
retarded," Caseber said.
IfPegasus Connection does
become affiliated, it would
increase UCF's housing capacity - one of the school's goals.
Currently, afi)liated complexes give the university the
·s econd-largest number of
campus beds in Florida, second only to the University of
Florida.
With the addition of the
housing complexes planned
for completion in 2008 behind
the Arena, UCF will have the
largest number of beds for student residents of any state university in Florida

Even Tarzan studies

MICHAEL SNEAD f{ENTRAL FLORI QA FUTURE

Junior Seth Frolich says he often sits in a tree between John T. Washington Center and Howard Phillips Hall to stlldy. He says
he once fell asleep up in the same tree but that he tries to avoid such a dangerous habit after waking up with an aching neck.

Being the worst team in its division has a positive side, though. '~t
least we're consistent," said Fran
Uddo, an employee of UCFs Division of Finance and Accounting.
After O'Leary's hiring in
December, some objected to his
multimillion-dollar, five-year contract. "We gave the head coach
position a pay raise from $145,000
to $700,000 a season, and I haven't
seen a raise in 10 years;• said Jeffrey Allen, an associate professor
in marketing.
Told the salaries ofthe coaches,
Erin Lemmer gasped. "I would
rather have my scantrons paid for
than watch a football game," the
general business major said
Romanic said the money
should instead be used to fix the
Recreation and Wellness Center,
which was damaged by hurrieanes
earlier in the semester.
Brice, the chemistry major, said
the university should decrease
spending on football and put
money toward increasing the
graduation rate.
''What about all of the art and
literature classes that were cti.t last
semester?" Brice asked. "Every
time they cut more classes, it
decreases your chance of getting
out of here ... It's called 'U Can't
Finish' for a reason."
Junior Brian Atlee wants more
money spent on the football prcr
gram to boost school spirit
''We· need more promotion to
get people involved in the school,"
he said "School spirit here sucks. I
see more UF and FSU hats and
shirts than I see UCF clothes.
What's the point of having a team
if nobody supports themr'
Though many wannabe fans
are upset, some concede that football programs take time to build
Junior Paul Martinez supports
the program and coaches' salaries.
"I feel that the price is fair," he
said ''The school is doing the right
thing and thinking long-term.
Football should be one of the top
priorities of the school It's a smart
investment that all schools eventually need to make. Whether or not
the team wins or loses, I will
always support them."
Graduate student Howard
Schachere said: "College football
should be one of the best memcr
ries you have at your school. No
matter what the record is, or even
what the score is, you should SUJT
port your school no matter what
Look at Saturday night [against
Northern Illinois]. Even though
we lost, it was still one of the great
memories I will have from UCF."
As for the season's disappoint. ing start: ''What's done is done,"
says junior Paul Martinez. "There
is nothing we can do to change it.
We need to just support our
school and get on with our lives."
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Many question state's GOP ties,
security of electronic voting
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The only problem that arose
was the lack of Spanishspeaking poll workers to
accommodate the increase in
the local Hispanic population.
Election workers do not
expect that will be a problem
this time.
· "We have never had anything go wrong with elections
[in Orange County]," Betty
Carter said.
Carter, who served as
Orange County supervisor of
elections from 1980 through
1996, supports the absentee
system. "You don't have to
worry about your vote not
counting or waiting to vote on
Nov. 2. It is a proven way to
have your say."
Carter was the first to
. implement voter registration
by driver's license. She also
implemented the. use of the
voting machines Orange
County uses today.
Orange County uses an
optical character reader, the
ES&S Optech IIIP/Optech
IVC, and it meets the most
recent federal standards.
During Florida's recent primary election, many voters .
were turned away from the
polls becau~e they did not
RON SCHWANE I ASSOCIATED PRESS
bring proper identification.
Mark Radke, the director of marketing for Diebold elec:tion systems, stands with the
A new federal law known company's electronic voting station. The system will be used in at least 30 counties in Florida.
as the Help America Vote Act
allows for these voters to cast can occur. There is serious counties will be unable to perbackup or provisional ballots concern that hackers or repre- form a manual recount.
after signing an affidavit sentatives of Diebold [the
"These machines m*e it
swearing they are who they company that makes the very difficult to filter out any
say they are. A provisional machines] could interfere partisanship that may- be
ballot allows a voter to cast with- the overall tallying involved in the electoral
their vote when a problem process."
process," Cash said.
regarding their registration
A good way to boycott
Electronic voting machines
occurs.
made by Sequoia have caused being forced to use this "nonFor example, if your name problems in the state already transparent, potentially unredoes not appear on the voter this year. Former Boca Raton liable system" is to cast an
rolls at the polls, you can fill Mayor Emil Danciu had a 17- absentee ballot, Cash said.
out a provisional ballot that point lead over his ' nearest
He added: "I arn peswould be placed apart from opponent Jeading into a race simistic. I don't think we're
the rest of the votes. If it later for city crluncil, but finished going to survive this election."
turns out that the omission of third for that particular seat.
Another possible problem
your name was a mistake, When members of his cam- with this coming election in
your vote is counteq.
paign tried to touch the Florida stems from the supHaving a recent name screen to light up his name, posed partisanship of Hood.
change or showing up to the the machine registered the
Before the Supreme Court
wrong polling station also jus- name of his opponent.
decided to allow third-party
tifies casting provisional balHe filed a lawsuit against candidate Ralph Nader's
lots, although it is recom- Sequoia to gain access to the name to appear on the absenmended
that
voters '"machines' source code, but tee ballots, Hood instructed
double-check their poll sta- the suit was thrown out Florida's 67 county supervition locations.
because Florida law considers sors of elections to go ahead
But, in Florida, if you cast a the code a trade secret of the and print out the absentee balprovisional ballot in the company that should not be lots with his name on it anywrong county, your vote is revealed.
way.
.
thrown out.
It is popularly believed that
Several other counties
The problem that arose in have had instances of votes Nader will garner more possithe primaries was that many not registering in the ble Kerry votes than potential
poll workers did not inform machines.
Bush votes. Nader refutes that
these voters that they could
"There needs to be a con- claim on his Web site,
take advantage of such a sys- sistent method of voting for http://votenader.org.
tem, so they were turned away every county in the state,"
Hood was a Bush-Cheney
without casting their votes.
Cash said. That means the elector in 2000. She came
Florida Secretary. of State · same machines, same count- under fire earlier this year
· Glenda Hood has said that ing procedures, same every- when more than 22,000
voters don't need to be noti- thing.
blacks, who by and large vote
fied of such opportunities at
Last month in Nevada, Democrat, were named on a
the polls, but that they simply electronic voting machines corrupted voter-purge list need to be made available if refused to display the results designating them as felons
requested.
of all the votes cast at that who had lost their right to
Statewide, some feel that machine. Nevada does have a vote.
electronic voting machines .backup - a paper .trail. The
Because only 61 Hispanics,
could be used to steal the Diebold machine printed out who generally vote Republielection, while others simply a copy of each vote.
can, were named on the list,
don't trust them.
When a vote is cast, a piece many felt the whole thing
Computer experts claim of paper prints out asking if looked suspect.
that testing authorities for the vote is correct. The voter
The company that put the
voting machines use inade- can select "yes," then the vote list together also donated
quate standards.
is printed out and dropped $25,000 to the Republican
"The risk of accidental into a box.
· Party. The list was discarded
errors affecting election outOf Florida's 30 counties after a national uproar.
comes is a very real possibili- using the Diebold AccuVote
Hood's
predecessor,
ty," said Mason Cash, a UCF ES voting machine, none of Katherine Harris, was cophilosophy professor who them are · equipped with a chairwoman of the Florida
specializes in how ethics printing system, even though Bush-Cheney Committee at
apply to science and technol- they can be fitted to do so like the same time she served as
ogy.
fue one used in Nevada
Florida Secretary of State.
'M kinds of security probThis means that in the Gov. Jeb Bush appointed both
lems and possible math errors event a recount is needed, 30 to their secretary positions.
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The 2005 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
Teach English in junior and senior high·schoo.ls in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience
.

I

Requirements
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by July 1, 2005
'·
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

J

Applications are now available. The deadline for application is December 1, 2004.
For more information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Miami at Brickell Bay View
Centre, Suite 3200, 80 S.W. 8th Street, Miami, FL 33130. Call (305) 530-9090 x145or1-800-INFO-JET
.
or emaili cgjmia@cofs.net. The application can also be found at www.us.emb-japan.go.jp
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Meet Senator Bob Graham
October 18 at 3:30PM

Former two-term governor of Florida
and current FJotida Senator, Bob
Graham, will be on hand to sign copies
of his recently released book
Intelligence Matters: The CIA, the FBI,
Saudi Arabia, and the Failure of
America's War on Terror - an
explosive,
controversial,
and
profoundly alarming report In which he
rel(eals faults In America's national
security network.
Senator Graham will be in town for a
panel discussion organized by the
Florida A&M University College of Law.

/

BORDERS@
BOOKS MUSIC MOVIES CAFE,, -

600 N. Orlando Avenue
In the Winter Park Village
407 .647.3300
Altamonte 407.772.0411 - Ocoee 407.532.2269- Oviedo 407.977.3385- ~and Lake 4~7.826.8912- Winter Park 407.647.3300
Find store locations and 'reserve items onllne for in-store pickup at BordersStores.com -1.888.81BOOKS

JUNCA DENTAL
& ASSOCIATE·s
Your Smile is Our Specialtyl

ORLANDO

$35 New

2881 ·south Bumby Ave.
(407) 895-5433

Patient Exam
& X·ray's EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD
($125 Value)

12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
(407) 382-6455

wy.1w. i u ncadent a I.com
BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER
$99 (a $200 value)
Oral Exam
All necessary X-ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis)
Bleaching
(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04)
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Winless in Orlando
Spo1ts Editor

Madness·
I tell you:
The faces have changed.
but the electricity hasn't;

2

Consecutive 100yard receiving
games by senjor
receiver Tavaris
Clpers

Consecutive games
prior to Buffa lo that
UCF hadn't had a
100-yard receiver

S.

Interceptions by
UCF's defense so far
·this season

0

Interceptions by
UCF's defense this
same time last year

6ri f
The UCFWomen's
Rugby Team went 40 in the
Rucktoberfest
Tournament in
Boone, N.C., this past
weekend. The
women defeated
NCSUin theirfirst
game.and then
Virginia in their second game. Duke forfeited and pushed
UCF to face Eastern
Carolina, a game UCF
eventually won. The
Women's Rugby
teamhas had an
impressive number
of new recruits and
they proved it this
weekend.The ladies'
next tournament is
set for Saturday in
Gainesville.

Upt:oming
Men's soccer hosts
Gardner-Webb at 7
tonight at the UCF
Soccer Complexand
Campbell at 1 p.m.
on Saturday ...
Women's soccer ·
travels to Deland
tomorrow to face
Stetson .. . Men's
and women's cross
country also head to
Deland tomorrow to
compete inthe
Stetson Hatter
Invitational .. .
Volleyball hosts
Belmont at 7 p.m.
tomorrowat the UCF
Arena .. . Football
welcomes Akron at 6
p.m.Saturdayat the
Citrus Bowl.
Tune into channel 21
on campus TVor log
on to
www.WGKB.com
from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.todayfor the
Central Florida
Future Sports Show
featuring Ashley
Burns and Jeff
Sharon.

Quctab!es
"Recruiting is almost
easy now.Joining CUSAhas been huge.
It's really huge."
- BASEBALLCOACH
JAYBERGMAN

"Ireally think they
have an exceptional
quarterback.I'm very
impressed with him
on the film, and he
does a lot of thfngs
well."
-

GEORGEO'LEARY
ON AKRON QB

CHARLIEFRYE

(
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Last season UCFfootball traveled to Akron to face the Zips, with Akron walking away victorious after defeating the Knights 38-24. Akron is 4-2 all-time against the Knights.

Football looking to dump nation's longest _losing streak
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Still reeling from last Saturday's
last second loss to Northern Illinois, UCF finds itself in a position
no team is envious of - the
Knights are dead last in Division 1A football.
According .to Fox Sports, the
Knights are ranked No. 117 out of
117 and have even earned the dubi-

ous honor of topping the ESPN
Bottom 10 list.
The Knights are currently the
only winless team in the nation
with a 0-5 overall record. It also
doesn't help ,that UCF boasts the
nation's longest losing streak at
nine games, dating back to
November 1 of last year.
Things can't possibly get any
worse for UCF football
But at least the Knights aren't

an underdog to the worst team in
football. That distinction belongs
to Akron.
UCF (0-5, 0-2 MAC) plays host
to Akron (2-4, 2-1 MAC) this Saturday and, as of yesterday, the Zips
were a three-point underdog.
· Knee-deep in the Mid-American Conference title hunt, the Zips
are coming off a blowout 44-21 win
over Buffalo last week. UCF
Coach George O'Leary believes

that his team is still building a11d
that last week's loss was a huge
step towards finally winning.
"They played really well
against a good Northern Illinois
team," O'Leary said during Monday's MAC teleconference. "You
have to build on that game, and
carry it over to the next game. We
just need to continue to get better
PLEASESEE

ZIPS ON A10

Conference-USA
·proves helpful
for recruitjng
Bergmall anxious to make jump
to·UCF baseball's new conference
BRANDON HELWIG
• www.UCFSports.com
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Junior EmilyWatts leads UCF volleyball with 140 kills this season, although she managed onlyfour in Tuesday night's loss to FSU.

Noles cut streak at five
Volleyball swept by
Florida State to
end winning streak
MATT DUNAWAY
Seni9r Staff Writer

For the second straight
season, the UCF volleyball
team had a winning streak
snapped by Florida State.·
The five-match streak
came to a close at Tully Gym
on Tuesday night as FSU

swept UCF (12-30, 25-30, 2130).
"It's not losing that I'm
worried about,'' coach Sam
Ojie said. "It's the way we
lost the game. All Florida
State had to do was put the
ball in p lay, and we wc;mld
beat ourselves."
The Seminoles (10-7, 2-4
ACC) jumped out to an early
11-2 lead 'in game one. FSU
carried that momentum,
cruising in game one on a
0.407 attack percentage.
UCF (5-8, 3-0 A-Sun) was

held to six kills by FSU's
front row. The Knights
scored only 12 points, their
lowest total since rally scoring was implemented
In game two, U CF took
advantage of strong serving
by outside hitter Michelle
Spaleta off the bench, earning a 16-12 lead. After a FSU
timeout, the Noles stormed
back to take game two 30-25.
Coming out of halftime,
UCF reeled off the first three
PLEASE SEE

VOLLEYBALL ON A9

The move to Conference USA in 2005-2006
will b e a step up .for UCF's entire athletic
department, but it's the baseball program that
will really be sitting pretty.
The Atlantic Sun was always a solid baseball
league, but C-USA should be one of the top five
baseball conferences in the nation. It's a fact
that has h ead coach Jay Bergman extremely
excited for his program's future.
"Recruiting is almost easy now," he said.
"Joining C-USA has been huge. It's really huge.
We've gotten eight verbals already. These are
all freshmen, who are seniors in high school.
Getting into a n ew conference has really helped
things."
Like basketball, college baseball has two
signing periods. The fall signing period begins
in November, and there will be another signing
period n ext spring.
Bergman says his program's commitments,
who will be freshmen in UCF's first year of CUSA, are highly touted prospects.
"These are all big time p layers that are going
to be drafted," Bergman said. "We've gone into
a different level and Coach [Craig] Cozart has
done an outstanding job in the recruiting. It
PLEASESEE

C-USA ON A12

It's almost time.
It's right around the comer and I
can taste it
'
Like a bottle ofbourbon or Lindsay
Lohan delivering me a pizza in the
nude, there are few things finer thall
college basketball.
From the upsets and the underdog5
to the nobodies-shootlng-to-be-som&
bodies and the future NBA lottery
busts that we'll Ia.ugh at for decades to
come, college basketball never fails to
amaze me.
Let's take last season for instance.
No one expected the Knights to have
such a monster season. No one
expected UCF to take a trip to the'
NCAA Tournament and actually give
a Top 10 team a hard time. No one
expected Dexter Lyons and Roberto
Morentin to become household
· names. But they did and we won't for.:
get it anytime soon.
•
Well those guys are gone now.
Lyons traded his high-tops for wood-.
en clogs and windmills as he's playing
basketball in Holland right now.
Morentin is back to siestas and senori..
tas, playing in his native Spain.
The only thing I hate about college
sports is that you've only got a few'.
years with the athletes and then they
move on. Right when you become a
family, the kids go off to college, or in
this case they leave it
Yet as the old guys leave, a new
crop comes in to start all over again. .
Sure we lost a few guys, but we've still
got some of the same faces from last
year's Atlantic Sun Conference tournament champions.
Gary Johnson is still calling the
plays and Marcus Avant is still swarming on defense. Josh Peppers is a year
older and a year closer to becoming
the biggest star in UCF history.
Will Bakanowsky returns as well to
defend his Ashton Kutcher look-alike
title.
Sc;> why am I getting so excited
about men's and women's hoops
when the season openers are still
weeks away?
Because tomorrow night is Mid.:
Knight Madness. Tomorrow night is
the greatest tease in college athletics.
Practice opens and we start gearing
up to be a basketball school again, or at
least I start reminding people why ifa
their obligation to attend UCF sporting events.
.
MidKnight Madness is like a
prison conjugal visit. We get a few
minutes of hot sweaty action and then
we can't see our teams for another
three weeks.
In some regards it's almost unfair.
It's like putting me outside a strip club
and telling me I can't go inside for
three weeks.
It's like dangling a sirloin in front of
Kirstie Alley and telling her to eat her
veggies first
·
There's an importance in MidKnight Madness that needs to' be
$tressed more than ever. Tomorrow
night doesn't just serve as a practice
for our basketball teams.
The Dungeon is actually a class-,
room. It's time for all the freshmen to
take a seat and start learning what
their predecessors haven't The equation is simple: Butts + seats = wins.
Trust me, I took college algebra three
times.
Fans go to games because they are
the sixth man. We cram peaple into
seats like Paris Hilton crams boys into
her bed because it creates electricity.
The energy feeds our team and helps
them perform better.
When we don't have fans we take
home court advantage away from our
teams and we level the playing field
We have this problem with every
sport at UCF. But I think we saw last
year that it's not that haid getting 5,000
fans to a basketball game. So why not
start where we left off last season?
A pep rally like MidKnight Madness couldn't come at a better time.
Let's face it, football's pep rallies
have become more like group therapy.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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Volleyball loses winning streak
for second time against 'Noles
FROM

.
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~ii!IJI Junior Chaz

A8

Arah
recorded two
kills, two
defensive
digs and two
errors in the
Knights' loss
at Florida
State on
Tuesday.

)

Q'.>Oints of game three before
;J"SU charged back with six con> ~utive points of their own.
e Knights were able to tie the
ame two more times before
:FSU eventually took the sweep.
Five FSU players recorded
over a 0.300 attack percentage,
led by outside hitter Kristin
Rust, who powered home a
game-high 13 kills.
Outside hitter Tanya Jarvis
led the Knights with six kills
'.I
and five digs, while middle
blocker Amanda Stoutjesdyk
added five kills and a pair of
blocks.
'We can play better, and we
intend to make that change
right away," Ojie said. "When
you a lose a match you should
learn from the lesson."
UCF hosts Belmont in a battle ofundefeated A-Sun schools
on Friday night. First serve is
1
slated for 8 p.m. with MidKnight Madness to follow.
, "There's a huge difference
between .conference and nonconference," Ojie said. "I told
the.m yesterday in practice to
put on their non-conference
coat Now we'll put back on our
~onference coat back on and
get ready for Friday."

) Scouting Belmont and Lipscomb
. The Bruins come in winners
9f nine of their last 10. During
~t stretch, Belmont swept six
matches, including three in a
row.
, BU is paced by reigning
i
fi..tlantic Sun player-of-theweek Lindsey Cleveland. The
junior is currently second in the
A-Sun - pounding 4.31 kills per
game :- and leads the league
}Vith 0.59 aces per contest.
There is more to the Bruins
'j
attack than just Cieveland. Belmont leads the conference in
the four major offensive categories, and has six players,
" including Cleveland, in the top
10 in attack percentage.
, Outside hitter Erin Janson is
clipping on Cleveland's heels

,)

I

.
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IT'S YOUR

HOME
with 214 kills powering home
3.58 kills per game, good
enough for seventh in the conference.
Setter Colleen N'tlson is the
catalyst that runs the offense.
Nilson leads the A-Sun, averaging 13.59 assists per game.
The Bruins are also solid
defensively. Belmont is only
behind Florida Atlantic holding .
the opposition to a 0.159 hitting
percentage.
Across the Boulevard, Lipscomb (6-13, 1-3 A-Sun) is coming off a pair of 3-1 defeats to
Mercer and Georgia State. The
Bisons enter the weekend losers of four straight
Outside hitter Brittany
Lanius is a solid overall player
ripping 262 kills, and-punching
out 199 digs. Lanius has recorded double-doubles in four of
her last five matches and iS fifth
in the A-Sun, averaging 3.75 kills
per game.
The question has been who
will step up as a reliable number two behind Lanius? It has
been by committee, as outside
hitters Lindsey Rutherford,
Alex Scruggs, Kelly Houff have
played well at times this season.
The trio has posted over 100
kills apiece.
·

Around the Atlantic Sun
The story of the conference
continues to be Belmont (15-3, 50 A-Sun). The Bruins sent a
message to the rest of league
sweeping through the Peach
State over the weekend .
.
For her efforts, outside hitter
Lindsey Cleveland earned con· ference player-of-the-week for
the second time this season.
Cleveland averaged 533 kills,
and 2.67 digs per game along
with a 0.391 attack percentage
for the weekend
'
Belmont still haS a huge hurdie ahead of them taking on
UCF and FAU on back-to-back
days on the r6ad this weekend
FAU (13-2, 3-0 A-Sun) continued it strong play with a sweep
over Gardner-Webb and a
come-from-behind five game
win against Campbell that
extended their winning streak
to seven.
Middle
blocker
Iana
Andonova led the way against
the Camels with 21 kills on a
0381 attack percentage. Outside
hitter Kelly Paiva chipped in
with a double-double recording
16 kills and 15 digs.
The Owls host Lipscomb on
Friday night before a showdown
with Belmont the next .evening.

COURSE!!!
.~ome· o{- ~ Ladtf 7::~

Monday- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S
ONLY 16 BUCKS AFTER 2:00
Offer Expires 11 I 112004

Call the Pro·Shop for tee times

407-384-6888
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Zips enter Saturday's game as·underdogs
FROM

A8

each and every game."
Despite blowing out the
team that blew out UCF two
weeks ago, Akron still hopes to
shake the potential of becoming
the Knights' first win. Ifthe Zips
are going to do so, they'll need a
huge performance from onceHeisman hopeful quarterback
Charlie Frye.
Frye has arguably the best
arm in the MAC, but has been
inconsistent at best this year.
The senior is currently fifth in
the MAC in passing with 1,270
yards and seventh with seven
touchdowns after finishing the
2003 season second in passing
to Miami's Ben Roethlisberger.
"I really think they have an
exceptional
quarterback,"
O'Leary said of Frye. "I'm very
impressed with him on the film,
and he does a lot of things well."
Akron Coach J.D. Brookhart
believes that the Knights'
defense is better than everyone
gives them credit for, but that
doesn't cushion the fact that
UCF is still missing All-MAC
· safety Atari Bigby as well as
four other safeties.
"You have to keep them off
balance with the play action
pass," Brookhart said. "Hopefully we will have a chance to do
some things. Some teams have
tried that against them but their
safeties are good players.
They're a talented football
team."
O'Leary had hoped to have
Bigby back for this game, but
the senior will most likely make
ihis return next week against
Miami(OH).
In Bigby's absence, former
wide receiver Brandon Marshall has filled in at safety and
· the Knights actually showed
some signs of life against Northern Illinois, holding the Huskies
to only nine points in the second hal£

"UCF had that game won,"
Brookhart said. "Northern was
down by one point when they
got the ball back with 39 seconds left on the clock. Offensively they have skill. Defensively I think they have grown
into their scheme. They have
not changed much, from their
earlier schemes. They are a
physical, fast football team,.
UCF made some plays and got
some turnovers against Northern Illinois. UCF is the best 0-5
team out there."
That much is true. UCF is
the best 0-5 team in the nation,
as it is the only 0-5 team in the
nation.
But if quarterback Steven
Moffett plays as well as he did
last week, then the Zips' defense
will have its work cut out.
Moffett has grown progressively since being benched for
the home opener against West
Virginia. The sophomore threw
for career-highs against Buffalo
and Northern Illinois, but it was
his second-half rally last Saturday that really caught some
attention.
"Steven Moffett had a good
second half as Jar as making
decisions," O'Leary said.
That good second half featured two near-perfect drives
by Moffett in which he completed 17-of-19 passes including two
touchdowns. The second half
offensive blast was sparked by a
67-yard touchdown pass from
Moffett to receiver Tavaris
Capers.
"The receiving core had a
good day,'' O'Leary said.
"Defensively I thought that we
tackled better as a whole unit. I
thought that was a big difference in the second half as compared to the first half. We
played more to the speed of
Northern Illinois."
While the offense seems to
be coming together, the key to

BR~TT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Sophomore quarterback Steven Moffett had his best career start this past Saturday against Northern Illinois as he passed for 272 yards and two touchdowns in the Knights' 30-28 loss to NIU.

breaking the losing streak still
remains with the defense.
Frye is indeed the main
offensive weapon for Akron,
but the Zips can still be trouble
on the ground. Especially when
they're playing a team that's
allowing 232.4 rushing yards
per game.
But again, if last week's second halfagainst NIU is any indication of how the UCF defense
will play this weekend, the
Knights' rush defellSe might be

Buffalo's miserable run defense.
the one causing trouble.
"They get after it," Brookhart
It's a good thing that Mofsaid. "They put a lot of guys up fett's passing game is coming
on the defensive line to stop the together because the Knights'
run. Their safeties are making running game also took an
plays two-yards deep at times. injury hit last week.
Senior tailback and offensive
They commit to stopping the
leader Alex Haynes left with a
run game."
Akron's leading rµsher is shoulder injury against NIU.
junior Brett Biggs who has 395 Haynes is day-to-day but Akron
yards and six touchdowns on 76 will probably see a lot more of
carries this year. Biggs has only · sophomore Dontavius Wilcox,
recorded one 100-yard game who scored twice in UCF's late
this season and that was against rµn against the Huskies.

"Dontavius went in and really did a good job for Alex filling
in Saturday night," O'Leary said.
"He's . just a guy who doesn't
have enough reps because Alex
has had a good year for us being
the work horse. I'm very comfortable with him."
Comfortabl,e
or
not,
O'Leary's squad can't afford to
be hit by anymore injuries and if
the Knights want a shot at the
MAC title, they can't afford
another loss either.

BETWEEN THE LINES- ·UCF VS.AKRON

•

..
•

Defense faces tough test against Akron's Frye
Zips possess strong
passing game despite
overall losing record
After a heartbreaking last-second
loss to Northern Illinois, the Golden
Knights welcome a second consecutive conference foe to the Citrus Bowl
This time, quarterback Charlie
Frye and the Akron Zips come
a'knockin, looking for their third MAC
win in four conference games. UCF
will try to avert this, and in the process
get its first win under George O'Leary.
Let's break it down ...

week
Akron placekicker Jason Swiger
comes in 3-for-6 on the year and is 18for-26 for his career. He holds the Zips'
record long with a 53-yarder against
UConn last season.
Billy Sullivan has also been solid,
averaging 403 yards per punt, landing
seven kicks inside the 20 and forcing ll
fair catches.
The return game is squarely in the
hands of Hixon, who averages 12.5
yards per punt return and 34.6 yards
per kickoff return with one score.
Akron has had trouble in the punt coverage department, allowing 16.8 yards
per return and giving up three touchdowns.
Magic number: 50 percent Akron placekicker Jason Swiger's percentage from beyond 30 yards in 2004

UCF offense vs.Akron defense
Advantage: UCF

Coaching
Advantage: UCF

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

The Knights' offense finally found
its stride, scoring 28 points in the second half against Northern Illinois.
Steven Moffett completed 17 of 19
throws for 207 yards and two scores in
that span, and his overall passer rating
this season is an astronomical 127.84-.
Tavaris Capers and Luther Huggins also stepped up last week, with
Capers racking up a career-high 147
yards on seven grabs. The Knights
may have to do without Alex Haynes,
who was injured in the fourth quarter
against Nill.
George O'Leary, at his press conference, coyly characterized Haynes'
status for the game as "doubtful"
If Haynes cannot play, sophomore
Dontavius Wilcox, who scored UCFs
final two touchdowns in the fourth
quarter last week, should get the nod.
UCF will have to keep from falling
down early; the .Knights have been
outscored ll7-32 in the first half of
games this season.
Akron's defense has had troubles
this season. The Zips surrendered
36.5 points per game, 442.2 total yards
per game and gave up 30 touchdowns
in just six games.
They have given up 48 points or
more in three games and are being
outscored 152-67 in the first half alone.
All-MAC second-team linebacker
Chase Blackburn is the leader of the
defense, with 32 tackles, a sack and a
blocked kick this year.
Jay Rohr has stepped into the fold
nicely, with a team-leading four sqcks,
but opponents are still completing 66
percent of their passeS' against the
Zips' secondary. It may get worse for
Akron if Moffett continues his torrid
offensive pace from last week.
Magic munber: 197 - number of
1 yards Alex Haynes needs to tie Wtllieg

Akron senior quarterback Charlie Frye is ranked fifth in the MAC with 1,270 passing yards this season.

George O'Leary has coached in 90
games in eight seasons and has won52
of those games, although he is still in
search of his first win at UCF.
J.D. Brookhart has coached six
games in his first season at Akron, and
has won two. Not much else needs to
be said here.
Magic number: 2-4 - UCFs alltime record against Akron.

English for first all-time at UCF in
career rushing yarJls.

Intangibles
Advantage: Tie

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Akron offense vs. UCF defense
Advantage:Akron
Akron quarterback Charlie Ftye
hasn't lived up to his preseason Reisman hype, but he's still one of the top
quarterbacks in the MAC.
He has hit on 64.8 percent of his
passes for 1,260 yards and seven
scores but has been picked six times.
Frye has spread the wealth, with three
receivers catching more than 20 balls
this year.
,
·
Domenik Hixon, a converted
defensive back, is his favorite target,
leading the team with 420 yards on 31 ·
catches. But Frye has gotten no help
from the running game, as Akron
averages just 86.3 rushing yards per
game, good enough for ll4th in the
nation.
However, Akron's leading rusher,
Brett Biggs, is averaging more than 5
yards per carry and has scored six
touchdowns coming into Saturday's
game.
UCFs defense squandered a golden opportunity last week against Nill,
allowing the Huskies to march 44
yards in 39 seconds to set up the eventual game-winning field goal
The Knights will have trouble with
Frye, as opposing passers have a rating,.

ofl6196. Lack ofpressure on the quarterback is a major contributor, as UCF
· ~just two sacks to its credit this year.
The Knights are also generous in
the red zone, giving up touchdowns
on 16 of their opponents' 25 trips
inside the 20.
The lone bright spot is in the
turnover department; UCF has forced
a dozen turnovers, led by Mike Walker, who ranks fifth in the nation in
interceptions per game.
Magic number: 49 percent opponents' third-down conversion
percentage against UCF.

UCF special teams
vs.A!<ron special teams
Advantage: Tie
UCF's kicking game had a. mixed
day against Nill. Aaron Horne, who
was ranked among the worst punters
in Division 1-A, finally had a good
game.
Excluding one seven-yarder off the
side ofhis foot, he averaged more than
47 yards per kick. John Brown was 0for-l in his black-and-gold debut, with
Matt Prater sidelined with a hip flexor.
Prater's status is still uncertain for
Saturday, and he will likely be a gamediy decision. Tavaris capers continues
to cause fits for coverage teams, averaging 14.0 yards per return and helping set up UCF's go-ahead score last

.BY THE NUMBERS
Akron

UCF

2-4
2-1 .
1-3 Away
w44-21

0-5
0-2
0-2 Home
l 30-28·

@Buffalo
vs. Ball St.
W2of3

vs.NIU
@Miami {OH)
l 9 straight
2

Overall
Record
MAC record
Home/away
Last game
Next game
Streak
Series
Series streak
Last mtg.
Avg.score

4
Wl
w38-24
25.5

•1

51/49
2.7
86.3
64.3%
212.0
22

298.3
717
10
20.2

56/44
2.8
107.2
58.0%
194.0
18
301.2
4/4
9

17.4

Defense
Yds./rush all.
Rush YPG all.
Opp.comp.%
PassYPG all.
Sacks
Total YPGall.
TD rush/pass all.
Turnoversforced
Points/gm.allowed

5.7
228.7
65.6%
213.5
10
442.2
18/10

5.2
232.4
61.5
213.8
2

36.5

446.2
14/9
12
38.8.

33.8
12.5
22.3
4/6

30.0
14.0
18.6
6/8

6.2-52.3

6.2-57.2

7

Special Teams
Net avg./punt
Avg./punt ret.
Avg./kickoff ret.
FG/FGA

The Knights finally have some confidence undertheir belt after nearly taking
down a tough Northern Illinois squad
The team smells its first win of the
Misc.
Pen/gm-yds/gm
season just around the cornez; and the
Turn over ratio
players have been insulated from the fact
3rd down %
that the Knights are the last remaining
Def.3rd down %
team in Division I-A without a victory.
· Red zone%
The offense is hitting on all cylinders
Def. red zone %
since the near-miss in the fourth against
Avg.TOP
Nill, and the defense showed some
signs of life until NIU's final drive.
Despite the rough start, the Knights can
still theoretically threaten for the MAC
f.asttitle, with only two conference lossEast
es.
Marshall
Akron already has its first win with
Miami (Ohio)
its new coach under its belt The Zips are
Akrqn
Ohio
2-1 in conference play, and with their
Buffalo
poterit offense, they are a serious threat·
Central Florida
for the division.
·
Kent State
This is a key road game for them,
since three oftheir last four are at home.
West
Coming off a 44-21 win at Buffalo, they
Toledo
µmnot afford to be too overconfident, as
Northern Illinois
Eastern Michigan
NIU found out last week.
Bowling Green
The Zips broke a two-game losing
Central Michigan
. streak to the J{n]ghts last year at home,
Ball State
but have not won at the Citrus Bowl
Western Michigan
sincel984.
Magic number: 1 - number of
teams in Division I-A without a win -

<
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-3

+3

30%
45%
75%
85%
28:34

41%
49%
75%
84%
30:25
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STANDINGS
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28.5

Offense
Rush/pass %
Yds./rush
Rush YPG
Comp.%
PassYPG
Times sacked
Total YPG
TD rush/pass ·
Turnovers
Points/gm.

..

CONE

WL
2
2
2
1
1

0
1
1
2
3

OVERALL

WL
2 3
3
2
3
1

3
4
3

O 3

5
0 5
1 5

WL

WL

0 2

3
3
2
1
1
· 1
0

O
0
1
1
1
2
2

4
4
2
3
2
1

2
2
4
2
3
5

1 4
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Women stomp ·Hatters in mock tourney

STATE & NATION
Gators' loss tough to stomach
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GAINESVILLE - Florida's
latest loss has affected Coach
Ron Zook more than any other.
Zook said Tuesday he has
struggled to eat and sleep since
Saturday's 24-21 home loss to
LSU, which all but elimi.t;tated
the 24th-ranked Gators (3-2)
from the Southeastern Conference title chase.
The eternally' optimistic
coach said his reaction to the
latest loss was worse than normal. It was Florida's fifth loss in
the final two 'minutes over the
last two years.
"Every loss affects you," he
said. "It's our livelihood. It's
what we do. That's what we're
judged on. I know we're not
winning. We've got to win I'm
not ducking that and I took
responsibility."
The Gators led 21-17 with
about two minutes to play Saturday, but the Tigers drove 50
yards for the go-ahead score
with little resistance.
The collapse was nothing
new for Zook. Florida also
blew late leads against Tennessee last month and against
Miami, Mississippi and Florida
State last year. The team also
had two near meltdowns
against Arkansas, which rallied
against the Gators the last two
seasons but couldn't pull out
victories.
"Obviously, the thing we've
got to do is we've got to get
over the hump," said Zook,
who is 19-12 in three seasons.
"People have a right to be
upset. I'm upset. Why? You've
got good players and you're in
position to win th~ game. You
have to win the game.
"It's just like that neighborhood bully who keeps taking
your lunch money. Pretfy soon,
you're not going to eat and
you're going to go hungry. You
better stand up and fight back.
I really believe our guys are
going to do that."
The Gators probably won't
have to worry about any bullies this week. Middle Tennessee State (2-3) is 0-7 against
ranked teams since joining
Division I-A in 1999. The Blue
Raiders also are 2-12 against
SEC opponents, with both
wins coming against lowly
Vanderbilt.
The game was supposed to
be played as the season opener
Sept. 4, but the threat of Hurricane Frances forced it to be
postponed.
Probably the best thing
Middle Tennessee State could
hope for Saturday is to be close
ae the end. Anything could
happen then, especially against
the Gators.
"I've spent a lot of time
thinking about it/' Zook said.
"I've spent a lot of hours since
the end of that game not sleeping and not eating, thinking
about it. I know how close we
are, and if I didn't believe in
these guys or see it in their
eyes and know where they're
going, I may be concerned. Are

we capable of finishing like
we're supposed to? Yes. Now
we have to do it."
The Gators haven't done it
lately.
So the Gators are seemingly
out of the championship game
for the third straight season
under Zook. That may have
added to his reactio.tj after the
· latest loss.
"He's hurting," Athletic
Director Jeremy Foley said. "It
eats him up. Anybody's who's a
competitor and anybody who's
got pride, it eats them up. I
honestly believe, 'like he's told
you a thousand times, t_hat he
feels this taam is close. But
obviously they've got to bust
the door down now. No excuses. Just go do it.
"He has a passion to do that,
and obviously you're going to
have confidence that he can
get that done."

Williams done with college ball
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. Wide receiver Mike Williams,
turned down in his ·attempt to
return to play at Southern California after the courts kept
him out of the NFL draft, has·
hired an agent - again.
Williams, expected to be a
first-round draft pick next
April, will be represented by
Tony Fleming and Mitch
Frankel of Impact Sports Management.
"Mike will continue his
education at use, where he
will train in preparation for his
NFL career," Fleming said in a
. statement issued Tuesday.
Impact Sports Management
has offices in Beverly Hills and
Boca Raton, Fla
Williams caught 95 passes
for 1,314 yards and a schoolrecord 16 touchdowns as a
sophomore last season to help
the Trojans (12-1) win the AP
national championship. He finished. eighth in the Reisman
Trophy balloting.
After a court ruled last winter that Ohio State's Maurice
Clarett was eligible to play in
the NFL, Williams left USC,
hired Mike Azzarelli as his
agent and said he was turning
pro. That made him ineligible
to play for the Trojans.
An appeals court overturned the earli'er ruling in
May and upheld the NFL's
right to bar players who had
been out of high school for less
than three years - as was the
case with Clarett and Williams.
After the appeals court ruling, Williams severed ties with
his agent and began the .
process of applying to the
NCAA for reinstatement. He
returne d to USC and took
· summer classes, seeking to
have his academic eligibility
also restored.
It was all for naught - the
NCAA turned down his
request Aug. 26, two days
before USC's season-opener
against Virginia Tech.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tennis earns huge
doubles and solo
wins over Stetson
NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

The UCF women's tennis
team was at Stetson this past
weekend to take on Florida
International University and
the host Hatters in a mock
tournament.
The Knights' match with
FIU was cancelled, but the
matches against the "Hatters
went off as planned on Sunday.
The tournament format
allowed the teams to go headto-head, however team scores
· did not count.
The scores might not have
meant anything on paper but
the sweep of the doubles
matches by UCF give the
Knights a good idea of what
will work when spring play
begins.
The first of the three doubles matches featured junior
Pam Fernandez and senior Ola
Luczak versus Mili Milovanovic and Maja Miladinovic.
The Stetson duo was steamrolled 8-4 by the two veteran
Knights.
The second match paired
UCF's Megan Hunter and
Anna Yakimchenkova against
Marina Levin and Anna Leonenko. Stetson's second pairing· fared worse than the Hatters' first doubles team as UCF

COURTESYUCF ATHLETICS

Sophomore Pamela Fernandez racked up both a doubles and singles victory over Stetson this past Sunday at a mock tournament in Deland.

dropped them 8-1.
In the final doubles match,
Becky Gordon and Jennifer Carati
slaughtered Catherine Canady
and Danielle Mollman 8-1 as well.
The excellent playpoured over
for UCF. at the start of the singles
matches as the Knights took the
first two spots also.
Senior Kristina Lohmos

defeated Jackie Bohannon 6-3 and
7-5, and Fernandez won over
Miladinovic 6-4 and 6-4 to start
the singles games.
Stetson tried to put up a fight
and save some face by taking three
straight points but UCF clinched
the victory With two more wins to
finish off the Hatters.
Yakimchenkova
topped

Mollman 6-1 and 6-4, and Gordon blanked Jen Wisnoski 6-0
and 6-0 to shutdown the Hat. ters on their own home courts.
Next tip for the women is
the Florida State University
tournament, the final stop of
the fall season, which takes
place in Tallahassee on October 28-30.

How on Earth did life -come to be?
Learn the latest answers from origin-of-life scientists at the
Symposium on the Origins of Life October 15 and 16, on campus
at University of Central Florida.
• Friday, October 15, 4 pm, CSB 101 - Distinguished Origin-ofLife scientists Dr. Robert Shapiro, Dr~ 1Christopher Switzer,
·Dr. Fazale Rana
• Saturday, October 16, 10 am, HPA 119 - UCF Student
researchers
Admission is free and open to the public, seating is limited.
Sponsored by the American Chemical Society Student Affiliates at UCF, the
Society of Physics Students, and the UCF Student Government Association.
. For more information, program agenda, maps, and directions, see

www.originseducation.org.
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'"Run to the Polls"1s part of an ongoing effort: by the Student Government Association to get people to vote on November 2nd. "Fhe ..Run
to the Polls" course will be along a scenic path that goes through UCF.1 Raffie prizes, t-shirts, and much more vvill be. given to those who
participate. Participation is open to everyone. i1lf you ~e intere$ted in participating, helping, or partnering please contact Kelly Morrell at
oerel@mail.ucf.edu.
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Women's soccer drops second conference game
Georgia State Panthers
stun Knights with second
shutout of A-Sun season

Eshelman said. "There was effort, but
we weren't taking advantage of our
chances. We weren't finishing the
opportunities that we had."
The Knights were out shot 10-9 in
the contest with the Panthers also
CARISSA GRAZEL
holding the advantage in saves 3-2
Staff Writer
with both teams recording 5 corner
kicks.
UCF women's soccer, the highest
This Georgia State victory marks
scoring team in the Atlantic Sun Con- the first time they've beaten the
ference, couldn't get the one goal they Knights since 1997, two years before
needed most and fell 0-1 to Georgia Cromwell's tenitre here, and extends
State over the weekend to lose their their home winning streak to 14.
second conference game.
On October 8, UCF defeated MerThe Knights (10-3-1, 5-2-0 A-Sun), cer (4-8-0, 1-4-0 A-Sun) in Macon,
who were preseason favorites to Georgia, by a score of3-l.
repeat as A-Sun champs, have uncharUCF recorded 13 shots in the first
acteristically struggled in conference period; however some bad calls by
play this year losing to the Panthers as referees took away two UCF goals,
well as Campbell on September 25 one by leading scorer Kendra Flock,
also 0-1.
and kept to game. tied. ·
After an evenly contested first half
In the second period the Bears
at Georgia State, the Panthers broke struck first. Mercer freshman Catie
the game open with a goal by 'Sarah Marshalek fired a shot over the head
Feske a:t 49:30. As time ran out for the of UCF keeper Julie Snaman to put
Knights, both Kate McCain and the Bears up 1-0. This goal marked the
Courtney Baines saw their shots on end of Snaman's streak of over 500
goal saved by A-Sun Defensive Player scoreless minutes between the pipes.
of the Week, Panthers keeper Alexa
"Coming from behind we showed
Pasquarelli.
that we didn't get rattled,'' Cromwell
Pasquarelli was a major factor said. "We kept on pressing for a goal
early on in the game when she had a and knew it'd come."
big one-on-one save verses UCF forAnswer back they did 17 minutes
ward Monique Fire;tll.
later when Eshelman scored off a
"If she [Pasquarelli] didn't saye Shannon Wing assist.
that; it's a whole different game," UCF
Fireall would then again go oneCoach Amanda Cromwell said. "It's a on-one with a keeper this time forcing
goal. We have momentum. We score a foul by Mercer goalie Hannah
a goal we don't lose."
Koaster. This allowed UCF to take the
Cromwell noted that the Knights · lead off a successful Courtney Baines
main disadvantage in the game was penalty kick. Baines is 3-3 on penalty
that they didn't have their "legs". kicks for the year.
Cromwell pointed out that there were
Tri captain Ali Blagriff.scored the
some discipline issues earlier in the Knights final goal off an Eshelman
week that resulted in the Knights have assist to complete UCF's 3-1 victory. ·
some more strenuous that usual prac"We fought until the end," Esheltices.
man said. "We scored up until the
"We tried · hard and had our end, and that's what we need to do."
chances up· to the very end, but we
Although UCF lost their second
just didn't have that extra energy to conference game, the Knights are still
get it done," Cromwell said.
primed for A-Sun success. If they can
Senior tri captain Becca Eshelman win the next 3 games, the Knights will
felt like missed opportunities were to finish second in the conference, and
blame for the loss.
·
receive a first round bye into the con''.You could tell we wanted to win," ference tournament. The winner of

"
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Freshman forward Kendra Flock leads UCF women's soccer with eight goals this season but hasn't scored a goal in the Golden Knights' past two games.

that tournament will advance to the
NCAA tournament and that's where
the Knights want to be.
On October 15 UCF travels to
Deland to take on A-Sun Stetson (4-33, 2-1-2 A-Sun). UCF is 17-0 all-time
against Stetson including a 4-1 victory
over the Hatters last season.
UCF returns home on October 17I

at 6pm to play another A-Sun game
against sunshine state rival Jacksonville (3-7-2, 2-2-1 A-Sun). The Dolphins have struggled this season
under first year head coach Chris
Kouns. Look .for UCF's offense to
bounce back at home where they have
won six in a row. ·
This week Cromwell gave her

1

•

.J

players two days off to allow then to
get back their legs and prepare for the
upcoming weekend.
"They just needed to get away
from the game, get away from each
other, and get their bodies healed and
fresh," Cromwell said. "The main
thing is they need to get a hunger
back." .
·
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C-USA gives new recruits and coaching staff a more promising chance
FROM

'

•
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depends on how the draft hurts
us. Next year we'll probably be
starting six freshmen and we'll
have some good young players
coming in."
The 2005 season is still
months away, but Bergman
said the inaugural C-USA
schedule in 2006 is already finished. League coaches attended meetings in Dallas last
month to hammer out the
details.
"We play 24 co:p.ference
games,'' Bergman said. There's
only nine teams (in C-USA).
Tulsa, Southern Methodist and
Texas-El Paso don't play baseball of the 12 so that means we
have eight weekends."
The only Atlantic Sun team
that remains on future schedules is Stetson.
"Stetson is the only one
we're going to play," Bergman
said. "Those will be Tuesday
night games and we'll play
them twice in the middle of the
week in March. We'll still play
Bethune [Cookman]. Stetson is
the only one [from the ASun]."
He continued, "We're finished with our scheduling.
We're going to play North
Florida next year. They're
coming in for three games.
They're called provisional
Division I which will count on
your RPI, but it won't count for
them because they will not be
allowed to play in a,Postseason
tournament for a significant
time, three to five years or
something like that. It's really
weird."
Also appearing on UCF's
2006 non-conference schedule
will be Texas Christian. The
final eight weekends of the
season will be conference
action.
"We're going to Texas
Christian, playing them out of
the Mountain West, and they'll
be coming back to play us here
in 2007," Bergman said. "Our
conference schedule won't
start until the first weekend in
April. Our bye weekend was
the first weekend so that's why
we're going to TCU and playing.
"We've got Rice, AlabamaBirmingham, Memphis and
East Carolina at home," he continued. "Those are our four
home series. Then we've got
Tulane, Houston, Southern
Miss and Marshall on the road.
It will be interesting. I think the
conference will be strong
{

ti.)
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Sophomore pitcher Taylor Meier, left, will see an increased amount of inniiigs pitched next
season as the A-Sun has finally switched to nine-inning games as opposed to two seven-inning
doubleheaders. UCF Coach Jay Bergman, above, has long lobbieil for the innings change.

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

enough that it will be at least a
No. 5 ranked conference."
Florida will also make a
midweek appearance at Jay
Bergman Field in 2006. The
Knights will play one game in
Gainesville this upcoming season. Series with USF and BCC
will also continue.
As for the 2007 schedule,
Bergman is waiting to see if CUSA decides to increase ,the
amount of conference games
from 24 to 36, something that's
currently being considered.
The Knights could also appear
in an early season tournament
at Southern California in 2007.
~

"We're trying .to work on a
few things,'' Bergman said.
"I've got a call in from use.
We were invited to a tournament there next year, but our
schedule for 2006 is complete
so I just gave them a phone
message that we can go out
there in 2007. So we'll probably
go out there and play in a tournament in 2007 and then we'll
come back and play TCU at
home."
In the meantime, UCF is
readying for their A-Sun
farewell tour in 2005. The nonconference schedule again will
be a tough one.
·

'

The Knights open 'at home
against Florida International,
travel for a road series at
Louisiana State, then come
back to Bergman Field to host
Notre Dame.
UCF also travels to
Gainesville for a midweek
game : af Florida, the first
matchup between the Knights
and Gators since 1999.
"It's going to be a real challenge," Bergman said.
UCF will play 30 A-Sun
games again, but there's a new
twist this season. Instead of
sev~n-inning doubleheaders,
all games will row be a full

nine innings.
Bergman and other league
coaches, such as Stetson's Pete
Dunn and Florida Atlantic's
Kevin Cooney, have lobbied for
the change for years.
The
conference
gave
schools the go-ahead to schedule games on three consecutive days, but only if both
schools were willing.
"For those that want to play
the three games, they can, on
three days," Bergman said. "For
those that don't want to you've
got to play a single game and a
doubleheader the next day and
the kicker in the thing is the
doubleheader will be both
nine-inning games."
Nine-inning doubleheaders
aren't the optimal arrangement, but Bergman said ifs
better than the old setup.
"It's a physical drain asking
a guy to play 27 innings in a 24
hour span, but it's also good
because the teams who had a
chance to beat us, the lesser
teams, could do it in a seven
inning game if that one guy
stayed hot,'' Bergman said.
"Mercer beat us one time
last year and that was it. They
had one pretty good pitcher
and he stayed pretty hot and
did well. We shouldn't be experiencing that with other teams
I

because they're going to have
to go deep in their bullpen.
That's when you hope you
have more bullpen strength
than everybody else."
Of UCF's 10 conference
series, five of them will played
over three days.
"We've
already
been
through that," Bergman said.
"Stetson, Florida Atlantic, Troy
State, Belmont and Georgia
State are the five schools who
are going to play us three separate games."
FAU and Georgia State are
coming to Bergman Field this
season and Stetson, Troy and
Belmont are road series.
UCF would have played
Jacksonville at home over
three days if the series didn't
fall on Easter weekend.
"We would play Jacksonville three games, but it's
Easter weekend and that's the
only reason we didn't do that,"
Bergman said. "We're going to
play that as a day/night doubleheader. We'll play one at one
o'clock and then the second
game on Saturday will be at
six."
Home series against Campbell and Lipscomb will be over
two days, as will road
matchups at Gardner Webb
andMei:cer.
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1\vo.problems mar
Senate elections
T

his year's SGA Senate elections boasted an overwhelming number of voters
and streamlined.the process of
running mates by allowing tickets for the first time.
Students were allowed to
vote via personal laptops set up
D all over campus, giving them no
excuse not to take. two minutes
out of their day to voice concern
over how a $9 million budget
'
will be spent.
Yet there were two major
problems with this year's elec1
tions.·
The first problem concerns
the voting booths outside of the
Student Union. To the left of the
Union is the Student Government Association-approved,
Election Commission-manned
tent, where laptops are available
for students to vote. This year,
however, the tent did not say
SGA on it. The SGA tent, to the
right of the Union, was actually
borrowed and used by the Golden Ticket; Other parties diq not
have an SGA-labeled tent.
The Golden Ticket members,
with their connection with the
old Senate, were able to borrow
the official-looking tent. Unfor'.t tunately, this led to major confu- ·
sion with voters. Many thought
this was the official elections
camp,
rather than a partisan
1
ticket's headquarters. This
would be akin to holding a Libertarian ticket in your hands and
'.'I

heading off to the Democratic
headquarters to cast your vote
for president.
Yet this is exactly what happened. Voters then got a campaign pitch, one that may have
been opposite of their views and
one they certainly didn't expect.
Another problem in this
year's elections - the bigger
problem - is that for the first
time in recent SGA voting history, students couldn't find out the
platforms of students during the
voting process.
Many students want to be
more informed, but they have
little to go on.
In previous elections, the voting Web site would have a link
for most candidates' names.
Clicking on the link would bring
the voter to a page with the candidate's platforms, academic
major and other pertinent information.
By finding out about the candidate's affiliations, most students were able to make choices
they ultimately felt good about.
This year, students were
forced to fend for themselves,
without a clue of who would
best represent t;hem and their
campus interests.
Perhaps the Election Commission felt that the tickets
would simplify the matter for
students. This is not an adequate
response. SGA tickets are usually not distinctive enough to r~al-

ly catch students' attentions, and
they don't list the individual
affiliations of each candidate.
A student who <J.oesn't want
to elect any Greeks should know
if a candidate on a certain ticket
is Greek. A student who wanted
to elect only candidates with the
most experience should be easily able to look up every candidate's leadership experience.
It wouldn't be hard to compile these pages. Just have candidates tum in a resume with their
50 signatures when they decide
to run. Scan in the pages and put
them on the Web site. If it took
three minutes with each candidate, and you have 150 candidates, the SGA office would
have to find someone to work
seven and a half hours. nlat's
less than a day's worth of work.
If SGA cares about the student body, this should be a pretty easy sacrifice to make. .
Voting should be easy for students. Though it doesn't take
much time to make an intelligent vote f9r student government positions; students have
limited resources to find out
about the candidates.
Unlike national politics,
where one can simply pick up a
paper or tum on the television
to find out the information
needed to make an informed
decision, students are forced to
seek out the information for
SGA elections on their own.

OUR STANCE

NATO slow to help
U.S. in Afghanistan
~
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t a meeting of NATO
·
defense mip.isters in Romania Tuesday, the United
States urged NATO countries to
form an alliance in order to
assume a larger role in the
Afghanistan military operations.
The proposed plans look for
NATO to take over possibly as
early as 2005, but. isn't likely.
Plans are already being opposed
by some countries.
The U.S. ambassador to
NATO asked it to devise a blueprint by February to take over
operations, now split between
an 18,000-strong U.S. force and
a NATO contingent half that
size.
Said Ambassador Nicholas
Bums: "Obviously we hope to
see, at some point, integration
of the NATO effort and Operation Enduring Freedom," with
NATO taking control of the
combined effort. "It could be
2005. It could be 2006. It just
depends on how things go."
German Defense Minister
Peter Struck, who met NATO
counterparts including Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld for
informal talks yesterday, told
reporters he opposed the proposal to integrate the NATO
peacekeeping force in
Afghanistan within the 18,000
strong U.S.-led combat mission
fighting remnants of the Taliban
andal~da

•
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It is very interesting to see
the United States go to allies for
assistance for Operation Endur-

ing Freedom after ignoring
them for two years now. The
Uruted States is asking for allies
to assist in completely disarm- ·
ing the remaining rebel fighters.
This is not a peacekeeping or
reconstruction effort. .
Germany said it would object
to sending troops if it meant
upgrading NATO's mandate
from its current peacekeeping
and security functions. This is
the issue that will plague
Ambassador Burns' efforts.
In the beginning of the effort
in Afghanistan, merging the U.S.
and NATO ·forces was seen as a
long-term goal. The timing of
this plea seems early to many of
the European nations.
Why now? The answer is
obvious. Feeling the heat from
Sen. John Kerry and the election, the Bush administration is
in search of more global allies.
It is no doubt that this plea to
the NATO defense ministers is a
Hail.Mary attempt to show voters that this president respects
global interests. President
George W. Bush's "Coalition of
the Willing" hasn't garnered the
admiration from American voters that it hoped for.
With more than 1,000 American troops dead and more dying
every day, the blame falls on the
commander-in-chief- there
aren't any other global allies left
to shoulder some of that blame.
Burns did not specify what
impact a force merger would
have on U.S. troop levels in

Afghaajstan, but said the United
States wanted NATO to present
plans on how to unify the ,operations under the alliance at a
NATO meeting in early February in Nice, France.
NATO has a 9,000-strong
International Security Assistance Force focused on the capital Kabul and the north. But the
credibility of NATO's mission
has been undermined by .allies'
reluctance to come up with ·
troops and equipment.
The 26-member alliance is
nonetheless committed to
expanding to the west as soon
as possible, spreading later on
to more dangerous territory in
the south.
Yet taking over U.S. operations would be another challenge entirely given the reservations of some NATO nations to
U.S. policy in the fight against
terror since the Sept. 11 attacks.
At the time of the attacks global
support iri U.S. efforts against
terrorism was bountiful and
could be found across the globe.
Nobody undermined the reasoning behind overhauling the
Afghani government and fighting rebels there. It has been the
actions of this administration in
Iraq that have drawn global concern. Allies who were once on
our side are now indifferent. ·
This administration needs to
figure out its platform on allied
support. We can't start wars by
ourselves and expect the rest of
the world to clean up afterward.
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READER VIEWS
A~eg~~t?! F-~~~. a 13-year-old

Palestinian girl on the way home from school,
was shot 20 times by Israeli soldiers. The soldiers said they mistook her for a militant.
Noah Saposnik, I would like to hear you
condemn Israeli terrorism as well as Palestinian terrorism. I have family from Palestine,
but I still condemn all suicide bombings and
acts of violence toward any innocent civil-·
'ians.
However, throughout all of your letters to
the editor, you have consistently failed to condemn actions such as this. Israel has systematically bulldozed Palestinian houses, killed
American peace activist Rachel Corrie, and is
now building a wall that steals Palestinian
land.
Why do you forget to mention these
actions in your letters? Both sides are guilty,
and ~tead ofblamihg each other we need to
find a solution so that we can at least have a
hope for peace. People always say there will
never be peace between them, and that
they've been fighting forever.
That is a horrible outlook, and - even if it
doesn't seem possible - we must at least try
to build a brighter future. I still dream of one
day being able to visit Palestine in peace.
I send my prayers out to all families in
Israel and Palestine that have been affected
- by this unnecessary cycle of violence.
- AMEER ZUFARI

·Still undecided?

A war in Iraq based on lies, against a coun-

try that was not a threat.

More than 1,200 American soldiers dead
because of this. Almost 30,000 (by some estimates) Iraqi civilians - not soldiers - have
been killed.
Condoning· of prisoner torture at Abu
Ghraib. Mission Accomplished. Bring 'em on.
Ignoring other countries that are threats, such
as North Korea and lran. Afghanistan is
worse off.
Alliances with corrupt dictatorships such

as Pakistan·and Saudi Arabia.
Withdrawal from important international
treaties. Alliances with corrupt corporations
such as Enron and Halliburton. No funding
for homeland security needs such as port
security and first responders. Tax cuts for the
wealthy - in a time of war.
Largest budget deficit in American history.
Largest projected national debt in American
history. Largest job loss during a presidential
term in American history. More families living in ~overty. More families without health
care.
Record increases in health-care costs.
Record increases in college tuition. Record oil
prices. Secret energy :qieetings. Ignoring real
science such as global warming and stem-cell
research. Radical rollback of environmental
rules to benefit special interests.
Still undecided? Then here's one more:
Where is Osama bin Laden?
- STEVEN MITCHELL

'Pansies' diversify campus .
With. each poorly written, poorly argued
letter from an alumnus who apparently
learned nothing at UCF.["Upset conservative
alumnus," Oct. 7], I am more and more
shocked at the lack of critical thinking and
debate skills UCF graduates leave campus
with. My reply to Tim Wedding:
In your letter, you railed against the school
for an independent group of students
[referred to in the letter as pansies] who are
educating campus on issues.that are often
overlooked by mainstream media In your
attack, you failed to highlight the group of
students who invited Daniel Flynn, Ann
Coulter, Joe Scarborough and a host of other
conservative speakers to campus in the past
few years.
In bashing UCF for the presence of Campus Peace Action and Progressive Council,
you left out ROCK and College Republicans,
who are present alongside their liberal counPLEASE SEE
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'What do you think about
absentee ballot voting?'

VICKI MCPHEE

GREG STUCKO

CONNOR WEISER

Business

Undeclared

Communicative disorders

"I'm from Orlando, but for college
students that live elsewhere it is vital."

"Iwon't be using one, but they are
important to the voting process."

(entraf 'foriba 1uture

"To avoid my vote from being
tampered with Ijust recently changed
my address so Ican vote here."
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"I hope college student~ vote this election by absentee ballot tir otherwise."

"I'd rather just show up at the polls no
matter what."
I

"I have to use an absentee ballot. I'm
not flying to Chicago to cast my vote."
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terparts and work actively to proselytize our
campus to the conservative agenda
Here is a little reality:
No. 1, the real world is looking, and not all of
them are dosed-minded conservatives.
No. 2, one ofUCF's five goals is to "become
more inclusive and diverse" - which includes
embracing differing world views and political
stances, so that students may learn about every
option, engage in thoughtful dialogue and
debate, and make an informed independent
choice for themselves.
No. 3, by withholding your contribution from
UCF you are not penalizing the group of students who is choosing to stand up for what they
believe in - you are removing support from
every student, Republican and Democrat, active
and apathetic.
Finally, a university in its definition is an
inStitution for creating and sharing ideas - for
you to berate this university for encouraging
open thought and dialogue, or to personally
attack those students who are going above and
beyond the duties of a normal student to ensure
this happens, means that yoti missed the point,
and might want to consider picking up a book,
something you obviously failed to do during
your time at this campus.
- KAUA DODGE

Black voters be aware

Lately there has been an enormous amount
of talk surrounding the presidential election
and how important the black vote will be in the
November event.
One thing that should be considered is that
during the vice presidential debate on Oct. 9,
Dick Cheney did not respond to John Edwards
when he was called out on issues directly concerning black people.
Midway through the debate, Edwards noted
that Cheney was eager to talk about his opponent's track record and lack of experience in
politics. Edwards responded with a critique of
Cheney's own political track record and made
one statement that, to me, stood out.
Edwards, looking,Cheney directly in the
eyes, said, "When [Cheney] was one of 435
members of the United States House, he voted
against ... a holiday for Martin Luther King."
Wow! Damn, that's cold, and I'm sure there
are many black people who understand-where
I'm coming from. Cheney had 30 seconds to
respond. His response to Edwards was, simply,
"Oh, I think [Edwards'] record speaks for itself.
And frankly, it's not very distinguished."
What was that? Cheney ignored the crux of
Edwards' statement - that he voted against a
holiday recognizing one of the most prominent
Americans of the 20th century.
The problem with this is, Cheney isn't only
Bush's right-hand man. If Bush is re-elected and
for some reason can't complete his term,

Cheney, with his less-than-stellar record on
diversity issues, becomes the nation's leader.
Do black people actually want a man who
has a track record of being ~ti-blick to be a
heartbeat away from the presidency?
Anyone who voted against a holiday for
Martin Luther King Jr., a man who promoted
peace in the face of virulent Violence and overt
racism, is ignorant to the struggle and issues
important to blacks and is, thus, anti-black.
Though many students graduating today are
part of a generation too young to remember the
fight for the holiday in honor of King, we must
note that Arizona, the state in which Cheney
was a senator, was one of the last two states to
recognize the King holiday once ·it passed.
Along with Cheney's opposition to a King
holiday, he also voted against a resolution calling for the release of Nelson Mandela as a political prisoner from a jail in South Africa
With all of the current focus in this year's
election on swift boats, Coast Guard duty and
the candidates at the top of the ticket, I wonder
if anyone has taken the time to observe the
views and actions of Cheney, one who can take
over Bush's position on any given day. ·
Blacks participating in the political process
this November should take this fact into consideration when choosing the next leader of the
free world and, also, not forget to keep their
eyes on the prize while recognizing that there
are those who wish to diminish our pride, our
history, and our ability to progress.
- DARIEL"DT"HINRY

Orsini needs to go

I feel that in my heart, Athletic Director
Steve Orsini found out he was not the top person when he came to UCF. When he signed on
an assistant director, he found out how much
power former football Coach Mike Kruczek
had.
.
.Orsini had to get rid of Kruczek because he
was a favorite and too powerful among the
locals as well as the athletes and businesses.
Then Kruczek was offered jobs elsewhere at
much higher pay, which forced Orsini to re-sign
Kruczek to a richer contract.
After all, he had a winning record, was developing some top NFL prospects, and the national press was starting to notice UCF on a regular
basis. The only thing Orsini could get Kruczek
on was grades. The football team only ran into
problems when UCF raised the GPA requirement for athletes in the middle of the football
season. Kruczek's record was a damn good one.
You do not fire a guy for·one losing season,
especially when it was a rebuilding season for
half of the team. That is just bad business.
Orsini needed to get someone in there who
he could control and had less power than he
did. Orsini is just flexing his muscle to show
who is boss with the power. I think Orsini is the .
probl~m with UCF athletics.

Q: What do
~
~
'lQ:

(

and Jllh lhDRRISDn
have in common?
j

A:

They both
donate plasma at

<

(

DCI Biologicals
Orlando!
*Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn S180/month donating
your ·life-saving plasma.
PCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

-JULIE GROFF

(Across the street from Racetrac)

321-235-9100
www.dciplasma.com
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S BE-:fTER!
There is no reason to look ·a ny further ... vve
have the biggest bedrooms and biggest closets!

Swimming Pool with Sun Deck

Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms
Large Walk-in Closets

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida
th evillageatalafayacl u b. com

407.482.9990

Computer Center
State-of-the-Art Fitness Center

Basketball' & Sand Volleyball Courts
Gated Community

Less Than One Mile from UCF
Local Telephone

(

Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms

Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
Large Walk-in Closets ..

State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
Computer Center

Basketball '& Sand Volleyball Courts
Community Center

Ethernet Service

2913 Einstein Way

Orlando, Florida
the viI lageatsciencedrive. com

407.384.7080
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part·Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
Fcir Sale: Automotive
For5ale:Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students,
Training provided. No exp. needed~
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
J

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Brandywines Deli, 505 N Park Ave,
Winter Park is now hiring FT/PT. Exp
pref. Competitive wages. Shirts & meals
'provided. Apply in p~rson after 2pm.
Make Money taking Online Surveys
E~rn $10-$125 for Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students.com/ams-ucf

,

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

375
400
500
525
5SO
600
700
BOO
900

ForSale:Pets

Services

Events
Events:Greek life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
999 lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnevvs.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
PAYMENT METHODS

LOOKING !=OR A BABYSITTING JOB?
Log on to www.OrlandoBabySitters.com
to have access to hundreds of jobs
today. Financial aid is child's play when
you earn your tuition the FUN way!
Collector Position open in the KGI
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 year Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours - 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
Fax# 407-275-0431

GREAT STUDENT JOB!
ELECTION.TIME!!
Working America,
A national grassroots leader is
hiring in the Orlando area.
Make a difference in this
election by building awareness in voters.
' Work.as a team to protect working
families from losing overtime pay.
Help make history.
$9/hourly, M-F or weekends.
Call Today, Start Tomorrow!
407~999-5040

Make Money at Home Taking Surveys?
Is this possible? Find out the Truth at
www.TruthAboutSurveys.com
Drivers I Fliers needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive.

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
•Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

NOW HIRING
For all positions. Huey Magoo's Chicken
Tenders. New UCF location. PT/FT
currently available. 407-977-0213

(enttaf '1orlba juture

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is hiring
individuals to.help clean and upkeep our
company vehicles as well as transport
vehicles b/w locations. The ideal
candidate would be able to work well
without supervision, maintain
professional appearance and attitude,
and a good driving record. Apply in
person at: 283 E. HWY 434, Longwood,
FL 32750. EOE M/FN/D

GET PAID CASH
To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in @
www.PollCast.net
TAX PREPARER
FREE TAX SCHOOL
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flexible schedules, convenient
locations. Register now! Courses start
in October. Call 407-492-2779
Liberty Tax Service. Small fee for. books

UCF Men's Basketball Tryouts
Oct 18th 6:30pm@ UCF Arena
Please bring proof of student
enrollment(ID, schedule). For more
info call 407-823-5805

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate·ucf@findfreedom.com

Two Men And A Truck is seeking an
experienced FT customer service
representative. We offer great starting
pay, bonuses, benefits and a casual
work environment. Please e mail resume
to todd@tmtorlando.com.

National Anthem Singer Tryouts f r
Men's and Women's Basketball.
UCF Arena, Wed. October 20 from
9 a.rn. -12 p .m. RSVP to
atsonis@mail.ucf.edu or
call 407-823-6165.

Universal Orlando is 'now hiring
bold, energetic people for FT, PT and
Seasonal opps. For more Info, call
407-363-8080 or visit
www.universalorlandojobs.com. EOE.

Seminole Chronicle - - - (euttaf :ffodba :futui~

I NOW HIRING I
r

I

.

ADVERTISING REP
Seeking advertising reps with strong work
ethics and excellent communication skills.
15 - 25 hrs per week. Hourly base plus
commission. Fax resume to 407-447-4556 or
e·-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com
It's never easy getting through to a kid who's troubled, hurt and angry. But you'll find
it's always worth it - because there's no greater reward than giving a child the chance
for a better future. And it's just one of t[le many benefits you'll enjoy as a youth
counselor at Eckerd Youth Alternatives.

$

• flexible schedules
•.guaranteed salaries
• paid training_
• weekly payihecks

You'll teach and work outside. You'll go beyond the limitations of textbooks and lesson
plans. You'll form friendships that'll last a lifetime. And you'll find the toughest job you
ever took on, is also the most rewarding.

•

Contact Eckerd Youth .Alternatives today -

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp: is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

and start making a difference.

•

Now hiring youth counselors/teachers* in
FL, GA, TN, NC, VT, NH and RI

•

Mail or fax a resume:
Attention Recruiting/AN
P.O. Box 7450 •Clearwater, FL 33758
Fax: 727 442 5911
*Teaching certification not required - all degrees
considered. EOE/Drug- Free Workplace

100 sign on bonusl

Find out more
and apply online

Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-673-9700

www.eckerd.org
800 222 1473

NOW HIRING FOR AT&T
WIRELESS
Applications Accepted
Monday -- Friday, 9 a.m. or 2 p.m.
250 S. Orange Ave. #120
Orlando, 32801
Kelly Services is hiring Customer
Service Reps to work for AT&T
Wireless's UCF Area Call Center. Must
Have a HS Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be able to work days,
evenings, and weekends. Preassignment criminal background
check required.
$9.47 - $10.00/hour
UCF area Location ·
Part-Time Schedules
Paid Training Provided
Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407) 648-9408
KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

2 Secretaries needed, 1 w/ cheerleading
or tumbling exp & 1 w/ Past dance exp.
Prior office/retail customer related job.
Confident. Computer skills. 20-30 hrs/wk
3pm-10pm. $8/hr. 407-679-6620
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

HAVE FUN, GET PAID!
Major area attraction seeks energetic
students, homemakers & alike. Sales,
Marketing, & Commission motivated
team to do promotions for a major
bank. On-site hiring Mon, Oct. 18th.
Please be motivated, liigh energy, &
interested in earning top dollars.
Call Lisa Marie for details
407-617-3344
TCBY Treats looking for Help
Part Time Evening shifts. ·
1945 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
Call 407-671-2888.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
IN-HOME CHILDCARE NEEDED.
In Tuscawilla area, 4 days/week,
approx 20 hrs/week. Two children
ages 7 and 10. One of them w/
special needs. Person responsible for
reliable transportation. Person will
pick up from school and work with
children on homework. Hours are
consistent with Seminole County
schools. 3 pm (2pm on Wed)-7 pm.
Please call 407-492-4658.

Over 4 million Americans have Anxiety.
in other words? youre not alone.
People with Anxiety can be highly functional individuals. Symptoms may include:
•

D

constant scared feelings

D

a pessimistic outlook

ID
·D

worrying
trouble sleeping

·--~···

··Gt:Jl>··

CORE™
RESEARCH

1(any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical . research
study involving an investigational medication. Call for immediate evaluation.

understanding. informing. improving lives.

Eligible participants will receive a study-related psychiatric evaluation and
compensation. Appointments always available.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646 .

•
Political Campaign Work!
Mobilize voters in massive voter
education and Get-Out-The-Vote
operation this upcomin,g election. $8/hr,
Part-time jobs/internships available for
largest grassroots organizat.ion working
for Progressive Change. America
Gaming Together 407-856-3600;
www.americacomingtogether.com
Part-time babysitter needed,
Experience & references required.
Flexible day and evening hours,
Call Julie at 407-282-9660
Tiny Tumblers Instructor. Prior exp
working w/ children 6 mos - 4 yrs old in
gymnastics. Energetic & Creative. PT
approx 1ci hrs/wk. 1 morning/1 afternoon
class, $8/hr. 407-679-6620
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 {888} 216-6032 ID# 4680
Marketing Rep On Call
Place movie. posters in stores.
$10 per hour plus gas plus bonus.
Need car & camera.
800-852-6250
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-616-3296.
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Accounting Clerk I Data Entry

•
•

We currently have an exciting
opportunity for a PT Accounting
Clerk/Data Entry for our Auto Trader
division. This is a part-time position only.
Hours will be Monday & Tuesday, and
Friday 3pm to 8pm, possibly later.
Qualifications:
- Strong organization skills
- Basic computer skills
- Ability to type a minimum of 45 wpm
- Excellent communication skills
- 10 key experience
- Detail oriented
- Ability to multi task
- Team oriented
- Cash handling experience a must
- Able to work in a fast paced, deadline
oriented environment
Interested candidates may e-mail their
resumes to: ttpom125@bellsouth.net.
This Is a part-time position.
Alternatively, please send resume to:
Trader Publishing Company,
Attn: Office Manager, 64!'i-C Herndon
Ave, Orlando, FL 32803.
Fax: 407-897-6910

THE WORLD'S
MOST SOLID
COMPANY IS
NOW HIRING.
t

•,

Trader Publishing Company has
experienced phenomenal growth,
publishing over 600 titles including the
,Trader series magazines, Parent
magazine, Harmon Homes, Auto Mart,
For Rent magazine, and th.e Employment
Guide, as well as many other prominent
magazines and media products
(www.traderonline.com).

•
•
401-862-8186

oviedo
. marketplace
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP PT
·Mall Customer Service positions
available imm.ediately.
Now hiring PT permanent and hoijday
staff for 15-25 hours I week
to include evening and weekend shifts.
Must have experience interacting with
the public & ability to show enthusiasm.
Retail experience helpful. Approx.
·$7.00/hour.
Apply in person at Oviedo Marketplace
Customer Service Center
, 1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd. Oviedo,
FL 32765.
Just off the 417 at Red Bug Lake Road in
Oviedo
EOE, M/F/DN Drug-free environment
NO PHONE CALLS
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.407-277-4007
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www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

•
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Where: Your local Army Recruiting Station
When: MON - FRI 9 am - 6 pm
Who: Call 1-800-USA-ARMY for your local
Army Recruiter

up to $8,000!

•

We'll take you to "The House'1

•

Find out how you can becpme An
Army Of One at GOARMY.COM, or call
1-800- USA- ARMY.

Qualify for an
Enlistment Bonus

•·

PT merchandiser for Hawaiian
Tropics needed for Central Florida
area. Vehicle a must. SUVNan
preferred. $10/hr plus .375 cents
. per mile. Must be strong, hard
working and dedicated. Hours flex. ·
Call 407-294-1399.

FEA~u_R.ES

Business Center w/Fax, Computer & Copier • Game Room • 24 fitness Center • Bilr1Grds "
High Speed Ethernet • BasketbaU Court • Sand VolleybaU Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance • Professionally landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet ot the Pool
Web Site Sales Contractors - Work own
hours + be own boss. Very good
commissions - Call 1 -800-884-7004
for details
TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PlanB.net
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

A1"AR.lMENT AKENrnES

Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpef • Cerami< Tde Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs
Ceihng Fans • Utilities Included • Washers/Dryers • Kitchen Pantries'
Carpeting &Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White-on-White Kirchen Appliances
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers Microwaves • Dishwashers • large Patios • Mini ~linds

You owe it to yourself and
your family to attend one of our
Priority Selection Events.
You Must Secure A Priority Position
To Participate!
Westyn Bay, located near Lake Apopka in Ocoee,
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
November 13 & 14, 2004.1)t
From The $170's To Low $200's. .
·savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offers tow nhomes with deluxe features, resort-style
amenities, and spacious floorplans.
Call: 877-SLANDING.
From The $160's To Mid $200's.

•

•

Savannah Pines, located just one-half mile east of
Savannah Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped pond.
Call: 866-PINES-68.
From The $140's To Low $200's.
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Victoria Landings, located in Ea.s,t Orlando,
.offers s~cure single~fa.mily homes in a beautiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and
a choice of five spacious floorplans.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for October 30 & 31, 2004.M
Froin The Low $200's To Low $300's.

...•
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Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter mile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury two-story
condominiums in a secure community with resort-style
.amenities. The Priority Selection Event is scheduled
for October 30 & 31, 2004.;~t
From The $140's To Low $200's.
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Tlnvestor restncbons will apply.
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All pricing and premium homesites are subject to change with out notice.These prices

will increase after the first release to offset increasing labor and building supply costs
forluture building starts. This advertisement is not an oiler to residents of NJ, CT, HJ, ID,
IL, OR, NY 01·any other jurisdiction where p1·ohibited, unless the prope1;p has been registered
or exemptions are available. 0 ll events subject to postponement and/~cancellation. Make ·
travel arrangements at your own risk.
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3 F needed for 3 BO/ 3 BA house in
Avalon Park. Cable/Washer/Dryer incl.
Nearby Golf Course, Comm swimming
pool. $650/mo Contact Keith
407-207-6425

•

UCF AREA HOUSE
3/2/2, screened patio, nice yard,
$1200/mo. Avail Now.
_,,.Call 407-466-4046
SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE IN
DESIRABLE WINTER SPRINGS
2 masters w/ full baths upstairs, half bath
downstairs. New appliances, W/D, patio,
• lg pool, walk to park, A-rated schools,
close to UCF. $795/mo + sec dep, small
pets ok, avail immediately. 407-221-6795
.

•

•

RENT - 412 2000 sq ft house 2c gar,
Casselberry, convert 2MB + 1 extra,
lwn/pest control incl. AC, c fans, W/D,
WP, FP, semi tile, scr. patio, $1500
move-in special. Call 407-515-1006

•

ROOMS FOR RENT
31212, all basic amenities, $400/mo,
utll Included. Behind UCF, great
neighborhood. Call (561) 676-3139,
(407) 281-8765.

•
•

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/212 Available November 1
$1150/month incl. washer/dryer
Go to http://www.amorox.com for more
info or call 561-602-.5042

•

31212, fully furnished, brand new.

Roommate needed for 4/2 house in
Waterford Lakes. Spacious home.
Female preferred. $450/mo. includes all
utilities. Move in Nov. 1st.
Call 407-282-7774.

Village at Science Drive Sublease
W/I closet, private bathroom, W/D,
furnished, pool view. $520/mo.
Call 386-852-1915

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo.
all util. incl. 95..,4-816-3127.

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

2 Roommates Needed
3BD/ 2BA Rent $400 utils Incl
Only 10 mins away from UCF.
Pets welcome.
Call 407-729-9846

ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Private Room & Bath, Fully Furnished,
Cable, Utilities, Ethernet Included.
Move in date @ your convenience!
Call '407-380-5807 for more info!

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female pref. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561 -596-1205

UCF AREA HOUSES

1 Room for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 20 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-3536

PEGASUS CONNECTION APARTMENT
$490/mo, all utilities included.
Available now.
Call Melanie at (407) 719-9665

3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services incl.
Low rent, leases avail today. For
more Info call Nick at 407-810-7622.

Female Roommate Wanted.
$530/mo. Utilities included.
Private bedroom and bath. Alafaya Club.
Available December 11th! 786-295-3996.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area ·2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

BEDROOM 'AVAILABLE
$325 with pool, cable, indr. gym. all
privileges, 5 mins from UCF. Security
deposit $100. Ask for jose 407-298-1556
or leave msg. 9-6.

Sublease starting in January.
4/4 apartment in Jefferson Commons.
$490/mo. incl. all utils. + cable, internet!
$100 off 1st month's rent!
941-268-1358.

•
Roommate Wanted
Vacant·bedroom and apartment.
All utilities included except phone.
Call 407-926-4850.

•

FEMALE STUDENT ROOMMATE
N/S, 212 condo, downstairs, yard, 5
mins from UCF, small dog ok, utll
included. $395/mo .plus $150
sec dep. 407-625-1678

Pegasus Pointe - Spring/Summer Term
1 unit. avail. in 4/2 - Roommate matching
avail. Only $445/mo including util + W/D
Fully Furnished, No move-in fees
Call Now! (9,5 4) 292-7572

Excellent location, near Waterford
shopping plaza! Move in today!
$1600. Call. Laura 801-668-2345

•

1BD/1 BA - Pegasus Pointe
$585/mo utilities included! Move in
Immediately! Contact Marquisha
Long at malong@admln.usf.edu or
813-985-8590

2 rms for rent in 3BR house. 2 mins from
UCF. Huge yard, upstairs patio, wireless
int. W/D. House furn/BRs not. Start Jan.
'01. Approx $500/mo. w/util. Responsible
+ Considerate Roommates Only! Email
UCFOviedoHouse@hotmail.com.

WATERFORD LAKES

•

In gated community w/ lake. Looking
for clean, n/s, quiet, organized
professional. No drugs. No pets. 4/2,
$425/mo. (321) 287-3186.

SPECIAL RATEi 2 Housemates Needed
Lg Oviedo home near ·ucF. 3 master
BO, 3 master BA. N/S, No pets, utils sep
$400/ mo (special rate Oct - Dec)
(407)321-5583, (407)681-9289

NEW LUXURY HOME

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11}. $425/mo. + ·
1/3 util. Community poof, 'flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420
House seeking roommate. Prvt . .
room, bath, hall in 312 fully
furnished home. Responsible
candidates only, no pets. $425 + 1/2
utilities. Contact Lori 407-977-4979
or 407-365-8875

Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155.

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for Female/Private Rm & Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnished
$490 per month/ (407)482-0597 or
Nicciw3@hotmail.com
Village at Alafaya Club. 1 unit available
in 4/4. W/D; cable, fully furnished.
$495/mo. for Spring/Summer. Move in
Dec 10, Dec. rent free I
Call Kat 727-224-0594.

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
****..*WWW. BUYTVSNOW. COM********
49 CC MOTOR SCOOTER
Blue, up to 100 mi per gallon, perfect
condition, 1 YR old. Great quality,
call for picture. $700 obo.
Call Jeff at 727-504-6473
Moving! Good quality furniture that needs
to be sold. Top quality leather couch I
loveseat, Mexican pine dining rm table w/
4 chairs, living rm table & more. Diff.
prices/OBO. Call Willow at 407-592-0124.
FOR SALE - Beaded I sequined
dresses, perfect for pageants,
homecoming, black-tie events & the
holidays! Wedding Dress & access.
All sized 2 or 4 & selling 1/3 of the
original prices. 407-595-7945.
Brand New-Ashley Sofa's & Love Seats
DINING RM/ LIVING RM/ BEDROOM
Mattresses: BRAND NEW Pillow Tops
NAME BRAND , 20 YR WARRANTY
FACTORY DIRECT= BIG SAVINGS
• CALL DAN @ 407-595-6060

SOFA & LOVE SEAT
Rooms to Go, Beautiful, Gold & Cream,
Very Comfortable. $150 Love seat,
· $250 Sofa, $350 both OBO MUST SELL
I can email pictures. Call 904-655-9010
or jaxdjgurl@aol.com

ACROSS
1 Lariat
6 File marker
9 Weasellike
mammal
14 Online
'messages
15 Samuel's mentor
16 Dueling swords
17 Hugger-mugger
19 Socially inept
characters
20 In the past
21 Cereal grain
22 Wear and tear
24 Caviar
25 Writing
·implements
27 "Death in
Venice" author
30 Devotion
32 Singer Twain
35 Give rise to
39 Links score
40 L. Michaels'
show
42 Catch some .
rays
,
43 Birthday secret?
44 Business cases
4i Old fridge
49 Shanghaied
51 Decorative
lighting fixtures
54 Devitalizes
58 Name for a lion
59 Part of GTE
60 Make a mistake
62 Prune
63 Eat away at
65 Wrinkle-resistant
fabric
68 Conclusive
69 Circulars •
70 Disgrace
71 Shabby
72 Actress Ruby
73 Short

8 Asphalt
components
9 Evening of one's
days
10 Galoot
11 Baseball's Yogi
12 Enticed
13 German
industrial city
18 American
Revolutionary ,
soldier
23 Bloody
26 _ Luis Obispo
28 Unrefined
mineral
29 Adult males
31 Separately
32 Hottub
33 Derby or boater
34 Creative skill
36 Small amount
37 Self-image
38 Critic Reed
41 Yellow tablet
·45 Annex
46 Cry out loud
48 Harris and O'Neill

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
50 End of a threat
51 Staff signs
52 Eagle's abode
53· Opposite of
everybody
55 Place for
sacrifice

56 Keats offerings
57 Spending
frenzy
61 Timeout
64 Family member
66 Pindar piece
67 That lady

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 10/18

MUSIC EQUIPMENT
Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos,
Basses, Keyboards, Amps,
Upright Bass, and Violins
Call 352-394-0052

LowBtdWtn+
Th€ Innovative Auction Site

TVs from $10!
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

Pay 99% off Retail Price Or literally
Pennies For New Fancy Products
Scion xA, Digital Camera, Camcorder
Plasma TV, DVD player, and more

While supporting charity!

·l9 E'i i •

www.lowbidwin.~om

1998 Saturn SC2 White
Power everything, Auto, leather,
sun-roof, CD, 59k miles. $6000 OBO.
407-257-0319 .

•

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

Only- 37 Two
Story
Townhomes
·
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www.theenclavetownhomes.com
407.294.8082 ext. 601 Broker/Owner ·

HONDA Cl\/IC DX 2001
Dark green, 4 door, 5 speed manual,
great condition, 62k mi, $8,700 obo.
Call Tom at (407) 435-4361 or emal.1
at stlago27@hotmail.com. •
1998 Chevy Metro
white/ automatic/ 2 door/ hatchback
$1500 OBO
(407) 677-8048 or (407)342-0719

98 Civic LX

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL
Affordable School of Real Estate
offers 6 day agent pre-license class
Incl. book for only $199'. First class
near UCF on 10/14. Online classes
also avail. Call 407-929-2997 or
visit www.schoolofrealty.com.
FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407·482-2343.

LOSE YOUR JOB?

Taking Reservations Now!
•

•

DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER
OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF
YOUR TIME WORKED?
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY
KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY
PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS!
(407) 67 WAGES
(407) 679-2437
The hiring of an attorney is an
important decision that should not be
based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on
9ur qualifications and experience.
Jeffrey W. Albert, Esquire:
Principle Office: Maitland
COMPUTER INSTALLATION &
UPGRADES
Flat rates and low prices.
On-site and off-site.
Kahn Consulting
www.ucfcomputer.com

Orlando Bartending School
Eastwood Dr
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If anyone in the Orlando area has had
any sort .of minor to extensive problems
with Expert Car Care, please contact
407-493-5583.

Get Paid to Play!
· The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: l/K001, Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited Time Offer.
Offering tournaments and live games!

Pristine Inside and Out, perfect engine,
tinted windows, $7300. Contact Matthew
or Brad: 407-381-3480 or 407-619-0094.

For Sale - 1995 Pontiac Grand Prix
V6, 98k miles, clean. Asking $1900
OBO.
Call 407-797-2767

•

All rights n:isorved.

DOWN
1 Change charts
2 Mental picture
3 Copland or Burr
4 Bind
5 Too
6 Get one's
incisors
7 Sharpton and
Gore

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, Sl.Ns,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

ill

© 2004Trlbun11 Media Services, Inc.

Become a bartender in 1 or 2 weeks.
We have affordable courses,
Day, Night, and Flexible classes.
Bar code certification included.
Lifetime Job placement assist. online.
1-800-COCKTAIL or 407-265-0008 or
visit www.orlandobartendingschool.com

UCF Butokukan Club .
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Classes are M 8-10PM & W 7-9PM in
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
I http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Become a Personal Trainer
Workshop ai the Orlando Fitness &
Racquet Club, Sunday Oct. 17, 9-1 :00
Tuition $299. For more information
contact Lynn Thompson 407-383-6965.

r.:T-1 EVENTS:

W.. Greek Life

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc
hosting 2nd Annual Gospel Explosion
Oct 15 Communications Auditorium Rm
101 6:30pm For more info: (904)610-9823

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD ·
www.springbreakbrazil.com

550
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for
your group. Call TODAY for a $450
bonus when you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Witness to Female Arrest
at UCF Football Game. If you were a
witness to an arrest of a female on
the day of Sept, 11, 2004 at the UCF
vs. West Virginia football game and
saw the events that occurred, please
conta.c t 1-866-752-0705. The arrest
took pla·c e in the student parking lot
and finding witnesses is imperative.
Please call the number above,
it would be greatly appreciated.
Tired of Cable
Get the Dish DISH
NETWORK Free Installation.
www.dishtvseeker.com

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
.$189°0 15 DaVSI 4 HIOhls
$239°0 1 DaVSI 6 HIOhlS
Prices include:

Round·trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodolions
on the island al your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
AllP81aellla Travel

1-800-861-5018

mWANTED
GUITARS, AMPS, EFFECT PEDALS
Old & new. PAS, Fender, Gibson, Martin,
Rickenbacker. What have you got?
Cash today. We also sell!
Call Randy at 407-260-551?

lmJ

LOST & FOUND

www.Bahamasun.com

We'll beat anv Package Price!
Must book belore Dec 1. '04

Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted - Lou@ 407-461-9222

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many .other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel new# (407) 353-6528.

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

Having trouble with statistics?

Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Former college professor available
for tutoring. One on one or small
groups of three or four. Reyonable
• ·•es and flexible hours. Cill Dr. M.
.3. McCormick at 352-385-0697

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!
5 Days $299! Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $459!
Panama City & Daylona $159!
www.SpringBreakTrave!.com
1-800-678-6386

$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights

WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PAI E!
Must book before Dec. 1 '04

LOST BLACK & GOLD UCF UMBRELLA
Oct. 5th in MAP Building, rm. 260. Gift
from mentor/professor who is now
deceased, very sentimental. Reward
offered. 321-459-0199 or 407-748-2686
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· Club REACH @ Late Knights this Saturday 10-11 pm .
· @ the Student Union .
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The indie is back with its most
risque theme issue to date
_-INSIDE

Puppets get it on in .

Ten albunis to
avoid while sexiri'

Team America ·
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HAPPENINGS

A show that

won't get
your goat
Mountain Goats and John
Vanderslice at the Social
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

Those who record split 7-inches togethe~
tour togethe~ and lo-fi friends The Mountain Goats and John Vanderslice will bring
their traveling four-track rock show to The
Social tomorrow.
Both the Goats and Vanderslice have
been no strangers to Orlando the past few
years, with Vandy opening
up for Jets to Brazil and stel.: The Soc'ial
lastarr* and the Mountain
Goats bringing along The opens its
Thermals and The Rosebuds · door at 9
to various memorable Will's p.m., and
Pub shows. But to catch these tickets are
COURTESY BARSUK RECORDS
two cult legends together on $10 advance
Get a slice of John Vanders'lice when he opens for the Mountain Goats tomorrow. You can't tell on this photo, but he must have the blondest hair in indie rock history.
the same bill is something to and $12 at
simply a subpar effort when compared to to you die-hard Goats fans reading this to Healed, Cellar Door has a sprinkling of raw;
behold
the door.
previous Goats masterpieces like Full Force change that Find Darnielle before the show · lo-fi nuggets interspersed with songs oftranThe Mountain Goats are
still touring in support of February's release Gal.esburg and The Coroner's Gambit. Expect and request the hell out of songs from scendent, ethereal beauty, and it does an
We Shall All Be Healed, chief member John to hear only the best from Healed, like the Ghana, Protein Source of the Future, Bitter even better job at combining the two aesDarnielle's favorite Mountain Goats album. pure pop gold of''Palmcorder Yajna" and the MelonF~ Sweden andNzneBlackPoppies. thetics.
Ifyou keep bothering,him with requests, he's
Vanderslice is already at work on a new
This opinion is far from shared by every tender and lovely "Your Belgian Things:'
release slatep for summer 2005. He's
Aside from Mountain Goats sets being sure to play a few of them.
· Goats fan, as many resent the polished stuOpener Vanderslice's latest opus Cellar played South by Southwest and Noise Pop
dio sound from a guy who recorded count- · painfully short (They're usually about the
less songs onto a Wal-Mart boombox prior length of one his studio albums; Darnielle is Door is one ofthe year's best albums, and the already this year, so see him rock the Social
a master at leaving fans wanting more), the former lMK Ultra frontman is sure to play a before he embarks on some other amazing
to signing with indie label giant 4AD.
Still, while not a bad album by any stretch last tw:o Orlando snows have been pretty good portion of it in his 45 minutes before indie rock festival that won't come within
of the imagination, We Shall All Be Healed is scant on songs recorded before 2001 It's up the Goats take the stage. Like We Shall All Be five states of Florida.

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
neces.5arily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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Kat Clement Kat Clement Kat
Clement Kat Clement Kat Clement Kat
Clement Kat Clement Kat Clement
She's our new photographer and I
forgot her name last issue. Consequently, she wasn't credited for her
two photos from Halloween Horror
Nights. But now she is!
We hope you enjoy the sex issue. A
lot of blood, sweat and looking at
porn sites went in to making this the

\

•

most fantasticular issue ever. If you
don't like it, don't worry. It will be
ovary soon.
We've got PornLibs, the top 10
worst albums to listen to while making love, sex advice from both Ms.
DeLapi and our new ''indie love."
All in all, as Comic ·Book Guy
would say:
·
Breast. Issue. Ever.
- BRANDON HARDIN

)

HAPPENINGS·

HIGHLIGHTS

MIDKNIGHT MADNESS AND LATE KNIGHTS

. UCF is never short of free stuff for students, and this weekend is no exception. Friday night, celebrate the start
of the men'5 and women's basketball :;easons with free prizes, music, T-shirts, music, and a chance at a shot for
$10,000.To top it off, pick up some autograph5 from the two basketballs teams as well as the volleyball team
beginning at 9:30 p.m. at the UCF.Arena.Saturday, sleep in, because it's going to be another Late Knights:The
Student Union will be off-limits to)myone but UCFers from 9p.m.-all the way to 2a.m.
Expect to be entertained by Frank from The Real World, concerts, dance lessons, antique photos and food from
TooJay's. Seeing as it's family weekend and all, bring the folks!

Wa
cheap Cfrink? 'Or 10% off yoiworder .o f wings? The Orlando CityBeat VJP C:ard.
bool{s you up. Sign up-fodqy at
OrlandoCityBeot.com/YIP or at any Orlando .
CityBf'.'~at event. It's Free! Present your VIP
Cord ot participating locations and take .

advantage of:

.

• Drink Specials
_
• Discounts on Dining and Clubbing
• Spa Treatments

• Merchandise
•And More!

Specials and discounts wiJI be updated regularly
on OrlandoCityBeat.com. ·.Sign up-nowl

ORLANDO IT BE

.com

CLUB LISTINGS •, DRINK SPECIALS • MOVIE REVIEWS

Alcohol offers are valtd for those 21 and·up only. Or!andoCityBeat.com
encourages you to be areal VIP and drink responsibly.

. Want.your company to be part of the VIP Program? Contad Diane Pofiti a·t
407-420-5588 for more details or.email .dpoliti@tribune.com.·
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Oct.15, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Oct.16 and Oct.17, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., free
Lake Lily Park
641 S.Maitland Ave.

International Fair
Oct. 14, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballro.om
407-313-3700

Lem,umoja,Sol.filoquistsofSound (various)

Concours d'Elegance

Michelle Malkin
Oct. 14, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
407-823-0395

Oct.17, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., free
Park Avenue
Park and Comstock avenues
352-385-9450

Oct.15, 9 p.m., $5
.Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
40t-999"2570

SHOWS

Oct.16, 7:30 p.m., $15-$35
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

El Vez (rock)

Mouse on Mars, Ratatat, Junior Boys
(electronic)

The Spits, Studdogs, Black Lips (rock)

Maitland Art Festival

CAMPUS

Oct. 20, 8 p.1)1., $12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Oct.17, 8 p.m., $12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Frank Gratkowski ijazz)
Oct. 20, 8 p.m., free
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-()()48

Dove, Swarm of Lorusts (hard rock)
Oct.17, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Derek Trucks (rock)
Dio,Anthrax, Fireball Ministry (metal)

Weighty Matters

Oct. 14, 7 p.m., $25-$55
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Oct.14, 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., free
Apollo Community
Osceola Hall Lounge 148
407-823-5841

K's Choice, Skills of Ortega (indie)

Hillel Scave.nger Hunt

Oct.14,8 p.m., $15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Oct.14, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., $3, must RSVP
' Chuck E. Cheese
Waterford Lakes
Tucute4u12@aol.com

Oct.15, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Health and Public Affairs I
Room 119
407-823-3647

Oct. 14, 8 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

MidKnight Madness

One Drop, Spacebar, Supervillains (rock)

Oct. 20, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Rilo Kiley, Now It's Overhead, Tilly and the
Wall(indie)

Brian Wilson (pop)

ART:

Oct.16,6:30 p;m.,$12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Oct. 18, 8 p.m., $39.50-$52.50 .
King Center for Performing Arts
3865 N. Wickham Rd., Melbourne
321-242-2219

New Monsoon ijazz)

Lamb of God, Fear Factory, Children of
Bodom, Throwdown (metal)

Ciao Venezia (artist reception)
Oct.14, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Steinway Hall
303 E. Altamonte Drive
407-339-3371

Spice (opening reception)

Oct.19, 7 p.m., $18-$20
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Oct.14, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., free
Park Avenue Fine Arts
130 N. Park Ave.
407-628-2540

Joan of Arc (indie)
Oct; 14, 9 p.m., $6
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Oct.15, 10:30p.m.to11:45 p.m., free
UCFArena
ai5onis@mail.ucf.edu

Late Knights

·

Back~ooth

37W.PineSt. 407-999-2570

Greek Fest 2004
Oct.15,4 p.m. to 10 p.m., $2
Oct. 16, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., $2
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church
1217Trinity Woods Lane
407-331-4687

Oktoberfest
Oct.15,5 p.m.to 2a.m., $8-$10
Oct.16, 3 p.m. to 2a.m., $8-$10
Osceola Heritage Park
1875 Silver Spur Lane
321-697-3333

Senses Fail, Underoath, The Bled,
Madison (punk)

Girt Culture (artist reception)
Oct.19,5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., free
Southeast Museum of Photography
1200 W. International Speedway Blvd.
386-254-3080

ladi8$,Night

THURSDAYS ,

Re_e

·· Karaoke

WEDNESl)AYS

llP••llillht

The Mountain Goats, John Vanderslice
(indie)

~Ramez

Oct.15, 9p.m., $10-$12
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

. SMOKEE- J

OCTOBer21- 31, 2004

Friday Night

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-R l 0-6 I FRI 9-5:30

---$3cover--Saturday Night

Roger Lee

10 p.m. - close

f$1~001
407-681-671 s
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed

OFF

Ii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..

-SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

!2727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

.

The three 'Prozorov- sisters are ho red with provincial life
and long :for the day when they will all move to Moscow a dream tha~ remains painfullyunattainahle.

10 p.m. - close

FADES, FLATIOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS

~

"

,;

Bobby G, Gas.Works
and Take-Out

THE BARBER ZONE

· ,

SISTEr.s .

TAVERN-~/
-·"··· ....................... .. ..
, ,

...

Oct.16, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Harwood Watson Dance Studio and Art Gallery
820 AHumphries Ave.
407-228-0005

FRIDAYS

Oct.15,6:30 p.m., $12.50-$15
House of Blues
·
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

10038 UNIVERSJTY BtVD., ORLANDO

John Brown Ayes (opening reception)

Oct. 20, 6:30 p.m., $19-$20
House ofBlues Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2S83

Oct.17,6:30p.m.,$15-$17.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-25_83 .

Oct. 14, 9 p.m., $5

The Chain (artist reception) Oct. 14, 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., free
· Southeast Museum of Photography
1200 W. International Speedway Blvd.
386-254-3080

Bad Religion, Rise Against, From First to
Last(punk)

Mushroomhead, Crossbreed, Gargamel!
(metal)

Groundswell, Four Star Riot (rock)

Bahamarama book signing
Oct.14, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
Palmano's Espresso Bar
331 S.ParkAvenue
407-647-7520

Oct.16, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Oct.14, 10 p.m., free
The Peacock Room
132J N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

EVENTS

Oct. 19, 5 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

functions, Yip Yip (electronic)

The Band of the Name (indie)

Oct.16, 9 p.m. to 11 :45 p.m.,iree
Student Union
407-823-6471

Book of Maps, Scylla and Charybdis (rock)

Oct.16, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

.

Five-Eigllt, The Kick (punk)

Oct.17, 10 p.m., $5
22 South Lounge
22S.CourtSt.
321-695-8466

Oct.16, 10p.m.,$8
-· TheSocial
54 N. O~nge Ave.
407-246-1419

Chuck Prophet (rock)

Polish Movie Night

The Hex Tremors, The Sharp Objects (rock)

'19i

~

UNIVERSITY OF

CENTRAL FLORIDA

UCF CONSERVATORY THEATRE
0RJ..ANDO. LOCH HAVEN PARK. DAYTONA BBACH

Presented on the UCF main campus,

caLLTODaY
TO ReSERVe THe BEST SeA.TS

4000 Central Florida Blvd., in Ea~t Orlando

386.225.3146.'
www.theatre;ucf.edu

-

MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Oct. 3-9

I

1. Talib Kweli

•

The Beautiful Struggle

2. Mewithoutyou
Catch for us the box

3. Sister Hazel
Lift

4.GreenDay
American Idiot

5.DelaSoul
Grind Date

6.TheUsed
In Love and Death

7.Nelly
Suit

8.Usher
Confessions
(Special Edition)

9.R.E.M.

WORST
RECORDS

I
•

TO MAKE

SWEET,
SWEET

LOVE To ·

Around the Sun

10. The Faint
Wet From Birth

11. Brian Wilson
Smile

12. Saves the Day
Ups and Downs: Early
Recordings and B-Sides

13. Soundtrack
Napoleon Dynamite

14.Shawnna
Worth Tha Weight

15.Ciara
Goodies

16. Ben Folds
SuperD

17. Young Buck
Straight Outta Cashville

18. Tom Waits
RealGone

·

19. Bowling for Soup
AHangover You Don't Deserve

20.G.Love
Hustle

21. Taking Back.Sunday
Where You Want to Be

22.Killers
Hot Fuss

23. Rilo Kiley
More Adventurous

24.Various
Rock Against Bush

25.Ben Harper
There Will be a Light

Oh for the love of all that is holy, never, ever play these while bumping uglies.
THE INDIE STAFF

far, is one of the worst CDs to listen to while
making sweet love. Don't think this action will
make the girl think you have a youthful beat to
The indie has had enough ''best songs your step; instead, she may perceive you as a
to get it on to" lists. We're tired of reading pedophile (and this is worst than Kids Bop l, 2,
about Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, 3, 4, 5 and 6 combined). It is suggested that you
Charlie Rich and all the other sultry crooners save this album in your archives for your
Rob Gordon appreciates in High Fidelity. future bastard children.
Being the alternative press we are, we've com- .
- SHARON PARE
piled a list of the 10 records to avoid while fornicating. Sadly, infamous death metal band Eminem - The Marshall Mathers LP
Dying Fetus didn't make the cut
What better song is there to get someone in
the mood than "Kill You"? I know I can't think
AChipmunks Christmas
of any. If S&M is your thing, then Eminem is
You're in the heat of the moment, it's your love mastei: Beneath his violent outrage
Christmas time and your five-disc CD chang- and angry threats, the man probably has a
er has a variety ofholly jolly hits to create back- romantic side. Who else could write a song
ground noise during the joyous season. Min- called ''Bitch Please Part II"? It was so good, it's
utes later, you hear Theodore say "Me I want a .back for seconds. Can't go wrong with a man
·
hoola-hoop!" in that chipmunk voice. It's Alvin who's up for going again.
and the Chipmunks Christmas hits. This, by
- LAUREN LESTER

Wordsmiths Extraordinaire

I

..,.•'

Gigli- Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
This one isn't only the fault of the sound-

track. The Gigli name is so toxic that, if someone ever took The Marvin Gaye Collection and
put the Gigli stamp on it, no one would ever
have sex to it again. Tracks like ''Mum's Arse''
and ''The Morgue" don't help matters any, but
honestly, it all comes down to "Gigli" Gigli
Gigli, Gigli, Gigli, Gigli. Q.rite the mood-killei;
isn't it?
- DIANNA ZISMAN
G~orian Chants-The Best ofBenedictine Monks
ofSt Michael's

Sure, everyone and their mother loves Gregorian chants, but it isn't exactly the type of ,,
music that one would make love to.
It's called the Horizontal Bop. Not the Horizontal Solemn-Low-Tempo-Methodical-ReliPLEASE SEE

RIGHT ON i7

MUSIC
CD REVIEWS

**
*••
PIN BACK
Summer in Abaddon
Genre: indie rock
Label: Touch and Go
Release date: Oct.12

•
•
•
•

DURAN DURAN
Astronaut
Genre: pop
Label: Epic
Release date: Oct. 12

STRAYLIGHT RUN
Straylight Run
Genre:emo
Label: Victory
Release date: Oct.12

When someone says that a piece of art
- music, film, performer - put him to
sleep, it usually means one thing: They
were bored out of their minds.
Pinback, however, is a band that has the
ability to lower ·your consciousness and
lull you off into .relaxation without ever
boring you or making you feel uneasy. Its
latest album, Summer In Abaddon, contin-·
ues that tradition of quiet and gentle mterweaving riffs and clean harmonies.
The bad news is that Pinback's 2001
release, Blue Screen iife, may have been
more efficient at it.
Blue Screen Life's "Boo" is nostalgic
and airy with an inset loop: "Is there anyone on the air?" That campfire persistence and elegant teamwork establishes
the group's camaraderie early into the
album.
"Bbtone," on the other hand, is a.track
so happy it doubles back over into sad and .
can only be described as complacent, like

a perfectly appearing Stepford wife~
"Penelope" is easily Death Cabbish, a
tap dancing competition between wit and
melancholy. The ingredients to this song
include three parts lull and then some
lesser components.
"Talby" is intricate and suburban in
rebellion.
Finally, "Tres" is reflective and soothing and altogether as forceful as this
album gets - as harsh as wool.
Summer In Abaddon has trouble intercepting the baton. But Pinback's newest
release is still charmingly perdurable in
origin.
Summer In Abaddon begins with "NonPhoto Blue," a track that pleads and smells
of early '90s vocal layering. "Sender" continues whiney and empathetic, like The
Cure witl_i much less petting.
"Syracuse" is generously repetitive;
however, it is definitely more overt and
cat-like. Every track afterward seems to

gain an ongoing momentum.
"Bloods on Fire" somehow tiptoes into
absolute perfection while "Fortress"
becomes almost political in obsequious
protesting.
"This Red Book" continues the effort
wi.t h higher vocals, better stresses and
harmonizing that is undoubtedly '60ish in
appeal. "Soaked," "The Yellow Ones" and
'~K" are completely enduring as well.
Whereas Blue Screen Life is supernal,
Summer In Abaddon is elastic and buoyant. Pinback continues to extend finished
melodies, interweaving sounds and
instruments with established skill.
Pinback, as always, is as appealing as a
pillow fight, as energetic and intense as
soft fabric weapons and racing hearts.
So, yes, they might put you to sleep. But
when was the last time you allowed yourself to get some good sleep anyway?

Duran Duran, the much loved 80's band
whose hits included "Rio" and "Hungry
Like' the Wolf" is back! Wait ... Duran
Duran is back?
Sadly enough, that is correct. Duran
Duran's new record Astronaut hardly lives
up to its predecessors, such as the selftitled album and Rio. It seems as though
this '80s band should have called it quits
back in the time when it was cool to wear
plastic bracelets and multiple hoop eartjngs ... oh damn, those are back too.
In any case, Astronaut leaves something to be desired. Comprised of 12 songs
and ·about 50 minutes of music, there are a
total of three songs that will bring you
back to the golden days when Wham!
topped .t he charts and before Prince's
name was a word, a phrase, or a symbol.
''Want you More!," "Nice" and "Finest
Hour" are reminiscent of the harmonious,
melodic Duran Duran of yesteryear, but
the rest of the album sounds like a halfassed attempt at sounding modern and

hip.
The intro song to the album, "Reach Up
for the Sun," sounds ridiculously like a
solo performance song done at a cheesy
contemporary Christian worship service.
You know, where there's one guy singing
on stage to a badly synthesized tape of a
·
full band
Yeah, it's that bad.
. And aside from the whole three songs
that actually sound like they could be by
Duran Duran, you really feel as though the
rocket that was going to propel this star
'80s band into the 2000s hit a wall around
the area of 1995.
But let's focus for a moment on the
enjoyable songs.
"Want you More!" definitely has that
'80s feel to it. Hell, it even starts out with
an amazing keyboard accessories solo act,
sounding like something out of a low-tech
laser show.
The beats are obviously from a drum
machine, and the vocals are harmonized in

that oh-so-familiar Duran Duran style.
The song is very upbeat, something you
can c1efinitely picture Molly Ringwald listening to. The laser sound-show goes on in
the background while Simon LeBon
croons through an enhanced mic in order
to give his voice that popular '80s sound.
"Nice" and '~Finest Hour" go along the
same lines, revisitirl'g the styles and
sounds of Duran Duran's wonder years.
This tells any listener exactly what they
need to know:.Duran Duran belongs in the
'80s. Not the '90s (even though they did.
have a few hits then. You remeinber "Ordinary World," right?), and certainly not the
2000s.
Astronaut at best is a failed attempted
at topping modern pop ·charts. Someone
should really throw Duran Duran back
into their time machine and be sure that
the dial is set for something well before
2004, because the new Duran Duran is old.
Really old.

It's almost impossible to talk about
Straylight Run without mentioning Taking
Back Sunday first. So just to clear the way,
Straylight Run has two former members of
TBS (John Nolan and Shaun Cooper) who
got together with John's sister Michelle and
former Breaking Pangaea drummer Will
Noon and decided to write piano-heavy
emosongs.
It isn't your average emo band, however;
it has experience and talent to back it up.
The songs have depth, and the group treats
the keyboard like a second guitar. The only
thing holding it back is John's grainy voice
whell' he sings/semi-screams loud, but
Michelle's wonderful harmonies make it
bearable. She even sings two songs on her
own. Straylight Run takes emo to where it
should be and stays far away from abundance of screamo bands out there.
- RICKY SURILLO

AMERICAN
MUSIC CLUB
Love Songs for Patriots
Genre: indie rock
Label: Merge
Release date: Oct.12

- GENO MEHALIK

_:_ASHLEIGH EISINGER

The hauntingly intense, urideniably
depressing American Music Club is back with
its.first new release since 1994's disappointing
San Francisco. AMC's reunion comes off the
heels of a few mostly unsuccessful solo
albums from its frontman, Mark Eitzel
But the latest record picks up right where
the band left offpre-San Francisco. Love Songs
for Patriots blends bittersweet tenderness
with just plain bitter alcohol-infused laments
to make a kind of Red House Painters-cumArab Strap hybrid .
The album's best songs are its bookendsthe guttural guitars and pained wails of opener ''Ladies and Gentlemen" and the colorful
and dynamic closing epic "'The Devil Needs
You." But Eitzel pours on the whiskey and
heartbreak throughout, eyen pausing for the
delightful, whimsical Nick Drake-esque folk
of''Myopic Books."
-JOHN THOMASON

MUSIC
Right Said Fred is wrong for sex
FROM

iS

gious-Hymn
Some tunes on the disc may be suited to
lovemaking, however. "Salve Sanctus
Parens" is full of soulful lyrics, such as
"Eructavit cor meum verbum bonum, dico
ego opera mea Regi." Ifthat doesn't turn on
a Latin major then who knows what will.
- MATI HEDGECOCK

Menudo-A Todo Rock

Instead of scoring the scenes of maleon-male torture with thumping techno
beats, the filmmakers decided to go ·the
"epic" route. The result is a disappointing,
predictable score which seenis better suited·for provoking emotion than arousing
passions.

~aron

chang
von zipper

-MATI HEDGECOCK

Right Said Fred- Up

_

bi Ila bong

This is egomania through the roof. Any
guy who needs to play "I'm Too Sexy"
before hopping in the sac is probably overcompensating for something. And since
when is thinking about beefy, bald Swedish
men a tuin on? Girls, you may want to
reconsider a guy who listens to RSF, especially if "Too Sexy'' is his getting-it-on
theme song.
- LAUREN LESTER

Menudo may be the perfect music if
you're a 10-year-old Hispanic girl holding a
sleep-over, buf it is most certainly not the
music to play when wooing a lover.
Most people are turned off by a grown
man that enjoys, let alone owns a CD of a
group consisting entire of hairless preteen
boys.
Who's the creepy record executive who
organized Menudo anyways? Whoever he Veggie Tales- Veggie Tunes .
is, it "is guaranteed he does not get any .
What could be a better soundtrack to a
action, provided he is not in jail.
night of lovin' than one featuring a Christ-MATI HEDGECOCK ian cucumber singing about water buffalo?
Practically every other album ever recordNofx--- liberalAnimation
ed. If you've ever thought "the only thing
NoFx's music is many things, but sexy it that could improve this ~rience is 'The
is not On no album is that more apparent Hairbrush Song;" while having sex, seek
than Liberal Animation. A person might help immediately. Not only is there the
think that they can woo their date with the singing cucumber factor to content with,
dulcet strains of "Shut Up Already" or "On Larry's voice sounds about 6 years old.
the Rag;' but take it from the indie, they Unless a reputation as ''Town Perv" sounds
would be wrong (we've tried!). Attempting like a good time, do not use this album in
to convince someone that ''You Put Your the bedroom.
Chocolate in My Peanut Butter'' is a bizarre
- DIANNA ZISMAN
euphemism for sex won't work either
(we've tried!). Leave the wooing to Barry The Very Best ofScottish Bagpipes
White.
First off: it's a bunch ofbig, hairy men ...
- DIANNA ZISMAN
in kilts. Secondly, they're blowing into
somethirig that looks like a riiix between a
The Passion ofthe Christ- Original Motion
human spleen and a i;ack of ribs. And, to
Picture Soundtrack
top·it off: they're producing a sound that
Any music which was set to film in compares to the piercing noise of a dentist .
which a sweaty man in a loin cloth is drill and calf being slaughtered Yep. Rip
whipped repeatedly by muscular men in my clothes off and let's go, _baby. I'm totally
leather should be perfect for S&M, but it in the moOd now.
just moves too slqwly.
- LAUREN LESTER
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MOVIES
FILM REVIEW

*****

COMING TO DVD - OCT.19

·Underrated Ed
Wood on DVD
Also, Stone cashes in on
Vietnam trend with Born
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Ed Wood
Scheduled for release on two separate occasions prior to this, Ed Wood
apparently comes to DVD Tuesday in a
two-disc special edition release that
includes audio commentary with director Tim Burton and actor Martin Landau. ·
Pulling out all the stops with this
release, Buena Vista has included Span-ish subtitles and an English 5.1 surround
sound audio track. The discs also
include deleted scenes, behind-thescenes footage hosted by Johnny Depp,
a production design featurette and
more. ·
People who pre-ordered the disc last ·
time received them from many online
retailers before they were recalled;
here's hoping that this time the disc
makes it into the stores and not just the
hands of geeky DVD enthusiasts.

Born on the 4th ofJuly
COURTESY PARAMOUNT FILMS

This six-piece team of the title offends just about everyone and everything decent in Trey Parkers latest hilarious, irreverent, uncompromising masterpiece. One of the year's best.

Team America: an instant classic
with the greatest actor of all time: Alec attenti~n to detail in set design is
Baldwin. It's wondrous to watch the sheer astounding, as one realiies that each
imagination at work in Team America. piece of set had to have been conceived
From the exciting action to the ferocious and designed in this 1/3-size world that
wit, almost every single beat of the film is Stone and Parker have realized for the big
perfect.
screen.
The musical numbers are top-notch,
Bill Pope's cinematography (he previBRETT RYAN BONOWla ·
with
North
Korean
dictator
Kim
Jong
Il
ously
shot the Matrix films) is excellent in
Staff Writer
stealing the show in his scene-stopping that the lighting looks and feels like a real
earn America: World Police is the number "I'm so lonely." Other songs film. Though the novelty ·of having pupfirst film from Trey Parker and include "Everyone Has AIDS" and a song. pets perform never quite wears off, the
Matt Stone since 1999's South Park: that specifies why Pearl Harbor is a bad world that's created is an absolute reality, .
Bigger, Longer, and Uncut. Since that time . movie and why Ben Afileck needs acting and that is a testament to Pope.
Parker and Stone have honed their skills school
Intentional or not, the film has some
The performances by the 14-inch pup- brilliant moments of social commentary,
even further. They've progressed their
satirical wit to a point where they're able pets are some of the more articulated and including Team America's ability to defeat
to craft a storyline that ilicits incredibly . nuanced ever seen in an action film. the terrorists b,y effectively destroying
poignant moments from scenarios so Bruckheimer, watch out; these puppets more land than even the terrorists were
intensely ridiculous thal one has to won- are acting circles around the likes of Vm trying to ignite. This might be the first and
der how a project like this was ever con- Diesel, Nicholas Cage and the afore.men- · only ftlm to make Kim Jong n into a lovtioned Afileck. Parker and Stone have said able terrorist. His portly belly and overly
ceived.
Team America: World Police follows they decided to use puppets because they large glasses make you want to squeeze
the emotional journey of Broadway actor hate actors, and while that might be true, him till he bleeds; he's just that cute.
Gary Johnston from his recruitment by what Stone and Parker have done with the
One can only hope a Kim Jong Il plush
Team America to his · final showdown puppets is nothing short of amazing. The doll isn't that far down the pipeline.

Best vomiting scene in
film history just a small
part of brilliant satire

T

Oliver Stone's Born On The 4th of
July has previously been released three
times on DVD. This fourth incarnation
has at the very lea,st brought the tra.nSfer up to the now industry standard of
being anamorphically encoded. The
only other feature added to this disc
(aside from the already released Oliver
Stone commentary) is an AMC backstory featurette. Honestly, a real special
edition would have been more fitting
for this release, as thpse who own the
previous edition have no real incentive
to upgrade to this DVD.

Hellboy Director's Cut
Once again showing all that the
multi-release is not something that is all
bad, Sony has released a new cut of
Guillermo Del Toro's Hellboy. Porting
over all of the features from the last
release, the Hellboy Director's Cut also
includes a new audio commentary
recorded by Del Toro specifically for
this release, .video commentary by the
cast (Ron Perl.mill, S.elma Blair, Jeffrey
Tambor and Rupert Evans), production
workshops with commentary by del
Toro, an interactive director's notebook
and a Mike Mignola conceptual art
gallery. The one thing this three-disc set
doesn't include is the original cut of
Hellboy; included here instead is the all, new extended director's cut.

MOVIES
D.MAC ·continues to progress progressively
The Carlyle Connedion

informative, but at just 49 min- potent than some of the more
utes, it's too short. The facts harshly political films. The informacome fast and inattentive view- tion on the predicted crisis is clear
The idea of a shadowy group ers will find themselves baffied and convincing, so when the film
of elites controlling political pol- aft~r just ashort while. The film's suggests that the posh gated com-~
icy has been the subject of count- . message, however, loses none of _munities of today are the slums of
its power from the short running tomorrow, one believes it is entirely
less film thrillers.
MATT HEDGECOCK
possible.
This idea may not be quite fic- time.
Staff Writer
Playing Saturday at 9:30 p.m,
End ofSuburbia is an enlightentitious anymore, says 1he Carlyle
Sunday at 7:00 p.m and Wednes- ing film that will help viewers to
elieve it or not, some Connection.
rethink their lifestyle choices. Or
people are still going t_o
The Carlyle Group is one of day at 9:30 p.m
_will at least prompt them to invest
vote for George W. Bush the--Illost powerful and µrlluenin solar panel companies.
this November.
tial-private equity firms in the End ofSuburbia: Oil Depletion and the
Plizying Friday at 7:30 p.fn., SattuThe kicker is that most of world. They make about $16 bil- Collapse ofthe American Dream
day at5p.m and Tuesdayat5:30p.m
them are not under some sort of lion a year and invest huge
Und 7:30 p.m - _
Republican voodoo spell amounts of money in aerospace
they actually·don't see any rea- . and defense contractors.
What if the world ran out of oil
liberty Bound
son to vote hiin out.
So when the defense budget - tomorrow?
Well, the _Downtown Media goes up, the Carlyle Group,
According to End of Suburb~
Arts Center, located at the which employs former President this is a question Americans will
With so many anti-Bush docusouthwest comer of Pine Street George H. W. Bush, makes more · have to deal with in less-than 10
mentaries flying around these
and Magnolia Avenue, still has'a money. So, essentially, President . years.
problem with that. This week George W. Bush's father profits - The film is mostly informative, days, a film needs to be something
they roll out three new docu- whenever he steps up the war on not really seeking to sway voters Special for it to stand out
(finally, something for you, Repubmentaries designed -to trim terror.
Unfortunately for Liberty Bowul,
Anierica of Bush.
The film is fascinating and licans!), but .it is actually more it brings nothing new to the table.

More Bush-bashing
films to preach to
the liberal choir

****•
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The movie, made entirely by
director Christine Rose, explores
the possibility tµat America is
becoming a fascist state under the
Bush administration.
It opens strong, with _interviews
with people who were abused
under the Patriot Act, but then shifts
to a general exploration of the Bush
administration's actions during and
after Sept 11, 2001. Most of the
claims she makes have been
explored many times before and
have been supported with much
stroriger facts.
.-Some segments, such as a radio
conversation between a control
tower and one of the hijacked 9-11
planes, are far too long and ultimately contribute nothing to the
overall cause of the film
Liberty Bound is ultimately too.
mediocre to stand out among its
anti-Bush brethren.
Playing Saturday at 7:30 p.m
and Sunday at 3 p.m .... 1

Parker and Stone get .political
Team America

more subtle than it
could have been
ANTHONY BREZ-NICAN
Associated Press

S

ometimes Trey Parker
and Matt Stone are trying
to make you laugh, and.
sometimes they're trying to
make you squirm.
The South Park creators do all of the above with their new
film, , Team America: World
Police, which narrowly avoided
an NC-17 rating by trimming a ·
hardcore sex scene - between
puppets.
Team America j,s inspired by
the old Thunderbirds puppet
sci-fi adventure TV show: Parker and Stone, who delight in
pushing the limits of both comedy and taste, borrow the format to mock the-Iraq war and
Hollywood blow-up epics like
Con Air and Armageddon.
Parker and Stone had puppets made of President Bush
and Sen. John Kerry, but ultimately cut both characters from
the movie, saying they didn't
want it to be blatantly political.
"For us, it's a way to think

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Trey Parker, left, and Matt Stone, right, battle the censors once.again. Their third film in a row to
originally be slapped with an NC-17, Team America may be their !Jest.

about all the emotions behind
the politics," Stone said. "It's not
so much, 'Here's what we
should do....' Gary is supposed
to (represent) all the emotions
that we've felt over the past
couple years (about America's
role in the world). Are _you
proud? Are you ashamed? It's
probably a combination of
both."
Parker -and Stone don't feel
~

,...,..

~:

">

~

-

they have much to add to political discourse in general.
· "I think the only thing we do
assert is that it's fine and good
for everyone to hate us (Americans) and think we're (jerks),
but there is a big differep.ce
between (jerks) and (psychos)"
like Osama Bin Laden, Parker
said, substituting profane bodyPLEASE SEE
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BOX OFFICE

U.S. movie revenues for Ort. 8-10
All dollar figures in millions
RANK· FILM ·WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE •

1.SharkTale-$31.3
$87 .4 ·Two weeks· 4,070
2. Friday Night Lights- $20.3
$20.3 •One week· 2,667
3. Ladder 49- $13.1
$41.0 •Two weeks· 3,261
4. Taxi- $12.0
$12.7 ·One week· 3,001
5. The Forgotten- $7.6
$48.7 • Three weeks • 2,981
6. Raise Your Voice- $4.0
$4.0 ·One week· 2,521
7. Sky Captain and the World ofTomorrow- $2.3
$33.9 •Four weeks· 1,743
8.Shaun of the Dead-$1.7
$9.5 •Three weeks· 675
9. The Motorcyde Diaries- $i.5 $3.3 ·Three weeks •167
10. Resident Evil: Apocalypse- $1.3
$49.0 •Five weeks· 1,217
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
_ 541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

The Forgotten (PG-13)
12:10 2:506:5010:0012:40a

Friday Night Lights (PG-13)
12:io 1:10 3:404:107:208:101o:io 10:5012:5oa

Ladder 49 (PG-13)
12:1012:40 3:00 3:50 7:107:4010:0010:4012:4Qa

Raise Your Voice (PG)
• 1:004:007:009:4012:2Qa

Resident Evil: Apocalypse (R)
12:30 3:20 6:409-JO12:3oa

Shall We Dance? (PG-13)
1:304:201:109:3012:1oa

Shark Tale (PG)
12:0012:20 12:50 1:102:20 2:40 3:00 3:30 4:40 5:00
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:209:5010:2010:5012:00a

Shaun ofthe Dead (R)
12:50 4:207:5010:30

Sky Captain and the World of TOll1QJl'OW (PG)
1:304:106:509:40

Taxi (PG-13)
12:401:20 3:304:40 7:208:2010:1012:00a

Team America: World Police (R)
.I

PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i12

Film really
.· asks Shall
-We Vomit?
Shall We Dance? deserves
zero stars, but we're nice
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

A

boring and pointless remake, Shall
We Dance's purpose (if it has any at

all) is to watch Richard Gere and
Jennifer Lopez dance. What little plot the
film has revolves around a man who, bored
with his life, seeks out ballroom dancing
lessons (what?!) and proceeds to hide this
fact from his wife.
Yeah ... that's pretty much the whole
movie. Some gay stereotypes and really bad
bald jokes aside, one has to be in amazement that director Peter Chelsom hasn't
hung himself from the top of the highest
mountain by now.
Looking at the trailers of this film, one
would think Jennifer Lopez was actually in
this movie, but then again trailers can be
deceiving. Her role as a dance instructor is
small and lacking in things like character.
She's played as nothing more then a fantasy
object with a tacky rift in her past that's
both conveniently swept under the rug and
explained. away in the same brisk manner
one might deal with shoeing dirt off tennis ·
shoes.
, Richard .Gere, who in recent memory .
has put in an amazing career turnaround
starring in two very good movies (Unfaithful and Chicago) has effectively severed
those films and any chance of a comeback
with a bland, drab, castrated performance
in Shall We Dance? His perform~ce is akin
to a root canal in that it's hard to endure
and something you don't want to swallow
more than once. ·
Susan Sarandon puts in a pretty lame
turn as Gere's wife, who expects him to be
having some sort of carnal affair with
topez's "character" and hires a private
detective to investigate the matter. Why she
doesn't just speak to her husban_? isn't quite
~.

~---

~OURTESY MIRAMAX

Jennifer Lopez restrains her ghetto ass-shaking in the god-awful Shall We Dance? Here sh.e dances with, uh ... not Richard Gere.

clear, but then again this movie was never
seated in any true logic.
The only actor to show a glimmer of
performance is Richard Jenkins, whose
turn as a private investigator might be the
one cliched yet inspired character to
answer the question "~hall we dance?"
Peter Chelsom, who directed Warren
Beatty to fame in Town and Country and
flattened both John Cusack's hair and the
point of the film in Serendipity, has brought
his level of sophistication and charm to
Shall We Dance? With his direction bordering on tedium, -one has to wonder how
Chelsom stilL finds work in Hollywood.
· Hiring him for your production would be

akin to hiring Osama bin Laden to be director of Homeland Security.
In Hollywood, it's said that putting a
question mark on the end of your title is
bad luck. The film's credits don't have the
question mark. The press and some posters
do. Advice to Peter Chelsom:. Start signing
your autographs wit,h a question mark. At
least then people will know what they're
getting into.
1hls film is painful, painful to endure, not
because it's so amazingly bad but because
people invested time and money into something so bland, so amazingly subpar, you'll
have to wonder what kind of a god (read:
studio head) would let this happen.

.,llMW,-.Q VI ES
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CINESCENE
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·A very ·sexy ·

Cinescene .
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

hen I was 14 years old, I lost my~It
was a fun five-minute jaunt that involved
my first use of a condom, my second girlfriend and the third year I had owned the futon I fast
did the wild deed on.
A movie played as I entered the proverbial lock
box for the first time: True Romance. At the time .
(1998), the film was a little-seen cult movie written by
Qµentin Tarantino~ A monologue in.the film spoken
by Dennis Hopper on the origins of Italians sparked
some controversy when the film was first released,
and this was the particular scene that played in the
background as the grunts and moans in my room
reached their climax.
I had wanted that momertt for almost five ~~t
. that point And when it was finally OY,e:t; I failedto-s~
what everyone was talking about I mean, it was all
-right, but it was nothing like you saw in the movies.
My lights were on, my mom was upstairs eating dinner and my television was playing a purported racist
monologue from a movie that had a sex scene with
pale moonlight aJ:'!d gentle music to smooth· the
COURTESY UNIVERSAL-PICTURES
1 •
mood.
It's ~football, but some folks call it a pigskin. Billy Bob Thornton ~tars in Friday Night Ughts; the man who wasn't there is very much there in this stellar adaptation. , Movies lied to me. Movies have lied to us all.
Whether we blame the :MPAA or our own ashamed
.. hUII!_aI1itf, one thing is clear: s~ is nothing like it is in
the movies. If you were to watch yourself have sex,
- you'd lau~ Sure, it feels good, but it looks·funny.
1bat's just the tradeoff. Movies have taken that feelLight~
authent~city
ing, the feeling of complete harmony of being one
with another person. Some movies . show the
romance in·that feeling, others show the caffial
Winchell (Lucas Black), who strug- has never had to experien~e a town
NICOLE SCHAUB
desires. My favorite romantic sex scene is actually
gles
with
his
love
for-the
game
and
like
Odessa
Staff Writer
from Cruelintentions.1bat film captures exactly how
Berg's char_a ctets are also strong
dealing with a chronically ill mother;
I feel when I make love to someone I care for. Basic
n Odessa, Texas, high ~chool foot- and Don . Billingsley (Garrett Hed- and developed, and allow the audiInstinct captures how I feel when I fornicate With
ball is more than just a sport, it's a lund), who deals with an alcoholic and ence to get a better understanding of
someone I don't really know. It's rough, it's carnal and
religion. Peter Berg's Friday Night abusive father (Tim Mc.G raw) who what these kids went throug}). both Michael Douglas is involved in some capacity.
Lights tells the true story of the Permi- · once played for the champions.h ip · physically and emotionally when they
fvaexperienced both, but in recent memory I was
an I:Jigh School football team and its Permian team and won't stop until he were only 17 years old.
making out with an an_onymous person (I knew her
·..
The action shots in the games are
battle to make it to the state finals in . does the same.
first name) and at one point she stopped me to tell
With a winning team under his believable and gtaphic, and the most _,
1988. Unlike mos_t sports underdog
me .I was ''kissing her too passionately,'' that ''that's
' movies, this one goes against the belt, Coach Gaines is sure to bring significant moments.·happen in the
· not the way you hook up with someone." Tiris was
· cliches and shows a team that went · home the championship for Permian final game. The ·_film doesn't hold
· oilly the second person who had ever told me my
through the trials and tribulations of until star player Miles is injured.in the · back, showfug bloody noses, dislocatkissing was off-key. The first had died in a car accihigh school, while dealing with the first game, and his entire season ed shoulders and the popping and
dent with bQth of her parents 12 days after telling me.
pressures from the entire town to win comes crashing down. Rather than the cracking sounds of players being hit,
I_always thought of that event as an omen; even~ _
typical triumph qf the iµjured player, giving the scenes more validity.
and "protect this town."
_
Friday Night Lights takes on a ·docknew I was a great kisser ... and she had to pay the
Based on the 1990 novel by H.G. Boobie must deal with the fact of·
price. But to be told I was ''too passionate" seemed to
Bissinger, Friday Night tights paints a watching-his team play without hiri1 mp.entary-like, fast-paced style that
be tomfoolery to me. But then I thought to myself
clear- picture of a town that revolves and the realitythat he may never pla* focuses ~n close-ups and concentrates .
"Where had I learned to kiss in the fil"St place?'' It was
everything around football and win- · football again. Whether it's because of on jerky 1camera movements. This was
. in the movies. And the movies have lied to me so
ning another state championship. The luck or the morale of the team, Permi- the only problem with the film. The
many times that I began to believe it Was the movies
movie focuses on Coach Gary Gaines an finds its way into the state champi- shakiness of the camera gets annoying
·
·
that were wrong.
(Billy Bob Thornton) and the players onship game and puts everything on and shifts the focus away from the ·
Since then rve stopped looking for sexual advice
that make their mark on Odessa foot- the line to defeat the larger, faster and story.
in movies. Nowadays most of the new sexual things
stronger all-black Dallas squad.
Friday Night Lights is both inspirball.
I learn, I learn in brief (free) 10 second clips of
The film depicts a perfect picture ing and disturbing, because unlike
Gaines enters the season with a talpornography on a computer. rve learned my lesson;
- ented but small in size squad consist- of a small Texas town that invests all most .s ports movies, it's honest and
sex isn't like the movies. What's seen on screen is
ing·of star running back James "Boo- of its efforts into a high school football real. It doesn't sugarcoat the· players•·
merely a sanitized version of the emotions we wish
bie" Miles (Derek Luke), who focuses team. The sense of pressure on the lives or abilities and shows how quickwe all felt as we put the salami in the furnace and wait
01µy on making it to the NFL and team and\coach is fully understood to ly the glory and pain of high school
for the sexy time explosion.
nothing else; shy ·quarterback Mike the average audience meniber who foo_tball can come and go.

W

Football movie touches down ·

Friday Night

brings

and ?riginality to underdog, flick
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Code 46 ari intriguing but
cold dystopian future
Offbeat but derivitive
drama seduces viewer
with unique images
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

C

ode 46 is director Michael Winterbottom's ode to science fiction
reality. Creating an emotionally
real world with emotionally devoid people
is the predicament strewn upon Winterbottom as tp.e man at the helm of this journey.
~de 46 refers to a genetic violation
that takes place in the film. The "macGuffin" so to speak, Code 46 is not what Code
46 is all about. It's a film about ideas. In
fact, the most intriguing elements of Code
46 are its ideas. What limit does technolo;;,y put on humanity? Can love be restricted by genetic law? The star-crossed layers
;Tl this film are faced with the problem that
..heir loye is actually against the law. Frank
Cottrell Boyce's original screenplay is
more then slightly derivative of other
works in the genre, such as George Lucas'
THX-ll38 and Ridley Scott's Blade Runner,
but Code 46 differs in that the emotionally
vacant people in Winterbottom's film are
o~ journey for emotional connection.
Tonally, the film from the beginning
feels like supreme tragedy. Its stark set
design by Michelle Day takes a page from
Welles' The Trial by taking mostly preexisting architecture and photographing it

in a way that 'inakes it feel futuristic. .
On the whole, the film is a little bit
more than cold, with emotions fighting
their way through the tensely thick narrative. Samantha Morton continues to play
the same character from Minority Report,
and Tim Robb4is gives an icy cool performance that captures an empty longing
f<;>r something different. He plays William,
an investigator for the government who is
sent to look for someone committing forgery of papelles (essentially passports).
When Robbins fmds that Morton is the
one behind these forgeries, the end game
loses its sights, and they begin a passionate
affair. A surprise close-up of Morton's
character's anatomy feels-gratuitous, but
one supposes the shot could be written off
as pertaining to the true virginity of the
character.
Code 46 asks a lot of questions through
the course of its rimning time and portrays
a futuristic world where languages and
·people have become so homogenized that
people run the serious risk of fornicating
with someone they never knew and committing an act of incest in the process. It's
a bleak look for the future but one that
feels altogether too real. The one detractor
in the film is that it's filmed with such
detachment that your c_are and empathy
for the characters is more in an observational way then an emotional one. ·
Code 46 isn't the best film Of the year,
but it's certainly not the worst. Winterbottom's direction escalates an otherwise
derivative screenplay that doesn't quite
reach the marks it hopes to attain.

· COURTESY.UNITED ARTlSTS

Tim Robbins takes a break from protesting the war to star in Michael Winterbottom's soon-to-be cult classic Code 46•
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12:05 2:35 5:157:4010:0012:1~a
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12:0012:301:203:10 4:00 4:30 7:10 7:40
8:009-5010:1010:3012:20a 12:50a

Wimbledon (PG-13)

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX

SharkTale(PG}

6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374

12:0012:301:15 2:30 2:55 3:30 5:00 5:25
5:55 7:20 7:55 9:5510:2512:10a

The Forgotten (PG-13)
12:553:005:257:358:059:5510:25
12:00a 12:30a

Shaun of the Dead (R}
1:404:256:509:1511:45

1:004:307:3010:40

Friday Night Lights (PG-i3}

Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow (PG}

.,...._,

REGAL WINTER PARK

12:1012:401:10 2:45 3:15 3':45 5:20 5:50
6:207:558:309:0010:3011:1011:40

510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,407-628-0163

12:15 2:05 2:40 5:10 6:407:4010:15
12:40a

Taxi (PG-13)

The Forgotten (~-13)

11 :55a 12:35 2:20 3:15 4:45 5:40 7:10 8:05
9:5010:4512:30a

12:15 2:404:55 7:15 8:159:3510:4011:55

Friday Night Lights (PG-13}
12:451 :553:55 5:05 6:55 7:50 9:4510:45 .
12:30a

Ladder 49 (PG-13)

12:401:20 3:504:35 6:45 i:25 9:2510:05
12:05a

Raise Your Voice (PG}
12:25 2:45 5:00 hl.O 9:4012:05a

Team America: World Police (R}

Resident Evil: Apocalypse (R}

12:101:35 2:10 2:504:20 4:50 5:20 7:00
7:30 8:009:4010:1010:3512:20a

12:004:25 9:1511:35

Shall We Dance (PG-13)

Therese (PG}

12:20 2:55 5:207:4510:1012:35a

11:50a 2:154:40 7:059-3012:25a

Shark Tale (PG}

Wimbledon (PG-13)

Mr.3000 (PG-13)

Woman Thou Art Loosed (R}

Raise Your Voice (PG}

Shaun of the Dead (R} _

12:20 3:00 5:308:1010:30

11:50a 2:25 5:10 7:4510:20

1:504:006:308:5011:05

Shall We Dance?(~13)

~
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.....,,

Sky Captain and the World of ,
1

JI\

.\

~

..,.

_,

12:251:001:35 2:30 3:103:504:50 5:30
6:057:107:508:259:3010:0510:4511:50
12:25a

What the Bleep Do We Know? (NR}
2:106:4511:30
12:05 4:40 9:20

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AYE., 407-629-1088

The Motorcyde Diaries (R}
Friday:4:007:0010:00
Saturday and Sunday:1:004:007:~10:00

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

12:301:001:30 2:35 3:05 3:35 4:45 5:15
5:45 6:55 7:25 9:05 9:3511:15

1:456:40

4:109:1011:50

12:00 2:15 4:30 7:05 9:2511:55

Taxi (PG-13)

Woman Thou Art Loosed (R}

Ladder49,(PG-13}

1:304:05 6:40 9:20 12:00a

Tomorrow (PG}

"Al .

Take Back Demoaacy Film Festival
See www.dmacorlando.com for film
listings and showtimes

All listed times are for the weekend and subject to
change.
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The best
non-porn
sex filnis
From cult trash to high
art; four not9rious examples of sex on film
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

A

merica is generally Puritanical
when it comes to sex in films, but
there are some steamy selections
to help cinephiles get their freak on.

Showgirls VIP Edition
One of the worst movies of the 1990s,
Showgi.rls became an instant cult classiC

when it was released. And in the manner
of excess that is director Paul Verhoeven's
trademark, ii has lots of nudity.
In a move that somewhat defies logic,
the film has been released in a deluxe gift
set that comes with playing cai;ds, shot
glasses and a "Pin-the-Pasties on the
Showgirl" party game. If only every terrible movie got this sort of treatment.

The Dreamers (NC-17 version)
Not all sex-laden films are laughably
bad. Bernardo Bertolucci's latest film The
· Dreamers is a smart, erotic drama about
three young people in Paris who get
caught in the revolutionary turmoil of the
1960s.
The film is available in an NC-17 and R
version, but anyone with a brain knows
which version to pick up. The sex scenes
are graphic, but not at all gratuitous or
unnecessary, despite what the MPAA
might believe.

Basic lnstind
Before he subjected the world to Show-

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT

The Dreamers, Bernardo Bertolucd's look at the film-buff counter-culture in 1960s France, is one of the few contemporary films to get slapped with an NC-17 rating.

girls, Paul Verhoeven treated the world to

Crash

naked Sharon Stone.
Lots of naked Sharon Stone.
Basic Instinct is a fairly piece-meal
thriller about sex and murder, and it
remains most famous for its frequent and
steamy sex scenes. It's not NC-17, but it
probably would be if it were released
today.
The film is ultimately dated, though.
No way Michael Douglas gets that much
action these days.

David Cronenberg continued his reputation for making "weird" movies with
1996's Crash.
Crash explores the obsession of a doctor who is sexually aroused by car crashes and seeks to live out this thrill by combining sex and car accidents.
His desire to create this thrill again
and again ultimately endangers his own
life.
The film is fascinating, but is not Cronenberg at his best.

Films that are heavy on sex are ~e,
especially with the MPAA currently controlled by the conservative Michael Powell. However, there are things to look forward to for fans of sex-filled films. Roger
Ebert recently let slip tliat the Criterion
Collection is working on a special edition
DVD of the . recently-deceased Russ
Meyer's cult classic Beyond the Valley of
the Dolls.
It just goes to show that there were
always be a market for sex on screen, no
matter how much the MPAA likes it.

Puppet penetration or not, Team America is sure to offend
The scene itself is so funny and innocu- offender" applies generously to this
ous. It's not mean-spirited. It's not edgy. movie, which attempts to place the
It's just what kids do. We all did that with world's population in three groups:
part slang for his descriptions.
sissies represented by Hollywood
Boc\y parts ~ere conspicuously dolls growing up."
Old college friends Parker and Stone peaceniks like Tim Robbins and Michael
absent from the puppet sex scene - the
marionettes have only a network of joints are mostly tickled by what they see as · Moore; jerks played by hard-charging
and hinges awkwardly bumping and the silliness of the ratings board deci- "My country, right or wrong" nationalgrinding. After the scene was cut, the_ sion. Parker points out that the pervasive ists on the "world police" team; and psymovie ratings board gave Team America gruesome violence, such as the gory, chos--terrorists, ·dictators and global
btillet-riddled bodies of puppet celebri- criminals.
anR.
In Team America, jerks need the
"It's still funny," Stone said of the ties - didn't raise any eyebrows.
The old phrase "equal opportunity sissies to keep them in line, and sissies
scene, "but nowhere near -yvhat it was.
FROM i9

need the jerks to protect them from psychos.
Overall, the movie is just meant to
provoke people, regardless of their politics.
"That's much more interesting than,
'Here~s what we think!'" Stone said. "We
don't -know anything about foreign policy or anything. We don't know anything
about anything;"
"We make cartoons," Parker added,
with mock feebleness.
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·G_ot agood sex hangup?
Indie love is here to advise you
on yolir sexual worries

NOT JUST SEX

For sex,
three is not
company
1breesotnes can kill
serious relationships
DANA DELAPI
Staff Writer

Dear indie love,
. I can't have sex unless Benedi .

m the background This has s~ver~tine. ~onks are c~ting
~y guys seem to fmd it "off .Y ~te~,my options as

tive]ed up.H Lately, the cl
t f.Utting' and totally [explerubbing up against the c~eJ .ve come to .a hot date was
my Enjoyment of Music Clas~1 ~edieval chapter in
this? And, do 'you have any h. e p.
at can I do to stop
,
c ant recommendations?
--Girl In Giant,Love Inactivity

Well, GIGLI, it seems like
, .
wrong places. True, it's unlike1/y~~~rfi1u:J looking in ihe
~ someone te fulfill your monk love at UiC'E ab
;>
•
, so
out trymo uh, Id
monlcs. It my znvolve some travel,
01 •
unno ...
some· narcissistic Benedict.
but certamly there are
wouldn't be put offb he . zne monks out there who
from Saint Benedi!t's ~r:u~~ems~lves chant. Or ifnot
will do. O/i but then
, per aps another monk
Didn't think o"that Othere s that whole celibacy thino
•
'J
• n second thought
o·
tryzng your luck with Gregorian chants? may I suggest

Dear in~ie l~ve,
back from Hawaii and brought a souMy ex-girlfriend came .
'
of those dressed-up dolls
venir I have lately tr~asw:ed. ~~eo~~ and lei, and when you hit
in the green grass s~s, tmy ide to side. This piece has been
the side of her, her hips sway s .
my girlfriend and I broke ~,,
so intriguing to m~m;re s~ev~:~~d of my car. I am more ~
up. I put the h1:11a . o on e d so much so that one time I .
attracted to this p1ec~ :ery ~g to get it on with it. I even "'?
climbed in the back 0 . e c~
· there was only a spring.. <t•
tried lifting the f?I~~ s~ a:~o;~~~ work around. At least I "n
.. to be found, whic re ~time around. Where can I fmd a
" won't knock anybody up
'
, lifesize blow-up hula doll?
-Drunk On Lei Love
U The dashboard hula doll coming
" You're not a~one here, DO · l side the sexy nurse readying
to life is a classic m~le ~ant~d ~~~olic schoolgirl and the overly
your sponge bat~ t e pigta~e .t
it isn't. You're just sick.
0
helpful flight attendant. 0 , Wat ••• n ho reviously fantasized
You're p~obably une 0f.~~s~~~~ If ~ou can find a lifesize
about Anel from The Li er to ou, but I'd suggest you grew a
blow-up h~la do1t--mdore tptowHawJi to look for the real thing. ·couple testtcles an wen

ffe

°

L

ast weekend I finally. met my first
fan It was great, and now I am an
egomaniac. 1bank you, Mike, for .
giving me a big head about my column. I
didn't think anything could top meeting a
random fan. Then came the conversation
about threesomes. ·
Anyone who knows me also knows
that I never shy away from sex.and relationships conversation So I joined in
Then I heard it ... the biggest piece ofblasphemy I have ever heard in all my 21 and a
half years.
"'Ibreesomes are so romantic."
Was he serious? How could a threesome possibly be romantic? Inviting a
third party into your bed doesn't sound
very romantic to me. fu fact, it is the furthest thing from it Which leads me to my
solid stance on the threesome - they cannot be done in good fun when in a serious
relationship.
First of all, ifyou need a third person to
get your kicks, maybe there is something
wrong with your relationship in the first
place. I feel 100 percent that if you are satisfied by your partner then there will be no
n~ to throw sdmeone else into the mix.
I just can't see the romance in watching my
boyfriend lick, suck or touch another
woman Or in him wanting me to do the
same.
Lack of romance aside, there is a crippling double-standard about menage a
trois that needs to be addressed. Why is it
that the standard threesome is two girls
and a guy? Why is that considered sexy,
while two guys knocking boots with a girl
is considered downright dirty? Here's your
answer: Guys not only wanna get it on
. with two girls, they want to see the girls go
at it
What a marvelous dream, boys: Lesbians who like boys. Girls don't look at it
like that If the situation were reversed, we
are not sitting patiently waiting for the two
guys to start kissing. We are more excited
about the fact that there is double the
pleasure, double the fun ... two guys whose
attention is fixated on just one girl
The sad part is that the girl who took on
two guys will be seen as nothing ·more
than a skank, while a guy with two girls
will be a hero.
PLEASE 5.EE
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SEX MAD LIBS

Guess the .right porn title-

FUTURE FUNNIES

DIANNA ZISMAN

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week we're bringing
you an old editorial cartoon. This one, published Aug. 19, 2002, isn't as insane as the
ones run previously. It makes sense! And is almost funny! We won't stand for it.

· Tu·1 t1on : S .... 200

Books: S250
·p arking sticker : SSO

.

.

.. ......

Stabbing th-e gug tuho
only gaue you S2 for last
semester"'s books : Priceless
.

-.

~

:;,: ~:·:

Staff Writer

P

uns are good. Risque puns are better. But the risque puns - based on
·actual, reputable films - found in
adult movie titles-are awesome. Those
puns are what take porn movies out of the
realm of "guys love them" and into a place
where men, women, and super-intelligent
dolphins ·can share in the laughter. Originally the plan was to just list the best titles
- they can stand on their own because
. they're that good - outright, but it soon
became obvious that they're just too hot
for the newspaper.
Not to fear, gentle readers, the indie
had a backup plan! Gather ai::ound the fire
with your No.. 2 pencils ahd thinking caps,
kids, it's time for a game of Porn Lib~! The
rules are simple. Similar to Mad Libs
only... pornier. The first person to send
the right answers to indie@ucfnews.com
will win two movie passes!

:-r~

·To retain _go11r sanity look elseU:Jhere, -:~r:~
F'or 'fl:ts of l'JJiolenf: .trage th~r·s:: v~: UCF
CFF ARCHIVES

Forrest
German
repute) Fare

(verb)
(noun, a woman of ill

._ _ (adjective) Dreams May Come
(verb ending in -ing)
Good Will
The
(adjective) Professor
You've Got
(noun, many.animals
have one)
_ _ _ (boy's name)/Off
Romancing the
(noun, Rover's
toy)
·
(noun)
Star Wars: The Phantom
_ _ _ (verb) the Right Thing
Dial 'M' For
(noun) .
_ _ _ (verb, to grab) Adams .
The Joy
(verb) Club
(noun)
Big Trouble in Little
A Clockwork
(noun, common
group activity)
Indiana
(girl's name) and the
· Temple of
(noun)
Miracle on
(number) Street
Beverly Hills
(fowl noun)
_ _ _ (singular noun) the Barbarian
Saturday Night
(noun, mammal)
Das
(noun ending in y)
Edward ·
(noU.n) hands
Cliff
(noun)
Night of the
(verb e!!ding
in -ing)
(noun, a place for your
hat)

REAL LIFE FOR REAL
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·There's a bra in my soup
Rachel's offers classy
·strippers, cheap buffet
. t~HAR. ALEKSUN
' Staff Writer

A

More video games are
pushing the sex envelope

geous women ·almost-naked
rather than too naked and
overexposed," said UCF
student Mike Norris, 22,
who recently visited ·
-. Rachel's for the first time.
"Plus, who wants to see
all that when you're trying to eat?"
Norris
went
to
Rachel's South, located at
8701 S. Orange Ave., with
a few ofhis guy friends. "It
was awesome. The whole
time we were there we just
kept saying to each other, 'I
can't believe this place; I
wish we could come here
every day for lunch."'
It's a unique experience
. that, although may not be for
everyone, constantly lures
new customers in.
In fact, Rachel's has two
locations in the Central Florida area just to keep up with
the demand. Both Rachel's
· South and Rachel's North, 401
E. Semoran Blvd., Casselberry, are open from 11 am. to 2
a.m. seven days a
week.

ll-you-can-eat buffet: $9.95.
Cocktails: ·$7.
Table dances: $10.
Finger-licking good time at
Rachel's Steakhouse: Priceless.
Known for its superb food and
beautiful women, Rachel's Steakhouse in Orlando is a place like
none other. The combination of
five-star dining ·· with exotie
dancers is absolutely brilliant!
~ At Rachel's, hunger pangs disfPpear just as fast as the dancers
throw off their clothes. With a
wide array of menu -options to
chose from, including ptiinegrade ste~ and fresh Maine lob. ster, customers are bolind to find
something to suit their fancy.
However, they won't get it
cheap. Rach~l's is expensive, as
_ with most fine diniilg establishments. If spending $50 on one
entree isn't fathomable to you,
Rachel's offers an alternative: the
famous all-you..:can-eat buffet.
Between 11:30 am. and 3 p.m.,
.Monday through Friday, Rachel's
9ets up a 25-foot buffet. Eat
your way from one end to the
other for just $9.95. The buffet features a variety of sal-.
ads, fresh fruit, desserts,
parfaits, corn, broccoli,
mashed potatoes, stuffing,
turkey, London broil, ham with
pineapple and much more.
Wednesday, the most popular day,
is prime rib day. Get there early
though, because the place gets But
dqn't
packed fast. ·
. While filling your belly, it's, walk in
inevitable that your eyes will wan- . 1:45
a.m.
der. There are half-naked women expecting to get
everywhere. Even the waitresses fed; dinner, is served
adorn a sexy, barely there get-up. only till 1:30 am.
·Up on the dimly lit stage, women · If .you decide to check
sachet around and dance seduc- out Rachel's, bring a photo
tively while taking off their -I.D., proving that you're 21
. Clothes until nothing remains but or older, money '- lots of it
a g-string and pasties on the nip- if you're staying for dinner
pies.
- and your best behavThat's right, no full nudity at ior with you. Eat,
Rachel's Steakhouse. Rachel's drink and be merry!
For more informaprides itself for being classier than
other adult entertainment clubs, tion call 407-858-9800
and many will agree that indeed it (Rachel's Soutll) or
is.
407-767-2977 (Rachel's
"It's nice to be able to see gor- North).
,....,
\

What anice
Set of bits

COURTESY OF GAMESPOT.COM

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

A

s the indie touched on a few
columns back, things in video
game-land are starting to heat
up, Past games such as BMX XXX and
The Guy Game have tried to loosen up
the video game industry's prudish
Views on sex. Even Playboy is taking a
shot with its own upcoming game,
Playboy: The Mansion.
The October issue of Playboy magazine includes nude pictorials of female
video game characters such as· the
Nazi-killing vampire BloodRayne,
from her self-titled series, and-the
drunken college coed Luba Licious
from Leisure Suit Larry: Magna Cum
Laude. ,
It's only a , matter of time before
games with sexual themes start to rely
less on gimmicks and move toward
providing genuinely unique experiences that can compare with mainstream video games series like Madden
and Final Fantasy.

Leisure Suit Larry: Magna Cum Laude

Platfonn: PC, PS2, Xbox

Leisure Suit ·Larry helped define
raunchy video games in the late '80s
and '90s. Now the series returns with
new protagonist Larry Lovage, a short,
sleazy and stylistically impaired college man on the lookout for love. Well,
maybe just sex.
Players guide Larry as he attempts
to conquer a bevy_of beauties around
his campus. Help Larry as he tries to
convince Bilzarbra .Smith, a film and
the~tre major, to come back to his place
to audition for the role of a registered
sex nurse. Disguise Larr}r as a science
nerd so he can score points with Beatrice Robensenito, a professor who
PLEASE SEE
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Ronald was
never so aroused
Playboy issues
Worilenof
McDonald's
special issue
SHARON PARE
Staff Writer

F

or all those who go to
Hooters for the ladies, say
yay! For all those who go to
McDonald's for the ladies, say ...
"Can you super-size my adultsized happy meal?"
Playboy.com has already featured the Women of Enron, Starbucks; Wal-Mart and Home
Depot in past issues, but Playboy
has really gone down on the food
chain (no pun intended) and
opted to include in their corporate commercial girls The
Women of McDonald's.
Women older than 18 who
could prove they are employed
by Mickey D's using a recent pay
stub and photo ID could send in
one full-body shot (bikini or
nude) and and one head shot to
have the privilege to be evaluated
and be chosen for this rare photo
shoot (sorry, the deadline passed
Sept.30).
John Thomas, Web site editor
of Playboy.com, stated in a September article in ncbuy.com that

he always' sees attractive women
working at fast food giant's
restaurants, but not all agree with
the issue's appeal.
"It's weird and strange that
they choose any random corporations," Herman Camarena,
communications major, said. "It
doesn't appeal to guys. I'm cUrious to see who works at McDonald's and it's an interesting angle
for Playboy, but it's a long shot."
How is McDonald's dealing
with this new, innovative type of
advertising and marketing for the
company? The indie personally
visited the local UCF-supporting
McDonald's to gather some
thoughts on this issue. Unfortunately, the manager was uµable to
comment without permission
from the franchise owner. When
one addressed the manager of
the "hunt" for McDonald's
employees, the manager had
never heard of it; if she had, could
it be that· she · would do more
research to fmd if any of her own
employees had sent in for the
issue? . ·
Oddly enough, past features,
such as Wal-Mart and Home
Depot, have been Playboy.corn's
most successful features to date,
according to Thomas in a September article in CNN Money
online. Could there be a Iruµ"ket
for this type?
''You go to a McDonald's for

ffiURTESY PLAYBOY

Playboy previously scored with women of

Home Depot - much to Home Depot's dismay.

the dollar menu and not for the
women," aerospace engineering
major Mike "Tettles" Tetlow said.
"I am interested to see something different," business major
Dan Green said. "It is a marketing
s~tegy to get people interested
in McDonald's again. It is a secret
conspiracy, where Playboy and
McDonald's have gotten together
to get MCDonald's image back up
again."
Imagine the photo shoot.
Posing fu the kids play pen. Posing next to Ronald McDonald.
Flipping the burgers. Deep frying the French fries.
Are people actually willing to
_go out there in anxiousness to
buy the article or view the onlin~
special feature? Recent UCF
graduate · Mike ''the mouth"
Reynolds, now a promotions
assistant for Real RoCk 101.1, said,
'Td buy it. I'd be interested. But
I'd rather see Wendy's employees

JENNIFER GRAYlOCK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

For Hugh Hefner, now breasts aren't the only things that are super-siz~.

in Wendy's outfits - short skirt tra, Anna Nicole Smith and
and pigtails. Although, I would Pamela Anderson. These types
look at it ~d expect it to not be of models are the kind that th..attractive, but the International general male population has
Women of McDonald's would be· acquired and been accustomed
to ever since Playboy's existence.
hot if they did it!"
Adding McDonald's as a his-Brad "The Nun'' Nunnery,
who co-hosts X-Treme Saturday toric feature in Playboy's archives
Night on Real Rock, has his own can deem the elite male magasay on this feature: ''Everyone has zine as les~. sexy and chic and
their own little fetish. Maybe possibly ruin the image of PlayMcDonald's is their fetish. . boy itself. Perhaps using a strateAlthough Playboy is the major gy so farfetched will appeal to a
different demographic, because it
leagues of nudity."
Playboy is very well-known gives any woman a potential
for models such as Carmen Elek- chance to be ''Play~oy Material"

Let's get ready to Rumble Roses
FROM

i16

needs help taming a monkey
with a masturbation problem.
Flirt with foul-mouthed mafia
princess Analisa Gambozinni,
and Larry will end up being
chased across campus by a couple of men in black. And to fulfill
the stereotype quota, Sally Mae
Beauregard plays the freckled
farm girl complete _with straw
hat, plaid top and Daisy Dukes.
If you enjpyed the kind oflowbrow humor in the American Pie
movies, check out Magna Cum
Laude.

schoolgirl with pigtails, an evil
ninja wearing a mesh bikini, a BritPlatform; PS2
Half-naked virtual vixens fly ney Spears look-alike sporting a
through the air like power rang~rs lethal t~ and uh ... a bondage
and drop each other on their slave dressed like a red devil.
Most of the grapplers dance
heads in this new wrestling game
from Japanese developer Yuke's and gyrate on their way to the
Media Creations. Fans of Yuke's wrestling ring. For the quieter
WWE Smackdown! series will moments of the game, a camera
instantly recognize the gameplay strategically pans around the
and wrestling moves, although . ladies during cut scenes where
this time· the focus has shifted to they lounge on a beach.
Picture pro wrestling with
the fairer sex.
Leaving behind a licensed pro hair pulling, slap fights and the
wrestling organization and real- occasional mud baths and you'll
life grapplers allows for mo:re free- have ·an idea what to expect
dom when designing the game's when Rumble Roses comes out
roster. There's the obligatory Nov. 9.

Rumble Roses

COURTESY SIERRA ENTERTAINMENT

In Leisu._re Suit Larry, you play the eternal sleazeball as he looks for love in all the wrong places.
A

•

·
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NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

-A column
by the book

THE GEEK LIFE

·Babes.in

Boolanobiles are still
around, believe it or not

sci-fi lack .
Strength

MICHAEL LAWRENCE .
Staff Writer

I

Heroines not up
to classic Pel!
.ELIZABET~ FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

S

o the Sci-Fi channel, in
their infinite wisdom, has
.chosen to make a miniseries based on Ursula K be prevalent in society. This was
~Guin's stunning and seminal probably very evident to Le
fantasy series based on the world Guin, a female science fiction
of Earthsea, a magical wonder- and fantasy writer and academic
land of idyllic islands, wizards raised in a very male dominated
and dragons. In the previews, society. Back when A Wizard of
the comparisons to The Lord of Earthsea was published in 1968, ·
the Rings seem inevitable. How- the world was a different place
ever, having read the series for us girls. Since then things in
myself several times, I can hon- real life have changed for better
estly say there are some major or worse. We women have a lot
differences between the tWo more liberty and choices then
we did back then, and we have
series.
In the Earthsea book series, -certainly learned a lot more
for example, they actually have a about equality as a general rule,
few strong female characters. µi much to the chagrin of some
fact, they go so far as to delve into who would rather have ·maintlte mysterious relationship tajned the status quo.
I personally think this is a
between the male and female
species and the self-imposed change for the better, but that
separation of both that seems to may be because I have gained so

much thanks to the efforts of themselves and not some sort of
those who've come before me. romantic foil or flighty sweetMy grandmother, for example, heart are few and far between.
_still always tells me to do every- It's not as evident as it once was,
thing rve always wanted to but it's still there. Especially in
before I get married, because science fiction andfantasy, much
according to her getting married to my dismay.
Science fiction has been my
is the end of your life. ''You
become his slave," as she's said to obsession for as long as I can
me on many an occasion. remember. I used to imagine
. Maybe for he~ inher situation, in worlds that could not be in my
that place and time decades ago, head even before I learned to
. that was all there was for read In my mind, science fiction
women. Now things are differ- is and was the stuff ofpure imag.ent Yet, true equality remains an ination. And yet, from an early
elusive goal for future genera- age, I realized that characters like
me, women with problem solvtions.
There is a gap in literature, . ing abilities, who could think for
movies and television. Strong themselves and lead others,
women, independent and powPLEASE SEE GO ON i19
erful · creatures that exist for

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

Analyzing the '90s' worst love song
Talking to angels
was never so lame
Q!ANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

very so often, a song
comes along with lyrics
so profoundly stupid that
it seems inevitable that we have a
gigantic hit on our·hands. Such
was the case when, a little over a
decade ago, Fox offered us its
Melrose Place-like The Heights, a
show about ... some ~oubled
youths ... doing stuff. And I think
they were all in a band together
and ended each episode with a
song. Kind of like an updated
~dge Family, or The Mon-

E

n't seem like you'd need to know
kees. The theme sorig for this
Iknow herface by heart.
Don't really have anything it by heart. Are you ever going to
show was a tender ballad rasped
out by troubled youth Jamie Wal- profound to say here, I just want be required to recite a face? Well,
ters, titled ''How Do You Talk to to state how·much I dislike the . maybe, if you're talking to a
An Angel?''.The song? A big hit line, "I know lier face by heart." It police sketch artist, but rm not
The show? Cancelled after, like, just doesn't feel right that you sure that's the vibe they were
half an episode.
could know someone's face by goingfor. ·
Years later, hardly anyone heart. "The Star-Spangled BanHeaven and earth are moving
remembers The Heights, and ner" you could know by heart. in my soul
''How Do You TalkToAnAngef' The dialogue from that scene in
I don't know where to start
has been mercifully pulled from A Few Good Men, where Tom
Perhaps you should try a
all but the staunchest of'90s sup- Cruise is grilling Jack Nicholson Rolaids.
porters' playlists. And so it is that about Code Red, and Jack goes,
Tell me tell me the words to
.
the song is ripe for rediscovery, if ''You want answers?" and Tom define
only to show how lame the says, "I think rm entitled," and
The way I feel about someone
.record-buying public was in . Jack repeats, ''You want so fine? ·
1992. People, if we do not learn answers?!" and Tom pounds at
Sorry to butt in .again, but
from history, we are but doomed the air and shouts, "I want the "someone so fine"? Are you
to repeat it Here then, are choice truth!" and Jack says, ''You can't stuck in a time warp, Mr. Wallyrics:
handle the truth!"... that you
I hear her voice in my rnin4
could know by heart. It just doesPLEASE SEE TALK ON i19

-

admit, I hate what Bush is doing with this
country. We've become international
bullies and have completely embarrassed ourselves. It's a shame really, since I do
have a genuine love for this country and the
ideals.we stand f01: And though the quality of
the country is in a decline, we're still the
greatest country.
You know why? Bookmobiles. Yes, the
bookmobile. I had no idea they even existed
anymore. They were a legend to me, like unicorns or compassionate conservatives, but lo
and behold I saw one in the middle of my
complex. I stepped inside the vehicle, about
the sire of Jack Nicholson's RV from About
Schmidt, and I was amared. Not only was it
comfortably air-conditioned, but it had rows
.. and rows ofbooks! And not just old romance
novels and murder mysteries, but the topselling current non-fiction books. Richard
Clarke's little doozy Against All Enemies and
Clinton's humongous biography, which gave
me a heart attack when I saw how big it really was.
I asked the hbrarian running it if anyone
ever eame in, and he said "not really." Not
really? What's wrong with you people?! A
vehicle is going around and giving out free
books! You don't evenhave to go and drive to
get them, and better yet, they'll even take the
books back from you! What more couldyou
askfor?
Every country should have bookmobiles.
IfI saw even one book-mobile in Iraq, I don't
think rd be so harsh on the invasion. "Sure,
there weren't any weapons of mass destruction, but now the Iraqi peopl~ can get a copy
of The Prisoner ofAzkaban, so all's not a loss."
I bet if we replace one in every 20 tanks
with a bookmobile, that country would be a
lot better off. You listening, Kerry? Don't let
me and my cousin down!
I think you'll be all right ifyou skip out on
Shark Tale or the latest episode of Survivor
for one week by either finding out where the
nearest bookmobile is or by going that extra
mile and heading to the nearest library. If it'll
make things easier, you can even skip reading
next week's column of mine and use that
extra two minutes for your trip. rn make the
column extra crappy so you don't feel like
you're missing out on anything.
Just because our president doesn't read
books doesn't mean you shouldn't
rm no Levar Burton, but I do believe in
the power of a good book
There are lots to choose from, and books
PLEASE SEE
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Talk to
Illy
fist,
Baby, your mucus never looked so good
Jamie
WEB LESS TRAVELED

From balloon to
snot fetishes, the
'Net has it all
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

T

hlliiks to the Internet,
people with something
very unusual about
them can find others to collaborate with when they'd otherwise feel isolated. The added
anonymity of online forums
adds to the feeling, as folks are
more willing to talk about
bizarre sexual fetishes with
other screen names than they
are with real life friends. Enjoy
this week's look at all the crazy
things that some people out
there get off on, courtesy of our
friend, the World Wide Web.

Giantess Magic Inc.
http://www.gts2.net/
Ever fantasized about having a sex pcµtner the size of
King Kong? I'm not talking

about the metaphorical size of
certain body parts, but the literal size of the person. No? ·
Well, these people have. Here,
you can marvel at Photoshopcreated images of naked
women sitting on buildings
and using men as sex toys. Sub- ·
fetishes include being eaten by
the giant women and even
giant furry women.

Balloon Fetish Sex
http://balloonfetishsex.com
How about naked girls playing with balloons? Does that do
it
for
you?
BalloonFetishSex.com offers
weekly video clips of balloon
popping, squeezing, and inflating. You can even watch the
girls sit on the balloons. One
thing strikingly odd is that the
balloon fetish is one of the
more popular odd things out
there, up in the leagues with
BDSM and the like. For another variation, try Bodyinflation.org for the fetish of people
who've had various body parts,
often the stomach, "inflated"

with air.

Knotty Clown
http://www.knottydown.com

For some, clowns are funny.
For others, they're just creepy.
For a small few, they're mindblowingly erotic. In their own
words, "Step right up folks,
grab your tickets and get ready
for the silliest, messiest, sexiest
clown show on earth, here at
the home of the sexiest clown
girls on the internet, tied and
pied for your pleasure." No
please.

The Big Nose Appreciation Page
http://www.cyberium.net/bnguy
If your ideal woman has a
huge nose, this is the page for
you. Designed to bring together all folks who enjoy the
unusual -fetish, it features galleries of both real and digitally
enhanced noses for your pleas...
ure. The F.A.Q page's author
says he'd love to date a woman
whose nose grows with stimulus, like a female Pinocchio. If
it's your thing, there's also an

entire gallery of pictures of
Jennifer Love Hewitt with a
larger nose.

Snot Girls
http://www.snotgirls.com/
Advertisements
here
include, "See April pick a winner," "Watch as Michelle digs
for gQld" and "Cringe as Tara
pokes her brain." $20.00 per
month nets you all the images
of girls picking their noses that
you can handle. I don't even
need to make any bad puns
about this site. They made
them for me already.

Conjoined Dreams http://con- .
joineddreams.net
/
Here's a site for folks who
want to have sex with beautiful
female conjoined twins. For
most of us, those words don't
particularly go together, but
these folks are different.
You may now return to your
regularly scheduled,
not
bizarre sex li(e, already in
progress.

Go sci-fi ladies
FROM

Read .books!
FROM
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do have the power to take you from place to
place. Despite what y~mr teacher taught
you, there is much more out there to read
other than Shakespeare and Anne Frank.
People write books about everything, from
learning about the glockenspiel to envisioning a history in which the Nazis won World
War 2. Don't wait for the next bestseller to
become the next blockbuster. The books

are always bette:r: They're actually interested in eXploring the characters and not just
giving you a plot SUiilIIlary you could see in
ClifPs Notes.
·
In the $CafY chance that BuSh gets reelected, this country just niight tum into a
Fahrenheit 451-esque future in which all
books are destroyed. Enjoy books while you
still can. Pretty soon the only way you11 be
able to experience 19th century literature is
through Reese Witherspoon and Gwyneth
Paltrow. How's that for a scary thought?
Now leave me alone. I hear the wheels of
knowledge rolling toward me once again.
-~
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ters? You _d on't happen to address this~
as ''M'lady,'' do you? Of course, the immediate answer to your not-quite-a-query is to
define it as "So fine you blow my mind, hey
Mickey.'' But that might not work unless
her name is Mickey, so rd say you're out of
luck, friend
How do you talk to an angel?
I would recommend trying Klingon.
We love a guy who can speak fluent Klingon. Especially if you nail the glottal stops.
Don't let common sense tell you otherwise.
How do you hold her close to where you
are?
What are you, an amputee? Use your
arms, moron!
How do you talk to an angel?

It's like trying to catch a falling star. ·
So, trying to talk to an angel would
cause you to get engulfed by a massive fireball that would cause destruction on a global scale? If we were going for the litera.i
meaning of''falling ~,that is. Qi; get pelted by meteorites ifwe were going for a fiv-·
urative meaning. Qi; for an even more figurative meaning, it'd mean having to
constantly scan the channels on your 1V
for a glimpse ofJamie Walters. Damn, that
is difficult
To sum up: Jamie Walters, shut up.
Ladies, don't be charmed by a talentless,
brocxling guy. Record-buying public, letnie
control your pmcliases. It's better that way.
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were absent from my favorite books. Women
existed as holy mothers or tramps or brainless
bimbos who thought only of pleasing and distracting their men. They were background
Now, most people who know me will
attest that I am hardly a background character.
rm fiery, strong-willed, intelligent, outspoken
and independent Where were the women like
me in the books that were always such a big
part of my life? And even worse, where were
the writers like me? Since I first learned to
write, I have never been able to stop, scribbling
furiously in notebooks even before I learned to
type. Where were the women with enough
imagination tn create whole galaxies full of
wonders and dangers? I can only think of Le
Guin, who was never afraid to question gender's role in society in her fiction. In the world
of fantasy, only one writer I can think o~ Robert
Jordan in his Wheel ofTzme series, has focused
on strong female ·characters who don't need
men to rescue them or help them full in love
and realize how great it really is to be a subservient stereotype.
I can only hope that we, the next generation ofWriters and thinkers, can once and for all .
bring equality to the world of fiction. It is long
overdue.

Menage a trois:
just bad news
FROM
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What's even worse is that guys think it
is okay to ask your girlfriend's best friend to
hop in the bed with them. But God forbid
we ask your drinking buddy to come alOllg
for the ride. Again I ask, where is the
romance in that? There is too much jealousy running amok for the threesome to
have any kind of lasting chance in a relationship.
If you just have to try it leave it in the
single scene. There is much.less ofa chance
for ruined relationships there and more
room for unbridled fun.
Just so you don't think I am advocating
an orgy h~ 111 add this: if nothing else,
drop the double standard. A threesome is a
threesome, whether it is two guys and a girl
or two girls and a guy. Ifs either dirty or ifs
sexy. There is no in-between.
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· $2,000 .CASH . PRIZE.
to the best Costume in the

'

'Features Costum~ Contest _
pJ'.'esented by Bacardi Raz

KNIGHTS CAMERA ACTION:
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RoHinu Out the Red Carpet

Kniuhtmare 2004

Movie Knight

·
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For 1nore infor01ation visit www.uctkniuhtn1are.co1D

